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Abstract
 My practice-led research aims to define what it means to call a person or 
thing ‘cool’. Methodologically, my fine art practice is bricolage: disassembling, repur-
posing, and modifying objects or ideas to generate new wholes and understanding. 
As a bricoleur, I thus set out to break down the value judgement of cool into constit-
uent parts, to enable a more nuanced definition to emerge.  
 By surveying current research on cool in fields such as marketing, jazz, and 
neuroscience, and by creating two artworks, I identified 14 sensibilities (i.e. pro-
cesses sensed and engaged with) that culminate in judging something to be cool. 
My artworks, 1 2 3 (Unfinished) (2014-2016) and Lunar Salon (2015), highlighted 
that the sensibilities of originality and spontaneity are related to creativity, and so I 
proceeded to investigate how cool might be valuable to a creative practice. 
 My final artwork, spacesuits for animals (2016-ongoing) concluded that all 14 
sensibilities of cool could become incorporated into, and could enhance my bri-
colage methodology. In this report I articulate what these sensibilities emotionally 
and materially felt like as they fused with my practical methods. This articulation 
was key to understanding that cool as a value judgement is comprised of a flexible 
network of both experienced and observed sensibilities. The specific network that I 
produced was subjective, but its constituent sensibilities are a synthesis of discourse 
on cool and my personal experience, and are original contributions to knowledge. 
 Cool is made of pre-existing physical/conceptual material, but it contributes 
unique value to the world in the same way that a bricolage sculpture creates unique 
value: not from what it is but rather, from how it is made. Calling something cool is 
the result of a creative methodology which builds connections between bodily inter-
actions, personal experiences, concepts, and personal values, and as such, can help 
to articulate and even formulate one’s identity.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Research Context
 In my fine art practice, I like to take things apart, repurpose, combine, and 
modify objects to create new wholes. In this sense, I am a bricoleur, and the work I 
create is bricolage. Bricolage is described by the ethnologist Claude Lévi-Strauss as 
a mode of making that values the processes and the embedding of oneself within a 
project more than achieving an end result.1 Bricolage and the closely related term 
‘adhocism’  are also said to have a loosely identifiable aesthetic where visibly dispa-
rate parts (that inevitably carry excess function/meaning) come together to com-
prise a single whole.2 Bricolage is a methodology that allows me to see, for instance, 
a golf bag as a potential giraffe boot. I also believe that bricolage is a methodology of 
physical construction that entails some predictable methods such as: pulling, scrap-
ing, measuring with one’s feet, and using crude implements, excessive duct tape, 
and/or ‘whatever is at hand’. 
 I am also interested in the notion of bricolage as a conceptual methodolo-
gy: by repurposing, combining, and modifying methods and concepts (and often 
displacing them across different conceptual frameworks) I want to generate both un-
derstanding and new meaning.3 For instance, using taxidermy methods in the con-
struction of a spacesuit facilitated for me an understanding of spacesuits as a kind of 
skin. In operating as both physical and conceptual methodology, bricolage has for 
me always represented a fluid movement between abstract concepts and objects. For 
reference, I include my definitions of methodology, method, and related terms in 1.2 
 1. Claude Lévi-Strauss, “The Science of the Concrete,” The Savage Mind, Trans. by George 
Weidenfield and Nicholson Ltd., Paris: The University of Chicago Press and Librarie Plon, 1962. 
 2. As suggested in: Charles Jencks and Nathan Silver, Adhocism: The Case for Improvisation, 
Cambridge: MIT Press, 2013.
 3. Influenced by Joe L. Kincheloe, “Describing the Bricolage: Conceptualizing a New Rigor 
in Qualitative Research,” Qualitative Inquiry, Volume 7 Number 6, New York: Sage, 2001.
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Key Terms.
 Before I outline the aims of this research project, I will first introduce my 
impetus. It began with a myth: Apollo, after patronising Cupid and boasting of his 
own archery prowess, is thereby struck by one of Cupid’s golden arrows, and Daphne 
(a wood nymph) with a leaden one. As amorous and besotted as Apollo becomes with 
Daphne, she is repelled by him in equal measure. Apollo professes his love to Daphne 
as she flees from him into the forest. Daphne calls out to her father to save her from this 
fate and he responds by turning her into a laurel tree. Apollo reaches her and, loving 
her more than ever, declares that her leaves will stay evergreen and her branches will 
grace his lute and the heads of kings. Daphne bows her branches in gratitude.4
 In 2012, I took the story of Apollo and Daphne and used it to abstractly 
explore the resourcefulness, ambition, optimism, and creative adaptability of early 
NASA. Part-for-part, I substituted the materials comprising NASA’s A5-L (Apollo)
prototype pressure suits with items procured from the streets of London, in order 
to construct two pressure suits of my own. I used these pressure suits in my instal-
lation Things Being What I Want Them To Be And Not What They’re Supposed To Be 
(2012/2013, Appendix A) to depict a tableaux of Apollo pursuing Daphne as she 
turns into a laurel tree. In constructing this artwork I came to understand that both 
Apollos were connected by a common desire: that of pursuing something beyond 
one’s reach and finding satisfaction in something unexpected. The god Apollo 
honours Daphne in her new form as a laurel. With NASA’s Project Apollo, astronaut 
Jim Lovell commented that, “We learned a lot about the Moon, but what we real-
ly learned was about the Earth.”5 Lovell describes the Overview Effect: a cognitive 
 4. Paraphrasing: Ovid, Metamorphosis, Trans. David Raeburn, London: Penguin Books, 
2004, p689.
 5. Interview with Jim Lovell in, In the Shadow of the Moon, Dir. David Sington, 2007, Think-
Film, 2008, DVD.
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shift in awareness that arises when one reaches beyond one’s physical limits. The 
Overview Effect has a transformative power that rests not in its ability to change a 
subject but rather, the perception of it.6 By experiencing NASA’s Apollo missions and 
the story of Apollo and Daphne in terms of the materials and processes that I used 
to construct the pressure suits, I realised that this type of transformation is funda-
mental to my bricolage methodology.  Subsequently, the Greek myth that was my 
impetus to create an artwork became one material with which to understand how I 
materially and perceptually transform objects within my own practice. 
 At the same time as undertaking Things Being What I Want Them To Be And 
Not What They’re Supposed To Be, I contemplated building spacesuits for animals. I 
imagined a stag, on the moon, wearing a form-fitting spacesuit and a helmet created 
in a similar style to the human spacesuits that I was building. My motivation to cre-
ate this new artwork seemed spontaneous but also resolute and so I began to investi-
gate where this idea came from. Upon self-reflection, I realised that this new project 
was also derived from material that I had to-hand: in Greek mythology Apollo’s twin 
Artemis — his compliment — was the goddess of the moon and animals. She is fre-
quently represented by a stag.7 It seems that thinking about the moon had enabled 
me to connect NASA’s Apollo to the gods Apollo and Artemis, thus generating this 
original idea. 
 As a methodology, bricolage frames my environment in a way that lets 
me constantly compare, choose, and assess the usefulness of a particular material, 
method, or methodology. Working in tandem with my personal value judgements, 
bricolage helped me to take the excess knowledge generated through building Things 
 6. Viktor Shklovsky describes a similar effect which can be achieved through the use of 
metaphor and poetic language (known as defamiliarization) in “Art as Device,” Theory of Prose, Trans. 
Benjamin Sher, London: Dalkey Archive Press, 1990.  
 7. Ovid, Metamorphosis, p689. 
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Being What I Want Them To Be And Not What They’re Supposed To Be and conceive 
of building spacesuits for various animals (a concept which I value highly and which 
currently drives my practice).
 I believe that, as a practice-led researcher who produces knowledge through 
creating artworks, it is key for me to be able to articulate not only what I value but 
also how I make value judgements in order to communicate the knowledge that I 
produce. This is because meaning and understanding are never independent of who 
is doing the thinking and on what basis.8
1.2 Key Terms
Practice — all the artwork and research that I create to answer (or find) questions. I 
consider my practice to consist of ‘sculpture’ and all the doing around it: methodolog-
ical, performative, or otherwise. 
Artwork — something I make, with a beginning, middle, and (sometimes) an end; 
always with a concept and always guided by a methodology.
Methodology — the overarching concept structuring both sensibilities and methods. 
A methodology acts like an armature to organise sensibilities and methods. In a single 
artwork, I employ many disparate methods that can be unaffected by one another but 
remain nonetheless tied together by operating under the same methodology. This is 
how it becomes possible for different artworks to have the same methodology but dif-
ferent methods (it’s also possible for different artworks to use the same methods but 
 8. Also proposed by: George Lakoff, Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories 
Reveal about the Mind, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987, p107.
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under a different methodology). 
Meta-Methodology — the overarching concept structuring the various methodolo-
gies within my practice. A meta-methodology is a methodology acting as an armature 
to organise methodologies. I use the term meta-methodology primarily as a way to 
visualise all my methodologies at once and ‘map’ my practice. As such, it does not 
directly enable me to make things; rather, it helps to organise and visualise the meth-
odologies that I use to make things. 
Sensibility — a collection of interrelated methods or processes that usually involve 
sensing the environment; reflecting on one’s personal taste, emotions, and social-
ly informed values; and comparing a given stimulus to past, present, or projected 
scenarios. Sensibilities are more abstract than methods but less complex than a full 
methodology. They evaluate things, but are not inherently productive unless guided 
by a methodology. 
Method — physically how I produce or make projects/artworks. To me, methods are 
characterised by their tactility and specificity, which is fundamentally how they differ 
from sensibilities which are less specific and are tied to emotional responsiveness. 
1.3 Preliminary Hypothesis and Research Questions
 Upon reflecting on my motivation to build spacesuits for animals, I noticed 
that one value judgement of particular relevance was/is my (and others’) propensity 
for calling something ‘cool’. Even though I have always recognised that calling some-
thing cool is an acknowledgement of that thing’s value, I (like many other people) 
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never really had a clear conception about what the word ‘cool’ actually means, nor 
was I aware of the cognitive processes or sensibilities that led me to make the value 
judgement in the first place. Despite not knowing what cool means, I believed (and 
still do) that Apollo mission spacesuits are cool, which is why I investigated them 
through my practice. What I find cool then, can influence the subject matter and 
materials that I choose as an artist-researcher and motivate me to make things. Fur-
thermore, I hypothesise that cool, as an influential value judgement within my prac-
tice, is connected to working creatively and producing creative things (creativity, in 
this context, referring to the processes and sensibilities leading to the production of 
something both original and useful).9  
 
 And so, from conceiving (but not yet realising) an artwork consisting of 
building spacesuits for animals, I begin this research project by first asking: what 
does cool mean?
1.4 Literature Review
 As previously stated, the value judgement of cool influences my bricolage 
studio practice. It is also important to acknowledge however, that my practice-led 
research into cool will in turn be affected by my bricolage methodology. My litera-
ture review then is located dynamically within a chapter which dually examines both 
cool and bricolage, so as to also acknowledge how the literature review itself was 
constructed through bricolage. The chapter begins by examining the methodology 
of bricolage, outlining its historical applications, contemporary fine art specificity, 
 9. In the Handbook of Creativity (Ed. Robert J. Sternberg, Cambridge University Press, 1999) 
researchers unanimously agree that creativity is a combination of conscious and unconscious deci-
sion-making processes leading to the production of something original and useful. Usefulness, in this 
context, implies that the thing has value and an identifiable application. 
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as well as my personal, nuanced application of the methodology within my practice 
(i.e. how I aim to define cool through my bricolage studio practice). I then present a 
discussion of existing discourses on cool and conclude by detailing how mapping as 
a form of bricolage specifically informed the organisation of and understanding of 
cool in this literature review. The discourses to be discussed include:
• the etymology of cool
• cool’s use in historical West African cultures
• cool’s connection to jazz
• cool’s similarity to classical Greek stoicism
• cool’s relationship to the renaissance Italian concept of sprezzatura10 
• cool and the stereotype of ‘the rebel’
• the difference between cool and trend
• cool’s relationship to marketing.
 Using bricolage to piece together salient interdisciplinary concepts, I found 
that many current discourses surrounding cool propose that the word denotes an 
elusive, socially desirable trait which can apply to both people and objects.11 De-
spite social conference influencing what people judge to be cool, Caleb Warren in 
particular has identified that there is no true consensus on the specific properties of 
cool and that it is generally accepted that the things which are cool are constantly in 
flux.12 Subsequently, it seems that cool is not an inherent trait but rather is imbued 
onto people and objects. 
 Furthermore, it is common for people to, “[…] articulate multiple, often 
 10. The connection between cool and sprezzatura was first suggested by Dick Pountain and 
David Robins, Cool Rules: Anatomy of an Attitude, London: Reaktion, 2000, p53. 
 11. Pountain and Robins, Cool Rules..., p12; Caleb Warren, What Makes Things Cool and 
Why Marketers Should Care, Doctor of Philosophy dissertation, University of Colorado, Boulder: 
Proquest/UMI, 2010, http://search.proquest.com/docview/521854603 , p2, (citing John Leland, Hip: 
the History, New York: Ecco, 2004). 
 12. Warren, What Makes Things Cool..., p2-6. 
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contradictory definitions” of cool despite having no trouble identifying cool objects 
or people.13 One prevalent theory is that cool is undefinable. For example, Alan G. 
Artner suggests that this undefinability is an intrinsic property of cool, and that cool 
is about rejecting the ‘mainstream’, maintaining autonomy, and asserting identity 
only through identifying what one isn’t.14 This theory might explain certain rebel-
lious behaviours associated with being cool but to me, it also suggests that cool is 
reactionary and predictable. Later in this report I argue how cool can be expressed 
much more creatively.15 
 Even though cool initially appears to be a vague and elusive concept, I sug-
gest that this appearance is a result of current research into cool generally failing 
to transcend subject boundaries, with few concepts being used cross-disciplinarily. 
This issue is highlighted in Pountain and Robins’ Cool Rules: Anatomy of an Attitude 
(2004), which attempts to bridge this gap by surveying various histories and atti-
tudes associated with cool, but still decides to, “[…] simply accept Cool as a phe-
nomenon that we can recognise when we see it, from its effects in human behaviour 
and cultural artifacts”.16 I also found that most disciplines fail to untangle cool from 
trend, which exacerbates a cultural divide between a ‘spiritual’ cool (traced to Afri-
can and African-American cultures) and a flatter, socially contrived cool-as-popu-
larity (associated with Western/European, capitalist culture).17 Therefore, I suggest 
that gaps in knowledge exist with respect to identifying: 1) a unifying definition or 
 13. Warren, What Makes Things Cool…, p6. 
 14. Alan G. Artner, “American culture has always warmed to what’s cool,” Chicago Tri-
bune News, March 12, 2006, http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2006-03-12/news/0603110258_1_
cool-grammar-american-culture . 
 15. When I say that something ‘is cool’, or is ‘being cool’ that actually means that something 
is ‘observed to be doing something that I judge to be cool.’ Saying that something ‘is cool’ is different 
than saying ‘what cool is’. When I refer to what cool is, I mean the ‘concept consisting of a network of 
sensibilities leading to a particular value judgement’.  
 16. Pountain and Robins, Cool Rules…, p18. 
 17. Aside from perhaps Warren (What Makes Things Cool…, p4) and Belk et. al (Consuming 
Cool…) who distinguish between a ‘mass cool’ and a more personal cool. However, this research did 
not make explicit the association between mass cool and trend. 
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series of concepts to connect research on cool interdisciplinarily; 2) the difference 
between cool and trend; and, as mentioned earlier, 3) an understanding of how the 
value judgement of cool takes place. It is through my bricolage studio practice then, 
that I aim to work across disciplines and address these gaps in knowledge. 
 I have also found that the social nature of the value judgement of cool re-
quires clarification. It has been noted across several disciplines such as jazz, mar-
keting, and studies of youth culture, that when cool as a value judgement is social 
— that is, people collectively discuss or dictate what is and is not cool — that it 
becomes a powerful tool for social cohesion and formulation of group identity.18 My 
research does not focus on the social nature of cool in great detail however, because 
I am suspicious of how intrinsically social the value judgement of cool truly is. 
Research introduced in my chapter 2.3.7 Trend, suggests that people are continuous-
ly making estimations about what others think without actually discussing it with 
them and that subsequently we all possess the cognitive faculties to estimate what 
others might think to be cool without the process being directly social. Furthermore, 
as Steven Quartz and Anette Asp point out, any number of people can find the same 
thing cool but for unique reasons and as such, would not socially confer why the 
thing was cool.19 I thus assert that cool can be, and often is, socially desirable, but 
that being directly socially conferred is not intrinsic to its definition. Cool is still 
a social value judgement because it is linked to self-presentation and what other 
people think, but it is only necessary for one person to judge something to be cool 
and for them to believe that at least one other person would also find it cool, for the 
thing to become cool. 
 18. Within each group, cool is as objective as the group is constant. These ever-in-flux 
groups provide environments for cool to be expressed, by way of how their collective perception 
builds relationships to things within and outside of their cultural surroundings and realm of con-
sciousness. 
 19. Steven Quartz and Anette Asp, Cool: How the Brain’s Hidden Quest for Cool Drives Our 
Economy and Shapes Our World, Farrar, Straus, and Giroux: New York, 2015, p172. 
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1.5 Methodology and Emergent Hypotheses / Research Questions
 Bricolage in a purely conceptual sense organises the multiple methodolo-
gies that I make use of in my fine art practice and in this capacity I consider it my 
meta-methodology. Bricolage as meta-methodology thus enables me to experiment 
with emergent methods and methodologies specific to each studio output that I 
generate. This is worth noting because I want to clarify that while each studio output 
utilises bricolage as a methodology, not all outputs are bricolage in the same way: 
each output develops with its own unique combination of concepts, theories, and 
methods, that can sometimes be complex enough to be described as discrete meth-
odologies that become used as bricolage. It is then with a bricolage meta-method-
ology that I can map these methodologies together into a coherent fine art practice. 
The methodologies that I employ under my meta-methodology of bricolage within 
this research project are inspired by wide-ranging sources: in 1 2 3 (Unfinished) I 
looked to differentials in mathematics, in Lunar Salon I considered artist Marcus 
Coates and his methodology of ‘functional, non-rational processes’, and in my liter-
ature review of cool I made use of concept mapping (and was inspired especially by 
the maps collected by statistician Edward Tufte in Visual Explanations20). My discus-
sion of these sources and development of my emergent methodologies are located in 
the methodology sections of each of the following chapters. 
 Because cool is so elusive and yet so valuable to me, I subsequently set 
up this project to use bricolage to focus on cool itself: in this project my desire to 
 20. Edward Tufte, Visual Explanations: Images and Quantities, Evidence and Narrative, 
Cheshire, Connecticut: Graphics Press, 1997.
In this book, Tufte showcases clear and yet idiosyncratic ‘maps’ such as the hand drawn Genealogy of 
Pop/Rock by Reebee Garofalo (1975) that connects 700+ artists through musical ‘waves’ of time. 
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experience cool becomes my motivation, while my ongoing experiences of cool 
inform the means by which to research cool as a concept. Reflecting on my desire 
and experience also enables me to take responsibility for my actions and develop 
my personal ethics as an artist. Because cool is a value judgement that is also used 
by and is important to others, my practice-led research also aims to contribute to a 
wider discourse on cool and provide creative insight into how we as humans derive 
knowledge and meaningfulness through bodily interactions and experience.
 Returning to the previously identified gaps in knowledge, I then began to 
address the first gap: that of cool having no unifying definition. I aimed to take the 
value judgement of cool and, as a bricoleur, break it down into parts, in order to en-
able a more nuanced and unified definition of cool to emerge. I refer to these parts 
more specifically as ‘sensibilities’. Sensibilities exist between one’s initial perceptions 
of an external stimulus (e.g. person, object, behaviour) and one’s subjective response 
in the form of a value judgement (in this case, calling that stimulus cool). Each sen-
sibility of cool involves sensing the environment; reflecting on one’s personal taste, 
emotions, and socially informed values; and comparing a given stimulus to past, 
present, or projected scenarios. Sensibilities are identifiable as wholes unto them-
selves (which, as with all bricolage are also each a collection of interrelated methods 
or processes) that come together to construct a single concept of cool.
 In order to identify the sensibilities of cool, I employed two main approach-
es. First, the academic research analyses cool from the top-down, identifying and 
observing the phenomena as a whole and breaking it down into sensibilities. I take 
this top-down approach in Chapter 2. In order to get a handle on existing cool 
research, construct a literature review, and begin to connect cool to my own experi-
ence, I created a mind map (which I consider a studio output), that helped me form 
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some preliminary thoughts about what might constitute salient pan-disciplinary 
sensibilities of cool. Mapping is the dominant iteration of my bricolage method-
ology in this ‘top down’ approach and (as discussed in Chapter 2.4) it enabled me 
to identify 12 distinct-but-interrelated sensibilities that are observed when judg-
ing something to be cool. These sensibilities include: autonomy, balance, confi-
dence, determination, never trying to control others, nonchalance, originality, 
self-awareness, self-control, spontaneity, resilience, and resistance. Chapter 2.3 
provides descriptions of these sensibilities and also articulates how cool differs from 
trend (2.3.7 Trend). 
 As I will particularly emphasise in 2.3.3 Jazz, I identified that some sensibili-
ties of cool, especially spontaneity and originality, are connected to being creative. 
In order to investigate my preliminary hypothesis — that cool might be connected 
to working creatively and producing creative things — I aimed to explore these two 
sensibilities through the creation of two artworks. This was my second, bottom-up 
approach: materially starting without cool in hand and (often literally) building 
toward increasingly detailed experiences of individual sensibilities of cool.
 In my first realised artwork, 1 2 3 (Unfinished) (2013-ongoing), which 
brought five drummers together to audibly simulate a rocket launch, my aim was 
to answer questions which primarily stemmed from an ambiguity with respect to 
originality. Originality implies connotations of uniqueness, independence, cre-
ativity, and seems to be the opposite of copying. Copying for the most part seems 
uncool (and related to trend), but is the same true for similar terms such as mimick-
ing, recreating, and simulating? Can originality (and thus cool) involve processes 
similar to copying? Unexpectedly, I identified that simulating could in fact produce 
an original result. Despite copying being uncool, simulating can contribute to a cool 
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value judgement because simulating only copies the effect of something and can do 
so through an original and creative process. Simulating is one way of achieving the 
sensibility of originality and not a distinct sensibility of cool in its own right.
 In my second artwork, Lunar Salon (2015), I borrowed genuine moon rocks 
from NASA and invited select guests to a catered evening salon in which they could 
handle the NASA specimens as well as other objects and artworks related to my 
research on cool. The event left space for spontaneous conversation and my own 
instinctual responses, which I would then retrospectively analyse. Lunar Salon also 
provided an opportunity, through discussion, to consider some of the generative, 
critical actions comprising the sensibility of nonchalance. 
 In Lunar Salon, I experienced a disjunction between what I anticipated 
the moon rocks to be like and what it was like to actually handle them. Initially, I 
thought the moon rocks were cool but when I borrowed them, they were no longer 
cool to me. Thinking about the change in status of the moon rocks for me subse-
quently led to my identification of the sensibility of distance (akin to Walter Benja-
min’s concept of aura21), which allows me to creatively relate to something and value 
it when I do not have firsthand experience of it. When I called the moon rocks cool, 
I also felt desire, which I argue is an additional sensibility experienced when judging 
something to be cool. Although the value judgement of cool is ‘in the eye of the per-
ceiver’, only distance and desire are actively experienced by the perceiver. The rest of 
the sensibilities are subjectively observed and attributed by the perceiver to the thing 
that is being labelled as cool. 
 After creating two artworks and making a distinction between experienced 
 21. Walter Benjamin, “The Story Teller,” Illuminations, Trans. Harry Zohn, Ed. Hannah 
Arendt. New York: Schochen Books, 1969.
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and observed sensibilities of cool, I then proposed the following description of how 
the value judgement of cool takes place: I judge someone to be cool when I observe 
them to possess/enact the sensibilities of: autonomy, balance, confidence, determi-
nation, never trying to control others, nonchalance, originality, self-awareness, 
self-control, spontaneity, resilience, and resistance.22 These sensibilities must 
achieve a sense of balance, the evaluation of which is determined by my personal 
taste and as such is socially connected (through perceived or extrapolated corrobo-
ration). Whilst observing these 12 sensibilities, I must also experience the two sensi-
bilities of distance and desire in order to judge something to be cool. 
 In spite of these findings, I could not yet explain how the sensibilities of cool 
worked together, and still wondered if cool could be valuable to my creative prac-
tice in another way, aside from the motivation that I derive from judging something 
to be cool. Taking these motives into account, I produced an emergent hypothesis: 
that I could incorporate the sensibilities of cool into a creative methodology and use 
them to make artwork. Using the sensibilities of cool in this way would demonstrate 
how cool can be valuable beyond just judging something to be cool.  Experiencing 
what each sensibility feels like (not just the ones experienced when judging some-
thing to be cool) and how they might work together would also enable me to refine 
my understanding of the sensibilities and their underlying processes, and produce a 
more nuanced definition of cool.
 Part of using these sensibilities as a bricoleur involves literally and intimately 
feeling their material manifestations, and allowing them to emotionally change me. 
Subsequently, incorporating the sensibilities of cool into my bricolage methodology 
and reflecting on my actions would also address my preliminary aims of building 
animal spacesuits and developing my personal ethics as an artist.
 22. If I judge something to be cool, it must imply these sensibilities through its perceived use.
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 And so, by first asking, ‘What does cool mean?’, my research questions be-
came: 
• What sensibilities contribute to a cool value judgement?
• Does cool have value outside the social desirability of being labelled as, or label-
ling something as cool? (Or rephrased: how can cool be valuable beyond judging 
something to be cool?) 
• What do the sensibilities of cool feel like?
 I used bricolage, enhanced by the 14 sensibilities of cool, to produce an 
ongoing artwork titled spacesuits for animals, which consists of building life-sized 
animal armatures and spacesuits out of found materials. Specifically, this report 
looks at the spacesuit and armature building for a giraffe, Shropshire lamb/sheep, 
deermouse, and red deer (stag).23 The artwork continues to gain momentum and has 
thus far been exhibited as a performance titled R.U.S.S.E.L.L. (2016) and a subse-
quent residency and exhibition titled SEEMS (2016). spacesuits for animals remains 
unfinished at the time of writing this report because it is the process of building (and 
not completion) that dynamically communicates how the sensibilities of cool can 
work together within my bricolage methodology to generate new ways of thinking, 
leading to creative outputs. For example, chapters 6.3 Browsing and 6.5 Tape illus-
trate how the sensibilities of spontaneity and confidence seemed to act as interloc-
utors between methodology and methods in the act of making, guiding how I taped 
things together, browsed for objects, and measured things against my own body. 
Sensibilities, as I will argue, can become emotional/conceptual ‘tools’ that anyone 
can take up and use to guide their unique methods to produce meaningful results.
 23. These species have not been to space, which is an important aspect that I touch on in 
Chapter 6: spacesuits for animals.
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 Using the sensibilities of cool within my bricolage methodology also led to 
a critique of bricolage. Specifically, it made apparent to me that bricolage does not 
inherently differentiate between living entities, objects, and concepts. It is a meth-
odology that sees everything as a material. As a result, there can be no distinction 
between inhumane practices, harmful cultural appropriation, and what I consider 
to be my bricolage fine art practice, without the incorporation of further values and/
or sensibilities. I suggest in spacesuits for animals that my bricoleur’s personal ethics 
could be made less egocentric by incorporating some of the sensibilities of cool. 
 For example, when researching animal spacesuits for this artwork, I learned 
of the historical cruelty committed against animals forced to wear spacesuits as part 
of international space exploration. I did not want to contribute to this history but 
could not find a responsible or productive solution through bricolage. Incorporat-
ing the sensibility of never trying to control others, which involves social/cultural 
awareness, led to a productive solution: not forcing an animal to wear a spacesuit 
and instead, incorporating bones from already dead animals in my armatures to 
stand in the place of animals. As such, incorporating this sensibility of cool re-
framed my problem and enhanced my personal ethics. 
 The NASA Apollo missions are a thematic and methodological starting point 
for all my artworks in this research project because they are something that I find 
cool, and as such they become a way for me to incorporate how I feel and experience 
cool into my research project. Furthermore, in this report I discuss how the Apollo 
missions inspire me through their exceptionally creative methodology and methods, 
pointing out that NASA at that time had its own particular kind of bricolage. I kept 
NASA’s methods in mind especially as I built spacesuits for animals. 
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 I also see the Apollo 11 mission as a model in which to frame my own re-
search approach. Specifically, I see a comparison between my practice-led fine art 
research and how NASA decided they would travel to the moon and collect geo-
logical specimens. NASA could have sent a robot to extract the rocks or had their 
astronauts operate a remote control digger from the Lunar Lander but instead they 
asked astronauts Armstrong and Aldrin to get out there in spacesuits. Armstrong 
and Aldrin’s observations and experiences detailed in their mission reports were 
affected by their spacesuits and reflect the technology that propelled them there, 
but they were nonetheless able to come that much closer to experiencing the moon 
by choosing to physically step onto it and see it at eye level. Armstrong and Aldrin 
conducted some of the same experiments that robotic telemetry would be capable 
of operating but they also produced a plethora of vibrant, qualitative ‘excess’: ob-
servations about the subtle colour changes and shadow-play of the lunar surface, 
the consistency of soil under foot, the physical exertion required to dig a three-inch 
hole, and most importantly, the experience of looking back at earth and seeing one’s 
frame of reference. This ‘excess’ is only comprehensible subjectively, but if the loca-
tion and layers of its subjectivity are adequately communicated, it produces a shared 
meaningfulness that I believe can be as useful as the best approximation of objective 
knowledge that research is capable of producing. 
1.6 Original Contributions to Knowledge
 In my research, I indicate how multiple fields of discourse on cool connect 
to each other, which brings us ‘one small step’ closer to objectively defining what 
cool means. By considering an interdisciplinary collection of material through my 
bricolage fine art practice, I produced findings relevant to the fields of fine art and 
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creativity research, and also present the possibility of understanding cool as a uni-
fied field of research in its own right. More than this however, by identifying the 
sensibilities of cool, demonstrating how they can productively be incorporated into 
a creative methodology, and explaining what it feels like to use these sensibilities as 
part of a creative methodology, I then suggest why cool is meaningful: being derived 
from bodily interactions and intimate experience, the value judgement of cool can 
be a methodology to synthesise and articulate one’s identity. 
 My research thus offers a personal understanding of cool and tries to avoid 
a cold and flat acceptance of cool as a recognisable but undefinable phenomenon 
because cold acceptance divorces what cool feels like from what cool is. Through all 
of my artworks, I place emphasis on understanding cool’s underlying sensibilities 
because my research is about understanding cool, interacting with it, and exploring 
it as a creative methodology. My research is not about owning cool, making it, or 
trying to be it. Furthermore, defining the sensibilities of cool cannot provide a recipe 
for making something cool but rather, when cool is generated, these sensibilities 
provide an understanding about what has taken place. 
1.7 Structure of Report
 It is important to note that this report is bricolage. It is about overlapping, 
forcefully dragging together parts, and generating excess. At times, I found it diffi-
cult to communicate how the individual parts of the report communicate a compre-
hensive whole. In contrast to the active encounters of my research process, which 
facilitated thinking through and thinking about various parts/dimensions of the 
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whole simultaneously, the report had to pick apart and translate these parts into a 
chronological text. This translation was the final stage of my research process and 
primarily consisted of removing details, to attempt to communicate a concise way 
of ‘defining cool through my studio practice’. Removing details however, is antithet-
ical to bricolage, which relishes in the ‘excess’ it generates, admitting that ‘excess’ is 
only a label for those things which have not yet received enough creative attention 
to understand their usefulness. Assembling a bricolage report then was a challenge 
which productively outlined (but does not embody) the whole of my research. The 
true conception of both the whole and its comprising parts is still best experienced 
through my artworks, as it is my opinion that neither cool nor bricolage can be ade-
quately represented through a single, linear path. 
 The first two chapters of this report introduce my key ‘materials’: bricolage 
and cool, and then NASA. Chapter 2 firstly functions as a literature review of brico-
lage which contextualises my use of the methodology as it relates to creativity and 
fine art. It then continues into a bricolage-influenced literature review of cool which 
provides historical and contemporary contextualisation of the concept/value judge-
ment through a variety of different subject domains. Through this literature review I 
highlight twelve observed sensibilities of cool and feel out areas of further inquiry to 
be investigated through my artworks. I conclude by reflecting on how my bricolage 
methodology (enacted through concept mapping) informed the structure and con-
tent of this chapter. Chapter 3 then contextualises and summarises how the NASA 
Apollo missions are an important methodological and thematic starting point for 
my artworks (i.e. how they become a way for me to incorporate how I feel and ex-
perience cool into my bricolage fine art practice). This chapter presents in a prelimi-
nary way, the possibility of cool and creativity being linked, which in turn informed 
my emergent hypothesis that I could successfully incorporate the sensibilities of cool 
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into a creative methodology and use them to make artwork. 
 Chapters 4-6 then discuss my three artworks. Each artwork (and each of 
these three chapters) acts as a unique physical/conceptual armature which incorpo-
rates, analyses, and personalises my understanding of bricolage, cool, and NASA. 
Firstly, Chapters 4 and 5 refine my understanding of the sensibilities of cool using 
my bricolage methodology. These chapters are preparatory research for Chapter 6 
which uses bricolage, informed by the sensibilities of cool, as a methodology to pro-
duce findings about both cool and bricolage. 
 The USB digital submission attached to the front of this report contains a 
copy of this Report and the Appendix (including the Animals in Space Graph that is 
also contained as a fold-out map at the back of the Appendix). The USB also con-
tains a video submission evidencing Part 4 of my artwork 1 2 3 (Unfinished) and my 
Cool Mind Map, which will both be referred to later in this Report. 
 The Appendix evidences my over-generative process: it expands on my liter-
ature review of cool, provides further analysis and contextualisation of my artworks, 
and contains an edited compilation of creative writing which considers my rela-
tionship to the film 2001: A Space Odyssey by Stanley Kubrick (1968). This creative 
writing (located in Appendix H) is referenced in Chapter 5: Lunar Salon, where one 
of my objects of research in the salon included a 1:12 scale model of a set from the 
film. This creative writing, which I consider a studio output, became a way for me to 
vitally step outside of my own practice, to self-reflect, and assess my research con-
cerns in a more general sense. The vicariousness of considering 2001: A Space Odys-
sey also enabled me to articulate some of the aspirations that I have for my artwork 
and assess my research findings for the formulation of my Conclusion. 
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2 Approaching Cool Through Bricolage 
and Practice
2.1 Introduction
 My research discards the aim of attaining a completely objective under-
standing of cool and accepts that my analysis will have certain limitations. Cool, 
like creativity, always emerges from the self as a result of interaction and constant 
negotiation with others and the environment. The creative methodologies and meth-
ods that I employ to explore cool have a direct impact on my analysis then, since 
these methodologies/methods structure the environment (i.e. my fine art practice) 
wherein I procure my research findings. Subsequently, an acute awareness of how 
I approach cool through bricolage (bricolage being the meta-methodology which 
encompasses all my methodologies and methods) gives context to my findings and 
is key to addressing the difficulty of achieving external validity (and the ability to 
generalise), which arises from the experiential nature of my research (my research 
involving such activities as mapping in the studio, building artworks to answer 
research questions, and incorporating/experiencing the sensibilities of cool into my 
bricolage methodology in spacesuits for animals). 
 In order to approach cool through bricolage, the following chapter thus be-
gins by outlining what bricolage is, contextualising it historically and discussing its 
specificity in fine art. I then proceed to outline my own nuanced understanding of 
bricolage as it functions within this research project. This understanding is primarily 
outlined in 2.2.6: Application of Methodology but also exists in an embedded fash-
ion throughout all of Chapter 2. In Chapter 2.3 I then utilise bricolage to conduct a 
literature review of cool that consults multiple disciplines and highlights 12 pan-dis-
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ciplinary observed sensibilities of cool. Key to the development of this literature 
review was my methodology of turning salient, pan-disciplinary concepts into 
sensibilities, which took the form of a mind map, and so in Chapter 2.4 I elaborate 
on how the mapping took place. Essentially, mapping enabled me to break my pre-
liminary research on cool down into units of physical/conceptual matter to which I 
could then apply characteristic bricolage methods (such as pulling apart and piecing 
together). By bringing this research into the studio and bringing objects into contact 
with the ideas on the map, I began to personally relate to the concepts, and structure 
my approach to cool through bricolage and practice. 
2.2 Bricolage
2.2.1 Etymology
 The word bricolage etymologically traces back to the French verb bricoler 
(15th century and bricole in the 14th century) which was used in the context of “ball 
games, billiards, hunting, shooting, or riding.”24 Bricoler referred to some extrane-
ous movement: a ball rebounding, a dog straying, or horse swerving from its direct 
course to avoid an obstacle. Bricoler therefore refers to the physical act of deviating 
from a direct route, as a direct response to one’s environment.
 
 In old Italian, the word briccola referred to a bag of jute sewn crudely, with 
stiff cardboard and two shoulder straps, commonly used for smuggling goods across 
the Italian-Swiss border (Fig.1).25 The bricolla was used to carry goods on uncom-
mon routes (and in this sense can be connected to the root bricoler, which means ‘to 
 24. My Etymology, s.v. “Bricolage,” 2008, www.myetymology.com ; and Lévi-Strauss, The 
Savage Mind, p11.
 25. Lugano Monte Bré, Contraband, Accessed August 14, 2015, http://www.luganomontebre.
ch/index/en/contraband/. 
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deviate’) in order to evade authorities. The aesthetic of the bricolla was determined 
by what was to hand, resulting in a functional object which did not conceal its pur-
pose. 
 
2.2.2 Lévi-Strauss
 
 The term bricoleur was further discussed by the ethnologist Claude Lévi-
Strauss in 1962, in which he used it to describe a methodology of creating and 
acquiring knowledge that is opposite to engineering.26 Both bricolage and engineer-
ing employ a variety of methods to produce objects (which are knowledge-making 
tools) but an engineer does so by first creating/acquiring tools for specialised pur-
poses, while a bricoleur improvises and uses non-specialised tools for a variety of 
purposes. Lévi-Strauss also added that a bricoleur works with their hands and uses 
 26. Lévi-Strauss, The Savage Mind, p10-14. 
Fig. 1. “contrabbando-inside,” Contraband, [n.d.], ©2017 Lugano Montebre or RDB/
Schleiniger, http://www.luganomontebre.ch/index/en/contraband/ . 
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‘devious’ (i.e. alternative/divagating) means compared to those of a professional 
craftsman.27 He stressed that bricolage and engineering are equally valid methodolo-
gies that work with and against each other in order to produce knowledge.
 According to Lévi-Strauss, a bricoleur is always making do with ‘whatever is 
at hand’. A bricoleur playfully works with a finite set of tools and materials that are 
equally the result of previous acquisitions (to enrich/maintain stock) and the re-
mains of previous constructions or destructions. These tools and materials are never 
innately specific to the current project and as such, can be described as heteroge-
neous.28 Tools and materials are defined only by their potential use (and not neces-
sarily their typical use) and are collected or retained on the principle that they ‘may 
come in handy’. 
 Bricolage is a methodology that revels in subjectivity and takes a loose, 
unsystematic, but nonetheless purposeful and rigorous approach to making. Like an 
engineer, a bricoleur is goal-oriented, but a bricoleur’s primary interest lies within 
process: the manipulation of materials. A bricoleur may not ever complete their 
project but they always give an account of themselves within their output through 
the choices that they make between limited possibilities. A bricoleur’s ‘result’ can 
thus be defined as a compromise between their initial aim (which was more like a 
sketch) and their project’s materialised structure.29 Furthermore, a bricoleur’s pur-
pose is bound up with executing a project, rather than completing it.30 
 
 Lévi-Strauss also identified a kind of conceptual bricolage called ‘mythical 
thought’. Mythical thought consists of disparate or contradictory elements which, 
 27. Lévi-Strauss, The Savage Mind, p11. 
 28. Ibid., p10. 
 29. Ibid., p14. 
 30. Ibid., p12.
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through incorporation into the bricoleur’s own life, become connected and struc-
tured into knowledge.31 This leaves traces of the bricoleur clinging to the knowledge 
in the same way a potter’s fingerprints on a vessel reveal an impression of the art-
ist.32  
 In this project, my defining of cool and approach to research is intimate, but 
my output becomes externalised (with fingerprints) through my practice in a way 
that contributes to discourse on cool. I specifically demonstrate this as I physically 
arrange concepts through mapping (later in this chapter) and again, when my artic-
ulation of the sensibilities of cool becomes refined through building spacesuits for 
animals.
2.2.3 Adhocism
 Charles Jencks and Nathan Silver (in the co-written book, Adhocism) explain 
that bricolage is a common French term for ‘adhocism’ or ‘adhocist activity’.33 
Adhocism denotes a principle of action having speed or economy and 
purpose or utility, and it prospers like most hybrids on the edge of re-
spectability. Basically, [...] it involves using an available system in a new 
way to solve a problem quickly and efficiently.34 
I have included their Adhocist Manifesto in Appendix B. Jencks notes that the Mars 
rover Curiosity is adhocism which, “although very expensive and carefully designed 
[...] takes an existing system, in this case well-tested geology machines that can 
 31. Lévi-Strauss, The Savage Mind, p12. 
 32. Potter example taken from Benjamin, “The Story Teller,” Illuminations, p91. 
 33. Jencks and Silver, Adhocism, p16. 
 34. Ibid., pvii.
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move around hostile environments, and clips on a series of attachments that are new 
to exploring planets.”35 The parts show, “what they do, where they come from in the 
past, and how they are put together. Such legibility and dissectibility are key expres-
sive aspects of adhocism, goals in themselves, part of the definition.”35  Jencks add 
that, “Adhocism rarely presents anything new in the sense of a discovery” since, “the 
purpose is to help solve a problem, or to change contexts and make it a non-prob-
lem”.36 The novelty of adhocism thus comes from its improvised methods. 
 This bricolage or adhocist approach to both discovery and problem solving 
contributes to the interdisciplinary nature of my research. I approach multiple dis-
courses of cool with the intention of synthesising and connecting concepts together 
rather than to generate something completely novel. In this way I aim to put forward 
a personally meaningful definition of cool which resonates with the etymological 
and cultural history of cool, aiming to elucidate why cool as a value judgement is 
important to many people, and not just myself.
 In consulting Adhocism by Jencks and Silver, I noted their direct response to 
Claude Lévi-Strauss’s writing on bricolage:
 The distinction between bricolage and engineering or science 
is one of degree and intention rather than kind of quality. Both the 
bricoleur and the scientist are motivated by a search after truth and 
deal equally rigorously with facts. They are equally objective. Both have 
to make use of pre-existing subsystems, but while the scientist tries to 
expand his initial set of resources, the bricoleur sticks with his existing 
resources as long as he possibly can. The distinction is between appro-
 35. Jencks and Silver, Adhocism, pvi. 
 36. Ibid., p115. 
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priateness and urgency. The scientist is intent on using the tools and 
hypothesis appropriate to his job, whereas the bricoleur or adhocist is 
intent on undertaking his job immediately, with whatever resources are 
available.37 
 This urgency of using whatever is available does not have to be desperate. As 
a matter of fact, starting anywhere with anything can often be a vital way of gath-
ering enough information to produce more complex decisions. This is my general 
approach to research: when seeking to define cool, I begin with what is immediately 
in front of me, which is my practice and the materials in my studio. Manipulation of 
these materials led to asking ‘what does cool mean?’, consulting academic sources, 
mapping, and constructing artworks.  
2.2.4 Fine Art
 
 Bricolage also has a particular meaning in fine art. More than purely an 
aesthetic, bricolage refers to the ‘hobbling together’ — the retooling and re-signify-
ing of collected materials into novel, functional contraptions. Artist-bricoleur Tom 
Sachs describes the bricolage process as one of regeneration and an, “oscillating 
syntax: one of gain, loss, and more than anything, one of play.”38
 Formally, bricolage is similar to assemblage, readymades, and objet trouvé, 
which all make use of found materials and build with whatever is at hand. Nathan 
Silver defines a readymade as something, “bought, self consciously signed, and 
 37. Jencks and Silver, Adhocism, p17. 
 38. Tom Sachs quoted in: Lawrence Weschler, “Tom Sachs,” Lawrence “Ren” Weschler’s Blog, 
August 30, 2011. http://www.chicagohumanities.org/Blog/Lawrence-Weschler/Tom-Sachs.aspx . 
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proclaimed as art” and uses Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel as an example.39 With ready-
mades, the artist’s hand is significant because it selects, rather than makes. This dif-
fers from bricolage, which highly modifies objects and embeds the artist’s methods 
into the resulting artwork. 
 Objet trouvé and assemblage are similar because they both modify found 
objects. However, objet trouvé also resembles readymades because it emphasises the 
moment of selection. I believe that bricolage is distinct from both objet trouvé and 
assemblage because with bricolage there is always an implied functionality. This is 
because the methods employed in bricolage remain consistent regardless of whether 
the object is asked to pragmatically perform its utilitarian function (e.g. the duct 
taped-sock-filter used in NASA’s Apollo 13 mission (Fig. 2 and full description in 
Appendix B), or water jug light fixture (Fig. 3)), or whether (perhaps in a gallery) 
the same utilitarian object is merely asked to ‘perform its identity’ as fine art.40 In 
other words, bricolage oscillates between pragmatic and performative roles depend-
ing on its environment or context (much like readymades). 
 Assemblage, readymades, objet trouvé, and bricolage all contain ‘dual iden-
tities’ because the original material(s) remain conspicuous in the resulting artwork. 
To me, a bricolage sculpture is subtly distinguishable from these other art forms 
however, because its comprising materials’ identities are always subordinate to that 
of the artwork. Artist Nancy Natale notes that, “Finished bricolage artworks have a 
sense of discovery about them as viewers may glimpse and identify original forms 
when they look more closely at the work.”41
 39. Silver, Adhocism, p154. 
 40. In a gallery, “[...] a utilitarian object might transform into a performance object, taking 
form in a way that has nothing to do with its original usefulness.” Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aes-
thetics, France: Les presses du réel, 2002. 
Furthermore, in bricolage, “Real function can be explored as a sensibility”. Silver, Adhocism, p141-
42. 
 41. Nancy Natale, “A 2015 Bricolage Workshop,” Art of Bricolage (blog), May 19, 2015, http://
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Fig. 2. NASA, “As-built adapter in the LM cabin/ 
AS13-62-8929HR,” Building an Apollo 13 LiOH 
Canister Adapter, compiled by Hermann Dür 
and Eric Jones, last modified September 30, 
2012, https://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/a13/a13_
LIOH_Adapter.html .
Fig. 3. Ira Vanos, Fire Hazards Shouldn’t Be Tak-
en “Lightly”, photograph of object, ThereIFixedIt.
com (blog), [n.d.], http://profile.cheezburger.
com/Vanos_Ira/ , accessed October 31, 2011.
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 Previously I explained that a bricoleur and engineer might produce nearly 
identical outputs but remain distinct in their methodologies, because it is not the 
output but rather the relationship to materials that makes bricolage significant. 
Similarly, I suggest that what primarily makes bricolage distinct from other fine art 
forms is how a bricoleur and their bricolage stay caught up in the process of making. 
In other words, I suggest that bricolage becomes a meaningful term in fine art when 
used with reference to the process of making — the methodology and methods — 
and not as a label for the resulting material output or the aesthetic thereof. 
 I propose that when using bricolage to meaningfully describe my practice 
then, it is not a matter of identifying what outputs are bricolage but rather, it is about 
identifying if the processes leading to the outputs are/were bricolage. This is still an 
object-led approach but one which focuses on how the objects are being manipu-
lated and the creative activity itself. As a bricoleur, I often think of my sculptures 
as being performed and as such, my practice moves fluidly between sculpture and 
performance.  
2.2.5 Bricolage Case Studies
 I will next present artists Jonathan Marshall and Tom Sachs as case studies in 
bricolage. The similarities in their artwork perhaps point to a bricolage aesthetic but 
more importantly, they both express similar physical methods that convey a sense of 
urgency (as discussed in 2.2.3 Adhocism). 
artofbricolage.blogspot.co.uk .
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Jonathan Marshall
 The Book of Lenny chronicles the journey of Marshall’s 
everyman-hero as he navigates a post-apocalyptic landscape […] 
armed with D-I-Y-made tools like a bicycle boat [Fig. 4], sextant 
and stargazer. The narrative takes place ten years after El Nada, 
the catastrophic storm that wipes out most of human civiliza-
tion.42 
 In this installation, the bicycle boat is an example of bricolage. The charac-
ter Lenny supposedly constructed it out of whatever was available, which makes 
it crude but seemingly functional.  This is in contrast to the other artworks in the 
exhibit which, as art critic Salvador Castillo put it, “feel less useful.”42 These other 
 42. Salvador Castillo, “The Book of Lenny,” The Austin Chronicle, November 23, 2007,  
http://www.austinchronicle.com/arts/2007-11-23/563805/ .
Fig. 4. Jonathan Marshall, Bicycle Boat, sculpture, mixed materials, Houston: Art Palace, 
2007, http://artpalacegallery.com/exhibitions/jonathan-marshall-%E2%80%93-the-book-
of-lenny/ .
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artworks (both sculpture and painting), seem to be about The Book of Lenny and 
created by Marshall, instead of being an artwork created by Marshall-as-Lenny. I 
believe that the presence of a problem (invented or otherwise), the urgency to solve 
it, and the use of methods producing a functional solution are all characteristics 
of bricolage. For Marshall, there isn’t really a post-apocalyptic landscape which he 
must navigate, but for Lenny there is. In this sense, Marshall-as-Lenny’s bicycle boat 
(like most bricolage) is both absurd and pragmatic: the result of Marshall-as-Lenny 
urgently solving his transportation problem with methods producing a functional 
solution.
Tom Sachs 
 Tom Sachs is an American artist who trains and works with a small team of 
employees to execute large-scale sculptures and events. He is a self-described bri-
coleur and has created several absurd, manifesto-like videos precisely detailing the 
imperfect methods that he uses in his studio. Sachs displays his typical bricolage 
ingenuity with obvious seams and visible glue in his sculptures. His artwork is also 
functional; for example, First Aid Kit (small) (2000) is both a sculpture and studio 
amenity (Fig. 5). 
 From May 16-June 27, 2012, Sachs realised his own SPACE PROGRAM (Fig. 
6-7), which used the 1969 Apollo 11 moon landing mission as material from which 
to design his own moon landing inside the Gagosian Gallery in California. He creat-
ed an experience that he has called, “a complete trip to the moon and back.”43 
 In addition to the huge, intricately built lunar module that 
is the centerpiece of SPACE PROGRAM […] replete with a fully 
 43. Gagosian Gallery, Tom Sachs: Space Program, Beverly Hills: Gagosian Gallery, August 20, 
2007, https://tomsachs.org/exhibition/space-program . 
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Fig. 5. Tom Sachs, First Aid Kit (small), mixed material sculpture, 2000, Paris: Galerie Thaddeus 
Ropac, 2001, www.TomSachs.org/exhibition/white .
Fig. 6. Tom Sachs, Lunar Excursion Module, Space Program, mixed material sculpture 
including plywood, Beverly Hills: Gagosian Gallery, 2007, http://tomsachs.org/exhibition/
space-program .
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stocked booze cabinet, toolkit, and soundtrack necessary for 
survival on an alien planet – visitors will find a fully functioning 
mission-control unit. On a grid of monitors, the liturgy of space 
exploration unfolds in a live demonstration by Sachs and his 
team, involving countless rituals and procedures, from instrument 
checks to moon-walking and sample-collecting to splash-down. 
Thus the gallery becomes a sort of reliquary of both the material 
traces and special effects of the artist’s encounters with the terrible 
sublime.44
 Sachs has since created a Space Program Experience Report which catalogues 
the ‘lunar specimens’ (cement chipped out of the gallery floor) (Fig. 8-10). 
 44. Gagosian Gallery, Tom Sachs: Space Program, 2007.
Fig. 7. Sachs, LEM interior, Space Program, mixed material sculpture including 
plywood, Beverly Hills: Gagosian Gallery, 2007, http://tomsachs.org/exhibition/
space-program .
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Fig. 8. Sachs, Tom Sachs Club: Moon Rock Directory, New York: Allied Cultural Prosthetics, last up-
dated May 18, 2010, http://tomsachs.org/exhibition/space-program , p2. 
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Fig. 9. Sachs, Tom Sachs Club..., p3. 
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Fig. 10. Sachs, Tom Sachs Club..., p18. 
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 Sachs used material such as foamcore, hot glue, and plywood, to functionally 
and theatrically recreate NASA’s Apollo 11 moon landing mission. Nike and Prada 
sponsored his team with lab coats and boots for the mission while Sachs created ev-
erything else — including the spacesuits and Mission Control Unit (Fig. 11) — with 
his team in his studio. His sponsorships and Jack Daniels booze cabinet are humor-
ous but are also an improvised recreation of how NASA worked with brands such 
as IBM and Omega, featured their products in missions, and participated in their 
brand advertisements. 
  Sachs’ bricolage aims to address, “serious and profound issues – namely the 
commodification of [...] originality, shock, newness, and mystery – expressing them 
in the personal and physical terms of production and process.”45 His artwork copies 
and simultaneously parodies the romantic infatuation with the unknown that was 
characteristic of the American media’s news coverage of the Apollo missions. I be-
 45. Gagosian Gallery, Tom Sachs: Space Program, 2007.
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Fig. 11. Tom Sachs, Mission Control Unit, Space Program, mixed materials, Beverly Hills: Gagosian 
Gallery, 2007, http://tomsachs.org/exhibition/space-program.
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lieve that addressing these themes gives Sachs’ sculptures a similar sense of urgency 
that Marshall-as-Lenny was able to convey with his bicycle boat.  
2.2.6 Application of Methodology
 
 Bricolage encompasses some predetermined methods in my practice (e.g. 
using things at hand, jamming things together) which are permeated by thousands 
of little discoveries (e.g. new ways to use a yogurt cup). With bricolage, some things 
can be approximated and later substituted to improve on their shortcomings; I often 
find myself adjusting my strategy and my interpretation of what I am doing as I am 
doing it. Learning-by-doing improvement sometimes results in backtracking, or re-
framing a problem as a non-problem, as Jencks and Silver mention in Adhocism.46 It 
also follows that large numbers of methods that were valuable to explore at the time 
later become excess because my eventual, chosen solution (or best method) is picked 
out of many others that I also had to determine. 
 Bricolage is a methodology that therefore generates a lot of excess knowledge 
about things that go unused in my final project. As I knitted together this report 
I looked to Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey and how Kubrick’s tenden-
cy to over-produce material as a film director is common to my work as an artist. 
Kubrick’s decisive edits and deliberate use of empty space in 2001 is something that 
I aspire to in my practice and at several points in this project, this film enabled me 
to take a step back to ‘recalibrate’ and re-approach my practice. In other words, 
reflecting on 2001 was pivotal in facilitating my research, but it did not directly lead 
to research findings. As noted in the Introduction, my Appendix as a whole serves 
 46. Jencks and Silver, Adhocism. p114. 
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to evidence my over-generative bricolage methodology and Appendix H in particu-
lar details my most pertinent reflections on 2001 (consisting of creative writing and 
documentation of a related sculpture, which themselves are both studio outputs).47 
 Within this research project, I have aims — a final destination. This is some-
times at odds with my tendency as a bricoleur to continue to build forever. With my 
aims being fixed, I use bricolage as a methodology of exploration in order to figure 
out how to achieve them. Like NASA’s Apollo space program was still figuring out 
how to get to the moon in the Apollo missions, I seek to optimise my project jour-
ney of building spacesuits for animals and defining cool whilst my methods to do so 
continue to develop.48
 Bricolage as a methodology is expressed in different ways within each of 
my three artworks and also within my literature review of cool (which, itself, was 
the product a studio output: my Cool Mind Map). My artwork 1 2 3 (Unfinished) 
takes rocket launch audio, breaks it down into parts, and simulates those parts with 
found and modified sounds. Lunar Salon combined select qualities from historical 
salons, movie sets, NASA’s quarantine procedures, Victorian cabinets of curiosity, 
my personal taste, and my research, to form a unique event. spacesuits for animals 
uses more characteristic physical methods of bricolage construction such as those 
described in this chapter, but then creatively applies these methods to enable me to 
handle the sensibilities of cool as materials and to ‘build’ a definition of cool. Creat-
ing the literature review involved deconstruction and reconfiguration of concepts, 
which also intersected with physical gestures and experiences in my studio practice. 
 47. Furthermore, reflecting on Stanley Kubrick and 2001 helped me to formulate my Reflec-
tions on Practice-Led Research located at the end of the Conclusion.
 48. Using bricolage in this research project encourages me to keep my artworks ongoing/
unfinished and this enables me to focus on how the sensibilities of cool function and how they feel at 
the same time. 
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 As outlined in my Introduction, I consider bricolage to also be my me-
ta-methodology. Bricolage as meta-methodology takes specialised methodologies 
and idiosyncratically applies them to different studio outputs, fitting them together 
‘like a series of attachments’ to pursue my overarching line of inquiry. Looking at 
my entire project then, I begin by collecting materials, breaking concepts down, and 
feeling out the individual sensibilities comprising cool (literature review/mapping). 
I next refine my conception of, and continue to identify individual sensibilities 
through the creation of my first two artworks (using my Differential-Like methodol-
ogy and my take on Coate’s functional, non-rational processes). Finally, I bring the 
sensibilities of cool together (using them as bricolage to inform my physical meth-
ods of construction) in order to intimately experience all of the sensibilities and de-
velop my understanding of how they might work together as a network to produce 
spacesuits for animals (i.e. something creative). 
 Thus, it is with bricolage as meta-methdology guiding my approach to 
concept mapping that I feel out salient, pan-disciplinary sensibilities of cool in 
the following literature review. Mapping itself was both a physical and conceptual 
process involving bricolage methods like breaking things down and jamming them 
together — I discuss how mapping enabled me to think through materials and begin 
to approach cool through my studio practice in Chapter 2.4. 
 
2.3 Cool
2.3.1 Etymology
     
 The word ‘cool’ has been used in America at least since the 1930s as a term 
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of approval,49 and its coinage is often attributed to the saxophonist Lester Young.50 In 
the 1940s, ‘cool jazz’ meant a diffused, smoother form of jazz geographically associ-
ated with the American West Coast (in contrast to bebop and the hot jazz associated 
with the East Coast). Through the 1960s, ‘cool’ was used by beatniks, surfers, and 
a plethora of other subcultures to mean something similar to ‘hip’, but whereas hip 
specifically referred to being on the cutting edge of something — more current than 
current within a given paradigm or scene — cool was more descriptive of a capac-
ity for self-control and self-presentation (self-awareness) that was desirable and 
evident regardless of scene.51  It is at this time that the word ‘cool’ began to spread 
globally. Today, dozens of other languages in countries such as France, Slovenia, and 
Japan colloquially use the word ‘cool’.52
 Currently, there seems to also exist a second, more neutered conception of 
cool used to lubricate common speech and roughly meaning ‘good’, ‘nice’, or ‘ok’. I 
believe that this shift might have been caused by the word’s pervasiveness across 
cultures and its generally positive associations. Combined with its diffused emotion-
al tone and its open-endedness, ‘cool’ has become a simple, go-to word used to give 
quick answers that placate without really engaging in a conversation. Although I 
will not be investigating this alternate use of ‘cool’, I postulate that perhaps the word 
‘cool’ in this context no longer means cool, but rather facilitates an expression of cool 
for the speaker. In other words, the speaker utters ‘cool’ to respond to any number of 
 49. Even as early as 1924, the American singer Anna Lee Chisholm recorded ‘Cool Kind 
Daddy Blues.’ Mike Vuolo, “The Birth of Cool,” Slate, October 1, 2013, http://www.slate.com/articles/
life/cool_story/2013/10/cool_the_etymology_and_history_of_the_concept_of_coolness.html . 
 50. Martin Gayford, “Man Who Coined the Word Cool,” The Telegraph, July 19, 2007, http://
www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/music/rockandjazzmusic/3666662/Man-who-coined-the-word-cool.
html . 
 51. As corroborated by Tom Dalzell and Terry Victor, s.v. “Hip,” and s.v. “Cool,” The New 
Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English, Oxon: Routledge, 2013, https://books.
google.co.uk/books?id=bbcBCgAAQBAJ&pg=PA1147&lpg=PA1147&dq#v=onepage&q&f=false . 
 52. Information collected from my own informal interviews and verified by online sources, 
including Igor Katsev, “How to Say Cool in Different Languages,” IDL, n.d. http://www.indifferentlan-
guages.com/words/cool , accessed January 14, 2016. 
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things and by doing so, effectively self-presents as cool.
 
 Cool has also recently been used recently to mean ‘quirky’ or ‘unique’ and 
again, although I will not be exploring this phenomena in detail, I propose that 
because there are overlaps between the concepts of quirky, unique and creative, 
coupled with the fact that quirky/unique people are often described as presenting 
confidence irrespective of dominant taste, this might make this usage of the word 
‘cool’ still quite traditional.
 
 Pountain and Robbins argue that calling something cool is a certain kind of 
approval that is more descriptive than using the word ‘like’ because cool also asserts 
personal identity.53 Cool’s use as an identity signal is also described in the marketing 
research of Caleb Warren, who suggests that people, “do not always desire brands 
they perceive to be cool.”54 A person’s attitude towards brands, “depends on their 
identity goals, which depend on both stable dispositions, such as need for unique-
ness, and contextual variables, such as the audience with whom they are interact-
ing.”55 Warren found that people who want to express their unique identity are more 
likely to like and use products that they consider cool, as compared to people who 
are less disposed to expressing their uniqueness. Conversely, Warren found that peo-
ple can be indifferent to cool brands or prefer brands that they do not consider cool 
when they do not want to express an autonomous identity.56
 Furthermore, cool is sometimes used as a blanket term to refer to an entire 
spectrum of behaviours found in interesting people and objects. In Appendix C, 
I articulate how cool is distinct from the related (and sometimes conflated) terms 
 53. Pountain and Robbins. Cool Rules… p9. 
 54. Warren. What Makes Things Cool... p69. 
 55. Ibid., p69.
 56. Ibid., p78-79. 
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glamour, camp, and kitsch. 
 With my initial research, I also became interested in the related utterances 
of ‘cooler’ and ‘coolest’. Despite really, really wanting there to be ‘units of cool’ and 
a ‘Platonic realm of coolness’, I came to dismiss the possibility of the existence of 
cooler and coolest in this sense because primarily, these terms function as: 1) an ac-
knowledgement of there being a change in what is cool 2) the speaker’s changing re-
lationship to the word ‘cool’ and/or 3) to express a value judgement that operates in 
addition to cool (elaborated on in Appendix C). This last point is important because 
I do not think something can be more cool — instead, something might be cool and 
preferred for other reasons when compared to something else that is also cool. Cooler 
and coolest do not represent a measurement of cool because cool does not operate 
on a spectrum; rather, it operates more like a switch where something is valued as 
cool, uncool, or neutral. If there is movement between these values, it is decisive. 
2.3.2 A Spiritual “Aesthetic of Cool”
 
 Historian Robert Farris Thompson suggests that Itutu (which he translates as 
‘mystic coolness’) from the 15th century Yoruba and Igbo civilisations of West Africa 
bears resemblance to contemporary cool in the English language. Both cool and Itu-
tu refer to a diffused, undemonstrative disposition associated with physical beauty, 
and can also mean ‘a cold temperature’.57 Thompson goes on to suggest that there is 
a distinctly African sense of cool that differs from ‘European cool’ because European 
cool does not place the same spiritual investment within the term. Further nuances 
to the meaning of cool surveyed from West, Central, and East African languages 
 57. Robert Farris Thompson, “An Aesthetic of the Cool,” African Arts, Vol. 7, No. 1, Autumn, 
1973, p41. 
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include, “(1) discretion (2) healing (3) rebirth (4) newness of purity.”58 In Appendix 
C, I include a chart constructed by Thompson that details many of the prevalent and 
nuanced concepts of cool among traditional West African languages. 
 Referring to Itutu and other expressions of cool in African languages, 
Thompson notes that, 
The primary metaphorical extension of [cool] in most of these cultures 
seems to be control, having the value of composure in the individual 
context, social stability in the context of the group.59  
Coolness, as he discusses, also has to do with transcendental balance, and is linked 
to purifying rituals, immaculate concentration of mind, and, “[...] the artistic shap-
ing of matter and societal happening.”60 Coolness is said to purify something and 
transform it into something aspirational. 
 Thompson notes that embodying cool is not an easy feat, although it can 
appear to be. “Personal purity cannot [...] be inherited. Personal purity is achieved” 
through hard work and self-discipline.61 Furthermore, although all of the sensibili-
ties of cool that Thompson describes are achieved and possessed by the person who 
embodies cool, they must also be visible and recognised by others. Cool is neither 
inherent nor exclusively an externally-attributed value judgement — it is somewhere 
between the two.
 Within this philosophy of cool, Thompson also suggests that a cool person 
 58. Thompson, “An Aesthetic of the Cool,” p41. 
 59. Ibid., p41 (Thompson’s personal communication with Prof. Charles Bird. April 3, 1973.)
 60. Ibid., p41. 
 61. Ibid., p64. 
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is ‘ancestral’. The mastery of the self enables a person to transcend time and it is in 
this sense that they are compared to the, “strong, moving, pure waters of the river.”62 
Furthermore, cool blends together muscular force and respectability, which becomes 
communicated through fitness of the human body. Thompson suggests that this 
‘freshness’ of cool is demonstrated by traditional artists who seem to impart a lumi-
nous quality of vital firm flesh to the representation of elders and ancient gods.63 
 Thompson also presents the following case study: it is important for a chief 
of the Tinto-Mbu in the Banyang portion of the United Republic of Cameroon to 
dress as beautifully as possible in order to impactfully attest his fitness of position. 
The chief must prove that they know and control the forces of beauty (a force that 
brings people together through saturated expressions of sexual attractiveness and 
deliberately attractive behaviour) as much as the forces of polity and social pressure. 
Cool imparts order not through ascetic subtraction of body from mind, brightness 
of cloth, or seriousness of endeavour, but rather, cool achieves order through the 
union of sensuous pleasure and moral responsibility. Wild upsurges of animal vital-
ity, humour, and ecstasy are tempered by metaphoric calm. Being charming can also 
contribute to being cool. Subsequently, the Tinto-Mbu chief ’s leadership position 
is earned by both gaining respect and being attractive to people. They do not take 
control of people but rather exhibit self-control and in doing so, people freely judge 
their qualities and attest to their fitness as leader. In this sense, Thompson suggests 
that cool is a way to earn social stability, since it is a demonstration of character and 
correct living.64 
 Thompson uses the phrase ‘an aesthetic of cool’ to mean, “a deeply and com-
 62. Thompson, “An Aesthetic of the Cool,” p41 citing Melvin J. Herskovits, Man and His 
Works, New York: Knopf, 1948, p.380. 
 63. Ibid., p42. 
 64. Ibid., p41. 
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plexly motivated, consciously artistic, interweaving of elements serious and plea-
sureable, of responsibility and of play.”65 The “mask” of cool that he refers to is worn 
not only in times of stress but also in times of pleasure and expressive performance 
such as dance.66 The metaphor of the mask at first seems to present cool as superfi-
cial but then, to wear the mask well would be to restate Thompson’s point about the 
Tinto-Mbo chief: the mask is the instrumental surface from which to catalyse the 
union of polity, pleasure, responsibility and seriousness. The mask of cool does not 
hide the wearer but rather, fuses with them.67 
 I believe that Thompson’s research provides clear evidence for the value 
judgement of cool involving the sensibilities of self-awareness, self-control, bal-
ance, nonchalance, confidence, and never trying to control others. I also feel that 
the other proposed sensibilities of cool are present in his descriptions but more 
indirectly and as such, I will use the following sections to discuss these sensibilities 
in more detail. 
2.3.3 Jazz 
 Jazz music has existed for about 100 years (and circumstantially, Jelly Roll 
Morton has claimed on several occasions to have invented jazz in 1902). Initially 
derived from African American musical heritage and having roots in both blues and 
dance hall music, jazz quickly became a New Orleans phenomenon as multicultural 
artists began to bring in their own influences. As Stuart Nicholson describes (para-
 65. Thompson, “An Aesthetic of the Cool,” p41. 
 66. Ibid., p42. 
 67. Thompson also refers to a mask when he discusses the phrase, “cool mouth” (enun tutu 
in Yoruba) or “cool tongue” (Kanua Kahoro in Kikuyu) which reflects the intelligent withholding of 
speech for purposes of higher deliberation. “This is not the stony silence of anger. This is the mask of 
mind itself.” Ibid., p41. 
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phrasing Albert Murray), in the early years of jazz, influences were as diverse as 
Gregorian chant, Christmas carols, Scotch highlanders’ songs, German music, Ital-
ian music, marching and brass band music, Spirituals, work and folk songs, ragtime, 
minstrel music, hymns, popular American songs, and classics of the day.68 Today, 
jazz continues to broaden its influences, with contemporary movements existing 
across Europe, the Americas, and the rest of the world.
 I believe that understanding jazz is fundamental to understanding cool. 
The word ‘cool’ is etymologically rooted in early 20th century American jazz music. 
Moreover, cool’s expression within jazz presents a methodological link between the 
controlled, passionate, spiritual transcendence of historical West African cool, and 
creativity. This is in part because the formulation of early jazz music was a cultural 
bricolage which valued improvisation, and also because jazz as a form of creative 
expression generates relationships between performer and audience, which in turn 
generates perceptions of, and subsequent value judgements based on, a performer’s 
perceived self-control, spontaneity, originality, balance, self-awareness, non-
chalance, confidence, resistance, resilience, determination, and autonomy. This 
section will elaborate on these sensibilities of cool as they relate to jazz.
 The practice of appropriation within jazz is:
[...] an important, if seldom commented on, feature of a music that 
already comprised a diversity of elements drawn from a variety of 
sources both from within and without the African Diaspora. The basic 
New Orleans repertoire was expanded by songs from Tin Pan Alley and 
Broadway in the 1920s and ‘30s, and this dialogue continued albeit 
 68. Stuart Nicholson, “The Song of the Body Electric,” The Future of Jazz, Ed. Yuval Taylor, 
Chicago: A Capella Books, 2002, p43-44. 
Book will be hereafter referred to as T.F.o.J.
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covertly, through the appropriation of chord sequences of popular tunes 
as a basis for many of the new bebop melodies in the 1940s [...].69 
Furthermore, jazz denies: 
[...] the distinctions between composer and performer, creator and 
interpreter, composer and arranger, soloist and accompanist, artist and 
entertainer, long and short pieces, even soloist and group. [...] It is an 
emergent form, a social form, and as much an ethic as it is an aesthet-
ic.70 
 Like Thompson’s ‘spiritual aesthetic’ of cool, jazz consists of fusing respect-
ability and play, but does so as a form of creative expression. Jazz’s fluid and improvi-
sational approach is also thoroughly bricolage, since jazz musicians have historically 
eschewed common musical convention, used whatever was to hand, and applied 
their own value judgements (rather than convention) in order to make something 
their own.71 This behaviour also expresses the sensibility of confidence:
Consider a handful of 1950s tenor players – I will toss out, as examples, 
Zoot Sims, Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis, Roland Kirk, and Warne Marsh – 
and marvel at how they could play the same songs at the same tempos, 
but each one could impart his own personal twist to the music. And 
what made these examples of the mainstream playing laudable was 
precisely that element that could not be reduced to rules and game 
playing. The individuality stood out, even more than the mastery of the 
 69. Nicholson, “The Song of the Body Electric,” T.F.o.J., p44. 
 70. John F. Szwed, “Collective Play,” T.F.o.J., p69. 
 71. Ted Gioia, “The Ghost in the Machine,” T.F.o.J., p194. 
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conventions. Sometimes this individuality required certain techniques 
to not be used. Style, recall, often depends on what is left out.72
 Originality is an incredibly important jazz sensibility and relates directly 
to cool. Many critics assert that jazz audiences currently dwindle and that contem-
porary jazz no longer bears as strong a relationship to the concept of cool because, 
“American jazz has become steeped in certainties that fail to acknowledge uncertain-
ty as a precondition for adventure.”73 
When Louis Armstrong recorded “West End Blues,” Charlie Parker “Ko-
Ko,” and John Coltrane’s, “Giant Steps,” these were beyond the confines 
of what was thought possible. When Everest was conquered in 1953, 
this too went beyond what people thought was possible. Now mountain-
eers complain of litter as they make their way to the summit because so 
many people have repeated the triumph. In jazz we are too knee-deep 
in the litter of repeated triumphs [...] only it’s not known as that, it’s 
known as the tradition.74
 In the 1950s, two distinct jazz approaches began to develop across America: 
the West Coast ‘cool jazz’ and the East Coast ‘hot jazz’. Cool jazz musicians such as 
Miles Davis and Lester Young made use of a, “linear, relaxed and lyrical style” and 
took inspiration from, “modern classical composers like Debussey, Ravel and Stra-
vinsky”.75 This was in direct contrast to Dizzy Gillespie and other hot jazz musicians 
 72. Gioia, “Games and Thought and Grace,” T.F.o.J., p9. 
 73. Nicholson, “Games and Thought and Grace,” T.F.o.J., p13.
After researching jazz, I felt the need to clarify my understanding of originality since jazz seems to 
involve copying by way of cultural bricolage, but still produces something creative. This investigation 
takes place in 1 2 3 (Unfinished). 
 74. Nicholson, “Games and Thought and Grace,” T.F.o.J., p13.
Similarly, after Apollo 13, the moon landings decreased rapidly in popularity. Large portions of the 
later missions went untelevised until finally, the last few Apollo missions were cancelled. 
 75. Len Weinstock, “The Birth of the Cool 1927,” A History of Jazz Before 1930, The Red Hot 
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who were, “searing, passionate and extroverted” in their performances.76 I think cool 
jazz performances relate directly to Thompson’s ‘mask of cool’ since musicians like 
Davis and Young and vocalist Sarah Vaughan were said to give highly skilled com-
positions whilst also appearing nonchalant, in a fusion of self-control with self-pre-
sentation. 
 I also believe that jazz music as a form of expression is inextricably linked to 
expressing autonomy and the sensibility of never trying to control others. Many 
jazz musicians were known to perform wearing dark sunglasses (even in basement 
venues) or play with their backs to the audience and could give the impression of 
not noticing that an audience was present. In this sense, improvisation facilitates 
personal freedom in a non-confrontational way — just as an audience chooses to 
listen to a musician, the musician may choose to remain unaffected by them. This 
detached demeanour seems to read as a denial of the vulnerability inherent to per-
forming in a club environment where the audience and promoters play heavily into 
a musician’s opportunity to perform.77
 A large portion of jazz audiences highly value improvisation. Audiences 
often:
 [...] expect that what they are hearing live on a particular occasion is 
different from what any other musician would play and – unlike pop 
Jazz Archive, Accessed October 2014, http://www.redhotjazz.com/coolarticle.html .
It has been suggested that Miles Davis opted for a cool, understated performance because he was 
unable to technically compete with the speed and accuracy of Dizzy Gillespie’s hot jazz. Davis himself 
has never commented on this but instead described that playing with more control and less notes left 
more room for emotions, which in turn allowed him to convey more of himself in the music. Davis’ 
relationship to his music is directly comparable to how a bricoleur leaves something of themselves 
embedded into their bricolage.
 76. Weinstock, A History of Jazz Before 1930.
 77. Vanessa Brown, Cool Shades: The History and Meaning of Sunglasses, Bloomsbury Aca-
demic, 2014, p61. 
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audiences – different from what they have heard even on the per-
former’s recordings. And if the same piece is played again later in the 
evening it, too, is expected to sound new. […] The level of creativity 
demanded here is incredibly high, and unrealistic: musicians are asked 
to sound different from all others, but also different from themselves.78
As such, giving the impression of improvisation to an audience is a highly valued 
skill and can even function as a kind of protection, since it distances what an audi-
ence wants and perceives from what the musician wants to create (since not all jazz 
is strictly improvised live in performance).79 
 Improvisation in jazz is an audible expression of creative problem solving: it 
is often said that a proficient jazz musician possesses the ability to ‘resolve’ a piece 
of music in an original way. At the same time, improvisation (or spontaneity) is not 
just about working things out but also leaves loose ends, the ‘shadows that propose’, 
which open up possibilities. “In jazz, it is the activity itself that is as important as the 
result. It is a music that is learned in the doing, in collective play” and, “it is a way of 
being as well as doing.”80
 It is also important to note that jazz grew up, so to speak, with both the re-
cording industry81 and radio broadcasting, and both these industries played an im-
mense role in developing more conventional notions of ‘popular taste’ in music. As 
noted previously, the cross-plagiaristic commerce between music of different racial 
 78. Szwed, “Collective Play,” T.F.o.J., p67. 
 79. Furthermore, Clarence Major suggests that the word ‘cool’ can be traced to the Mandin-
go word for ‘high’ or ‘gone out’, which is relevant since all three of these utterances were historically 
used to describe exemplary jazz musicians. Brown, Cool Shades, p107. 
Both ‘high’ and ‘gone out’ express distance (often as a form of transcendence) and as I later found 
whilst creating Lunar Salon, distance is also a sensibility of cool.
 80. Szwed, “Collective Play,” T.F.o.J., p69. 
 81. Ibid., p67. 
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groups was a creative force behind the development of jazz music (and the same can 
also be said for a variety of other genres such as rock ‘n’ roll). Indisputably, however, 
this frequently resulted in white Americans stealing from and disenfranchising black 
American artists. As such, I believe that it is impossible to untangle the commer-
cialisation of jazz music from a discourse about race and disenfranchisement. At the 
same time, it is important to point out that commercialised music does not simply 
equal ‘whitened music’ and moreover, it is difficult to precisely pinpoint what ac-
tions constitute ‘selling out’.82 
 Art critic Dave Hickey has described cool as follows: 
To be cool, one must be seen to be cool. One must be seen not imposing 
on one’s peers, who are similarly beleaguered by weather and circum-
stance. One must remain steady, self-possessed, self-aware, and infinite-
ly permissive. One embodied one’s beliefs […] and never tried to sell 
them.83
How can one ‘be seen’ as Hickey suggests, without also presenting oneself to an au-
dience? And how does one ‘make a living’ so to speak, in order to enable this presen-
tation? Arthur Jafa has suggested that:
 Classically, jazz improvisation first and foremost signified 
self-determination. This actually precedes its function as musical ges-
ture. For the black artist to stand before an audience, often white, and 
to publicly demonstrate her decision–making capacity, her agency, rath-
 82. Szwed, “Collective Play,” T.F.o.J., p69.
 83. Dave Hickey, “Cool on Cool: William Claxton and the way the music looked,” The Birth 
of the Cool: California Art, Design, and Culture at Midcentury, by Elizabeth Armstrong, London: Pres-
tel Art, 2007, p146. 
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er than the replication of another’s agency, i.e., the composers, was a 
profoundly radical and dissonant gesture (akin in contemporary terms 
to the catalytic effect of hip-hop sampling and/or Sherrie Levine’s prac-
tice in their respective discourses). This signification of one’s “self-deter-
mination” is in turn premised on one’s “self-possession.”84
This seems to suggest that performing jazz even in the so-called ‘mainstream’ was, 
for the musician, an act of determination through exercising self-control, and as 
such was radical both as a mode of creative expression and as a methodology of re-
vising the power structure between performer and audience. Jazz performance as a 
radical gesture also embodies the sensibilities of resistance and resilience, and I will 
discuss these sensibilities more thoroughly in my section 2.3.8: Rebel.
 Jazz, like cool, is not exploitative as a methodology: it creatively works with 
whatever is at hand, customising source material to facilitate self-expression. In 
particular, musicians such as John Zorn, Bobby Previte, Bill Frisell, Don Byron, and 
Dave Douglas are said to be cool because they are ‘neither proud, nor ashamed’ of 
their heritage (musical and/or cultural) and ‘legitimise themselves’ by creating their 
own unique sound, not by referencing a singular culture or by only listening to so-
called ‘uncommercialised sources’.85
 Over time, jazz has fragmented into sub-genres such as third stream (jazz 
and classical music), hard bop, modal jazz, free jazz, and jazz rock to name but a 
 84. Arthur Jafa, “My Black Death,” Everything but the Burden: What White People Are Taking 
From Black Culture, Ed. Greg Tate, New York: Harlem Moon, 2003, p249. 
 85. And Furthermore, “many important musicians from ‘the scene’ including John Zorn, 
Bobby Previte, Bill Frisell, Don Byron, and Dave Douglas [...] expropriate and transform practices, 
fragments, and signifiers and relocate them within their own highly individual expression. It is this 
appropriation decontextualized by juxtaposition that creates the “new”.” Nicholson, “The Song of the 
Body Electric,” T.F.o.J., p48-49.  
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few.86 Jazz is pluralistic and like cool, has eluded definition throughout its history 
because it is perpetually in a state of becoming something else. While we, “must 
acknowledge the fact that jazz music has always borrowed from other sources and 
changed the rules as it expanded and moved on”87 it is also true that the, “musi-
cians who’ve made the most sense out of the mix [...] generally understood that true 
musical synthesis cannot be achieved if all the musics in play aren’t respected.”88 This 
sensibility of balance (and perhaps even personal ethics) that is needed to create 
great jazz is also a sensibility of cool and something that I aspire to as a bricoleur, 
especially in spacesuits for animals.
 Reflecting on the transformation of jazz over the last hundred years made 
me realise that defining jazz presents a similar difficulty to defining cool or even 
bricolage for that matter. If any of these terms are to be meaningfully defined then 
some central essence of their definition should remain consistent throughout their 
history. A purely historical definition of jazz, cool, or bricolage would be static and 
largely inaccurate. However, a definition built out of sensibilities can readily in-
corporate future possibilities and enables these terms to function more like meth-
odologies. Jazz then, despite having a disparate array of musical and performative 
iterations, has always been about improvisation and searching for new expressive 
sources. And even though I initially had a stereotypical/loosely-identifiable sound in 
mind that I attributed to jazz, I have come to realise that jazz is like bricolage in that 
it is about how the artist approaches their materials, and cannot meaningfully be 
used to exclusively characterise a final product. 
 86. Nicholson, “Black and White and Turning Gray,” T.F.o.J., p38. 
 87. Nicholson, (quoting an untitled 1993 interview with drummer Jack DeJohnette). “The 
Song of the Body Electric,” T.F.o.J., p44. 
 88. K. Leander Williams. “The Song of the Body Electric,” T.F.o.J., p53. 
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2.3.4 On Ethics
 
 I want to remain sensitive to notions of cool that are embedded into cultures 
that are not my own. This is especially relevant within African American history and 
the history of oppression, where cool was used as a way to create value outside of a 
system where one was not valued. It is therefore important to understand that cool 
was adopted as a tactic or methodology to generate a new kind of value and is part 
of an enduring legacy which is both politicised and cultural. Cool, in this sense, is 
one expression of the triumph of the human spirit (since all cool things are so much 
more than just cool). 
 Researcher Marlene Kim Connor asserts that in the mid 20th century, many 
African-American men developed cool as a way to express ‘manhood’ and person-
al identity, since at this time they were denied this opportunity in wider American 
culture.89 Expressing or embodying cool was a silent, value-generating, and self-dig-
nified way of rejecting racist oppression. Connor believes that today’s perception of 
cool, “is incredibly distorted” and, “very narrow” with cool often being perceived 
merely as style or arrogance, rather than a way to achieve respect.90 This idea of two 
perceptions of cool was similarly identified by Thompson who described them as 
European cool and African cool, respectively. This is an essential and yet compli-
cated point to raise, since, as I discussed in Jazz, there is no single crossover point 
between cultures, or between the ‘uncommercialised’ and the ‘mainstream’. Cool, 
like jazz, has become a global phenomenon and is perpetually evolving. Cool is gen-
derless,91 and is now attributed to both people and objects. 
 89. Marlene Kim Connor, What is Cool?: Understanding Black Manhood in America, New 
York: Crown Publishers, 1995, p44-47. 
 90. Ibid., p12. 
 91. Brown notes that even as early as the 1920’s, “urban women like the bohemians of 
Greenwich Village and the flappers” were described as having, “nonchalance (literally “lack of heat”)” 
as well as other sensibilities of cool. Cool Shades, p14. 
 As Thorsten Botz-Bornstein asserts, cool is not tied to gender and if it is linked to sexuality, 
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 My research aims to separate the ‘narrow and distorted’ conception of cool 
from its creative, spiritual, and personal qualities by way of introducing and dis-
tinguishing it from the concept ‘trend’, which I believe begins from an initially cool 
source but then diverges significantly enough to warrant a new term. As such, I don’t 
believe that there are different kinds of cool but rather that cool as a word needs 
clarification and that its relationship to trend needs unpacking (see 2.3.7: Trend). 
 
 In my research, I seek to understand the sensibilities of cool and commu-
nicate how cool as a methodology proliferates ideas while simultaneously forming 
personal identity. In other words, I want to explore the creative potential of cool 
from the position of an artist. I think this can both be sensitive and valid. Cool itself 
is about balance, negotiating between extremes, and never forcing your will onto 
others. I aim for my analysis of cool to enhance the understanding of culturally sig-
nificant cool practices and to balance, as much as possible, my own experience with 
the experiences of others. My personal ethics then, has subsequently been informed 
by my understanding of cool (I will discuss this in Chapter 6: spacesuits for animals). 
 I believe that cool as a concept is generative and creative, and is not one 
narrative but rather a human propensity to transcend externally imposed restraints 
by exercising self-control and generating new value. It is in this sense I suggest that 
both the Renaissance Italian concept of sprezzatura and classical Greek Stoicism 
resemble and perhaps even embody cool despite being separated from each other by 
over a thousand years and being both culturally and geographically distinct from the 
Yoruban concept of Itutu and from 20th century American jazz.
 
then it is only potentially sexual and never explicitly sexual. “Shades of Cool, Degrees of Kawaii,” Los 
Angeles Review of Books, November 12, 2013, https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/shades-of-cool-de-
grees-of-kawaii/#! .
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2.3.5 Stoicism 
 As originally suggested by Thorsten Botz-Bornstein, Classical Greek Stoicism 
shares many of the inward-facing values and behaviours associated with contempo-
rary cool.92 Stoic physics was developed between 300 B.C. and 50 B.C. and its central 
doctrine was the continuum theory of the physical world.93 The Stoics believed that 
practicing ethics that rid a person of unbalanced, extrinsically motivated emotions 
and behaviours was key to developing knowledge and achieving a harmonious place 
within the universe:
 
 Epictetus the Stoic posited a strict difference between those 
things that depend on us and those things that do not depend on us, 
and advocated developing an attitude of regarding the things we can’t 
influence as unimportant. What depends upon us are our impulses, 
passions, attitudes, opinions, desires, beliefs and judgments. These 
things we must improve. Everything that cannot be controlled by us – 
death, the actions of others, or the past, for examples – should leave us 
indifferent.94 
 The stoics believed that being virtuous would allow one to free themselves 
from petty concerns (such as social standing, gossip, and economic prosperity) and 
achieve an inner calm. I think that a Stoic disconnect from extrinsically oriented 
objectives enables one to become more connected to the universe as a whole, in a 
 92. Thorsten Botz-Bornstein, “What Does It Mean To Be Cool?,” Philosophy Now, 2010. 
https://philosophynow.org/issues/80/What_Does_It_Mean_To_Be_Cool . 
 93. Samuel Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1959, ix. 
 94. Botz-Bornstein, “What Does It Mean…” . 
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way that values (the sensibilities of) autonomy, self-control, and determination. 
It also protects one from external hardship (resilience). Concealing one’s personal 
passion and not taking people’s criticism to heart can also be ways of embodying the 
sensibility of nonchalance. 
 This Stoic disconnect and the sensibilities that surround it reminds me of the 
performance of a cool jazz musician who appears to be uncaring about how people 
receive/perceive them. Indifference within the performance is a superficially anti-so-
cial behaviour but, at the same time, this indifference is valued by others. By ignor-
ing what other people think of them the musician might inadvertently increase their 
social standing as people judge them to not be extrinsically motivated, which can 
potentially make them cool. Perhaps there is even an altruistic quality to both cool 
and Stoicism in this regard since embodying autonomy also means you are never 
trying to control others, which many people see as a positive quality.
Note: As this section is designed as a literature review, I have elected to reserve my 
novel discussion of Stoic ‘mutual causality’ as it relates to the ethics of cool (and its 
connection to creativity) for my section 6.5: Tape.
2.3.6 Sprezzatura
 During the Renaissance, an Italian courtier named Baldassare Castiglione 
wrote a highly regarded manual outlining courtier principals. The Book of the Court-
ier has since been translated into multiple languages, exercising a profound influ-
ence on European sensibilities and values.95 The book consists of a series of evening 
 95. George Bull, introduction to The Book of the Courtier, by Baldassare Castiglione, trans. 
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salons where the participants discuss what might make the ideal courtier. Castigli-
one imbues medieval chivalry, classical virtues, and contemporary humanist aspira-
tions onto the character of the courtier.96 These qualities converge in a term he calls 
sprezzatura. 
 Sprezzatura is defined in its most basic sense as ‘nonchalant spontaneity’; 
a person possessing it seems, “to be paying little, if any attention to the way they 
speak or laugh or hold themselves, so that those who are watching them imagine 
they couldn’t and wouldn’t ever know how to make a mistake.”97 The book expands 
on this definition to incorporate many other sensibilities which taken wholly, bear 
a striking resemblance to cool. I therefore suggest that nonchalance, spontaneity, 
originality, balance, self-awareness, self-control, confidence, and never trying to 
control others, are sensibilities shared by both cool and sprezzatura. 
 “Practise in all things a certain nonchalance which conceals all artistry and 
makes whatever one says or does seem uncontrived and effortless.”98 Castiglione 
continues by saying that, “everyone knows how difficult it is to accomplish some un-
usual feat perfectly, and so facility in such things excites the greatest wonder; where-
as in contrast, to labour at what one is doing and, as we say, to make bones over it, 
shows an extreme lack of grace and causes everything, whatever it’s worth, to be 
discounted.”99  A relaxed attitude, “suggests an impressive strength” because people 
are unsure of your limits and begin to speculate on your potential.100 
Nonchalance though, can be confused with affectation: if someone 
George Bull, London: Penguin Books, 1967, p12. 
 96. Ibid., p12.
 97. Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, p68. 
 98.  Ibid., p67.
 99. Ibid., p67-68. 
 100. Ibid., p123. 
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evidently goes through great pains to show that he is not thinking about 
what he is doing, he is taking too much thought and by passing the 
bounds of moderation his nonchalance is affected and inappropriate, 
and it has exactly the opposite effect of what is intended, namely, the 
concealment of art. So although nonchalance is praiseworthy as such, 
when it leads to someone letting the clothes fall off their back it degen-
erates as easily into affectation as does a meticulous regard for one’s 
personal appearance.101 
 A further refinement of this statement is made through Castiglione’s musi-
cal example: music is not pleasing when it is too clean sounding or too dissonant 
(being too robotic and chaotic, respectively). There is an optimal balance that must 
be struck between the two. This is not to say that music should be in the middle of 
the two extremes but rather, should flow between them.102 The juxtaposition or the 
blending into each other is what enhances each of the individual elements. This kind 
of balance (which is distinct from averaging out) is comparable to Thompson’s de-
scription of cool as a fusion of aesthetics and responsibility. Castiglione notes that a 
courtier should also bring qualities like boldness, aesthetic beauty, grace, and loyalty, 
“to perfection” while remembering that, “too much of any proportion is liable to 
cause contemptuous wonder”.103
 Though copying often carries negative connotations, Castiglione values the 
pedagogical function of copying. He says that a courtier possessing sprezzatura 
should privately learn through imitation and after gaining some skill, proceed to, 
“observe different kinds of courtiers and, rule by the good judgement what must 
 101. Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, p68-69. 
 102. Ibid., p69. 
 103. Ibid., p61. 
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always be his guide, take various qualities from one man and not from another.”104 
The intention therefore, is to imitate and combine enough carefully chosen sources 
— like jazz — so as to develop something unique. 
 Castiglione notes that being the first to do something is important because, 
“[...] constant repetition causes satiety and destroys the regard we have for rare 
things”.105 At the same time, he notes that if a courtier copies but then surpasses a 
predecessor in skill, then people will no longer remember the person who came be-
fore them.106 I believe that paragons like being ‘first’ and ‘most skilled’ are valued and 
associated with being cool because they are ways of achieving originality. 
 A courtier should also be playful. “If you sacrifice the freedom to do all those 
things that are below your dignity [...] it makes people think that you want to main-
tain your identity so that you aren’t beaten” which in turn, inhibits your ability to 
express confidence.107 Moreover, Castiglione notes that a title (royal, military, etc.)  
commands power-through-compliance but does not convey sprezzatura and as such, 
a courtier should never try to control others through the authority of a title. 
 Finally, a courtier should be confident in play, to which Castiglione adds, 
“And I believe that just as it is wrong to seek false glory or what is not deserved, so 
also it is wrong to cheat oneself of due honour”.108 Interestingly, researchers Quartz 
and Asp, have found that the reward-processing structure of the brain (striatum) is, 
“more activated in the presence of others” which therefore links, “perceived social 
evaluation and reward.”109 This could explain the desire to be cool or express sprez-
 104. Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, p66. 
 105. Ibid., p63. 
 106. Ibid., p79. 
 107. Ibid., p119. 
 108. Ibid,. p59. 
 109. Quartz and Asp, Cool: How the Brain’s..., p78. 
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zatura, but this desire also seems to be at odds with the sensibility of autonomy 
required to be judged to be cool. Perhaps then, Castiglione means that a courtier 
should not deny themselves the pleasure of extrinsic rewards but that their perceived 
confidence should reflect a denial of one’s vulnerability (which would serve to rein-
force one’s autonomy) rather than one’s desire for extrinsic rewards. This seems to 
hold true with contemporary celebrities/performers that are considered cool — they 
simultaneously seem to balance the receipt of extrinsic rewards with embodying 
autonomy.
 To conclude, sprezzatura, like cool, is contextual and so when a desired sen-
sibility is mentioned by Castiglione, he then proceeds to describe in what amount 
and on what occasion it should be applied. As such, Castiglione is continually refin-
ing his own descriptions throughout the book. Furthermore, Castiglione as a court-
ier and a character in the book, was able to demonstrate the sensibilities of sprezza-
tura through the course of determining them. It is in this regard that The Book of the 
Courtier resembles my own writing about the sensibilities of cool and their applica-
tion as a creative methodology. My task then is to produce a definition of cool that is 
connected, but not confined, to my practice.
 
  
2.3.7 Trend
 People, objects, and behaviours can all become trend. A behavioural trend 
might involve speaking in a certain way, engaging in a pastime, or be passive like 
owning a particular object or listening to the music of a particular artist. Trend 
is grown from an initially cool source (which explains why it resembles cool) but 
through the act and intention of copying, it becomes outwardly focussed and empty. 
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 It is an oversimplification to think that something cool is pure and authentic 
and that popularity ‘weakens it’ into trend. Firstly, cool is social by nature since it 
is corroborated by others (even if indirectly through the development of personal 
taste) and so something cool is always popular to some person or group, in a local-
ised way. 
 Popularity, in the sense of having ‘widespread appeal,’ is often connected to 
trend but they are not the same thing. Popularity frequently comes from communi-
cating a multiplicity of meanings that don’t necessarily form a coherent whole. This 
means that, taking an object for example, two different groups of people might find 
the same object cool but in different ways. This is partly because many people use 
objects that they find cool for ‘identity signalling’ purposes.110 
 Researchers Berger and Heath have found that groups of people tend to 
abandon objects that they use as identity signals when other groups that are very 
unlike their own start using them.111 Quartz and Asp found that:
When dissimilar others adopt a product, its effectiveness [as an identity 
signal] breaks down. Divergence can be driven not by opposition to an 
out-group’s norms, but simply by the need to keep your signals straight 
in a pluralistic setting.112 
 110. Quartz and Asp, Cool: How the Brain’s..., p173. 
Identity-asserting goods are not exclusively predicated on finding things cool (i.e. when two groups 
use an object to assert identity, they both don’t necessarily think the thing is cool).   
 111. Jonah A. Berger and Chip Heath, “Where Consumers diverge from others: Identity 
signaling and product domains.” Journal of Consumer Research, Vol. 34, 2007, p121-34.
Also see: Berger and Heath, “Who drives divergence? Identity signaling, outgroup dissimilarity, and 
the abandonment of cultural tastes,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 95,  2008, p593-
607. 
 112. Quartz and Asp, Cool: How the Brain’s..., p173. 
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Quartz and Asp suggest that widespread appeal doesn’t universally weaken some-
thing cool, but rather, might cause one group of people to abandon something that 
they initially found cool, while the thing remains (or newly becomes) cool to others. 
 I initially thought that the fleeting moment in time where multiple groups 
are all adopting the same thing as cool is the moment that it becomes trend; howev-
er, I now realise that trend does not necessarily happen when something has wide-
spread appeal and instead, happens when any group copies something in order to be 
more like another person/group or for other extrinsically-oriented motivations.113 
Thus, a trend might be created by two, or two million people: it is not the number 
of copiers that matter but rather, their intention. With trend, the vitally permeable 
‘mask’ of cool becomes a dried out husk, reanimated and zombified by the wearer 
trying to control other people’s opinions. This makes trend distinct from cool, which 
is primarily intrinsically motivated and associated with originality.
 Caleb Warren’s Bounded Autonomy Theory predicts that if cool requires 
autonomy, then cool behaviours must seem intrinsically motivated or expressive of 
one’s authentic self.114 This is reminiscent of Stoicism, where looking extrinsically for 
approval or accolades is seen as petty and lacking self-control. With autonomous 
behaviour, one is neither controlled by, nor seeking the approval of others. I also feel 
that observing autonomous behaviour in someone is something that I find valuable 
because it reinforces my own autonomy, since that person’s perceived autonomy 
signals that they aren’t trying to control how I judge or do things. If other people 
also feel this way (at least unconsciously), it would help to explain why ‘trying to be 
cool is never cool’: when someone tries to be cool, they are effectively posing as not 
caring about what other people think because they care about what other people 
 113. Discussed further in my analysis of 1 2 3 (Unfinished). 
 114. Warren, What Makes Things Cool…, p14. 
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think.115 This is interpreted as not only caring about, but also trying to control other 
people’s opinions of oneself. Trying to be cool can thus be construed as trying to 
control others, which makes it uncool. I therefore suggest then that ‘never trying to 
be cool’ is one of way of expressing the sensibility of autonomy.
 In a sense, what I have argued is that when someone tries to be cool and 
misses the mark, they end up becoming part of a trend. Perhaps there are positive 
attributes to trend — for instance, a sense of belonging might be felt through the 
copying others — but I also think that positive reward is what makes trend poten-
tially dangerous. By copying simply to fit in or be extrinsically rewarded, one can 
easily overlook the content of what is being copied. This facilitates harmful cultural 
appropriation — I am thinking about feather headdresses worn at Glastonbury or 
the use of African American Vernacular English in advertisements for fast food — 
that turns a form of cultural expression into a commodity. Cool too bears relation-
ships to both copying and appropriation but, unlike trend, I think that being cool 
implies an ethic of self-reflection on the material and the self-awareness that one 
can be informed by something but not simply take it. Trend, however, is consistently 
uninformed and uncreative. 
 
2.3.8 Rebel
 If asked to think of the connection between the concepts ‘cool’ and ‘rebel’, I, 
like many people, would at least fleetingly imagine James Dean in a leather jacket, 
riding a motorcycle. Perhaps this clichéd scene from American cinema was once 
aesthetically and historically radical but I feel it now proposes, “a thoroughly conser-
 115. The notion that trying to be cool is never cool is supported by Warren, What Makes 
Things Cool…, and my own observations. 
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vative and troubling view” of both gender and sexuality.116 Thus, instead of focussing 
on historical iterations of ‘the rebel’, I want to focus my discussion on actions. To me, 
being a rebel constitutes:
• saying ‘no’ to things when asked to do something/act a certain way
• not acknowledging cultural/normative expectations
• acts of disobedience, resilience, opposition, and resistance 
Cool bears relationships to all of these actions but as I will explore, cool bears both 
generative and enduring relationships to resistance and resilience in particular, 
which makes them sensibilities of cool.
 Quartz and Asp describe ‘oppositional consumption’ as a mode of con-
sumption which resents the ‘status quo’ and wants to have something to individuate 
oneself by specifically contradicting or saying ‘no’ to it.117 In the absence of a strict 
hierarchy, oppositional consumption is often enacted by targeting a group of peo-
ple that hold the market share of a given product. Instead of generating something 
creative, oppositional consumption seems to be predicated on reactionary politics. 
Oppositional consumption also seems to exist in order to antagonise and garner an 
audience and in this sense is extrinsically motivated. 
 It could be argued that oppositional consumption, through a kind of Tactical 
Vivality (an action without an objective used to generate a platform for the transmis-
sion of objectives) might aggressively facilitate the creation of a new environment.118 
Oppositional consumption might then be considered a creative methodology resem-
bling anarchism. I am critical of this creative methodology however, because it does 
 116. Quartz and Asp, Cool: How the Brain’s..., p176.  
 117. Ibid., p144. 
 118. Catherine Flood, “Disobedient Objects,” (presentation, Resilience and Research in the 
Arts & Humanities, London Arts and Humanities Partnership Annual Research Day, Senate House, 
University College London, England, May 20, 2015).
Flood noted that the term Tactical Vivality might involve throwing a big unwieldy inflatable cube at 
the riot police.  
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not just rely on but is actually controlled by existing power structures, which it uses 
to negatively define itself. 
 Sociologist Robert K. Merton observed that a person who expresses con-
tempt for society and rejects popular goals and ideals can become a symbolic figure 
who generates morale and self-esteem for the people who observe them. Observing 
the spectacle of the person’s contempt and rejection can generate satisfaction by 
causing one to feel that their own failure to achieve or act on goals is an active choice 
and not a symptom of defeat.119 This vicarious spectacle might itself be considered 
cool but not in a way that generates things; rather, it reinforces inactivity. 
 Not acknowledging (as opposed to resenting) expectations can function as 
a kind of non-participation that can potentially be misconstrued for aggressive-
ness, especially within a hierarchical system.120 However, I observe a possibility 
for non-participation to be one sign of a generative creative methodology at work. 
Merton describes a rebel as someone who gives up on goals but substitutes them 
with new ones. He says that artists and intellectuals are potential rebels because they 
are capable of conforming to a somewhat stabilised system which seeks prestige 
within an auxiliary set of values rather than financial reward.121 They self-generate 
these auxiliary values, which is both productive and requires divergent thinking. 
Not acknowledging expectations therefore can be a sign of someone being fully im-
mersed in creative activity and therefore also might be interpreted as autonomous 
behaviour and, perhaps, as something cool. 
 119. Robert King Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, New York: Free Press, 1968,  
p207-208. A connection between Merton’s research and cool discourse has been previously suggested 
by Brown in Cool Shades, p97. 
 120. Furthermore, the idea of ‘subcultures’ or ‘subcultures of rebellion’ is usually an outside 
label applied to people who don’t necessarily self-identify as being part of any group (proposed by Ian 
F. Svenonious in Supernatural Strategies for Making a Rock’n’Roll Group, New York: Akashic Books, 
2012, p57.) 
 121. Merton, Social Theory…,  p209. 
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 The phrase ‘challenging a norm’ sets up a confrontation that does not need 
to necessarily be present in cool. The rebel-without-a-cause iteration of cool works 
because it involves people doing precisely what they want, which takes confidence 
and sometimes conflicts with the authorities, but is generated out of their indepen-
dent, self-governed (i.e. autonomous) way of living.122 It is an inadvertent form of 
resistance. This disregard for what other people think and consider normal (rather 
than an intentional challenge of it) is intrinsic to cool because if you measure your-
self against the opinions of others and then base your actions directly off this, you 
are trying to be cool and going about it in a way that obviously communicates that 
you are also doing it to be seen, which is counter to autonomous behaviour and 
therefore uncool. Resistance is not just saying ‘no’. It is stability — integrity — and 
stops the effect exerted by one material thing on another.
 Similarly, resilience can be defined in physical terms but often bears met-
aphorical weight. Resilience literally means to able to recoil or spring back into 
shape. It implies flexibility and an openness to a given environment but also the abil-
ity to remain unbroken. Resilience resembles Thompson’s description of spiritual 
cool, which emphasises integrity (also a dually structural and metaphoric concept). 
Resilience can also be interpreted as resistance under certain circumstances; for 
instance, if there are others in the environment trying to effect change or control the 
will of others. Both resistance and resilience are capable of saying ‘You can’t repre-
sent me’, through the assertion of personal identity, which I believe is both a positive 
and creative gesture. 
 
 122. Sometimes following the rules is the easiest way to get something. It’s important to 
consider all options — unlike oppositional consumption, ‘the rules’ are not off-limits. 
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2.3.9 Marketing
 Consumerism is more than just buying: our social emotions let us connect 
consumption (of things and experiences) with our personal identity and how others 
see us.123 Consumerism is one way of obtaining identity-signalling goods and ex-
pressing what one finds cool. In marketing, there are two main strategies of investi-
gating cool:
•  in-field ‘cool informants’ report what certain groups of people find cool and 
then create predictions about what will be cool in future
• lab-based research consisting of surveys or directly measuring responses to stim-
uli using volunteers. 
Brands often fund cool informants on the assumption that their target consumer 
views cool as a positive and desirable trait. After obtaining a cool informant’s report, 
marketers then attempt to position the brand as cool. 
 Co-option Theory proposes that people are, “passive dupes who are con-
trolled by looming social forces”.124 Trend, under the guise of cool, “is pumped 
into the System, providing just enough titillation to keep people plugged in” and 
controlled.125 Contrary to this however, Malcolm Gladwell reports that consumers 
frequently transform and recreate the meanings of products, which undermines 
a brand’s or marketers’ ability to control a product’s meaning.126 This repurposing 
is akin to bricolage, where acquired objects are imbued with new meaning having 
 123. Quartz & Asp, Cool: How the Brain’s..., p59.  “A bicycle is a thing but it might offer the 
experiences of an annual bike trip through the wine country with friends. It might even offer a week-
ly ride with a local club, travel to take part in races, and a whole cycling way of life. Being a cyclist – a 
lifestyle made possible by consumerism – might soon start to define who you are.” Ibid., p5. 
 124. Ibid., p206. 
 125. Ibid., p206.
 126. Malcolm Gladwell, “The Coolhunt,” The New Yorker, March 17, 1997, p8, http://Glad-
well.com/the-coolhunt . 
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passed through the bricoleur’s own unique personal and cultural identity. Thus, it is 
extremely difficult to commodify cool because even though everything (even some-
thing that a brand actively tries to ‘make’ cool) has the potential to become cool, the 
consumer must be motivated to construct a valuable social meaning for the object. 
 Furthermore, trying to be or manufacture cool involves displaying skills/
traits/behaviours valued by others in an obviously contrived way (like an adver-
tisement) in order to personally benefit from this valuation, and for most people, 
this motivation via extrinsic rewards like social acceptance, power, money, or fame, 
makes the manufacturer uncool. 
 Caleb Warren suggests that there are two different kinds of current economic 
theories about cool:
 Subcultural Capital Theories describe cool in terms of subcultural capital, 
which is,
 [...] an adaptation of Bourdieu’s (1984) concept of cultural capital. Like 
cultural capital, subcultural capital is acquired by displaying distinctive 
skills, knowledge, dispositions, and consumption behaviours valued by 
others. Unlike cultural capital, subcultural capital has less overlap with 
economic capital and may only lead to social prestige in the eyes of a 
particular subculture rather than in society at large.127
However, Subcultural Capital Theories do not explain why people can find objects 
cool. 
 127. Warren, What Makes Things Cool…, p7. 
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 Meaning Transfer Theories suggest that cool transfers from people to objects 
and vice versa.128 Cool begins in some people and then transfers to objects through 
association. In other words, an object becomes cool because cool people have ad-
opted it. The object then becomes uncool if/when too many uncool people adopt it. 
Meaning Transfer Theories do not explain how the cool people (who make things 
cool) become cool in the first place. These theories also overlook the motivations 
behind an object’s use, which can independently be cool, uncool, or neutral. 
 Like Warren, I think that these two groups of theories, when taken togeth-
er, can help to characterise cool.129 My experience tells me that cool is predicated 
on perceiving socially desirable behaviour, and if that behaviour involves using an 
object then cool may transfer freely between that object and person. These general 
properties of cool frame my research, which focuses on the localised process of a 
person or object being judged to be cool. Ultimately, my research combines in-field 
experience (like being a cool informant) with a self-reflexive and historical com-
mentary reminiscent of more social-scientific approaches to report writing.130
2.4 Approaching Cool Through Bricolage: Mapping and Preliminary 
Analysis
 As stated previously, my methodological approach to constructing this lit-
erature review and identifying salient, pan-disciplinary sensibilities of cool took the 
 128. Warren, What Makes Things Cool…, p8. 
 129. Ibid., p8. 
 130.  Such as those models discussed in: Frederick Erickson, Qualitative Methods in Research 
on Teaching, Michigan: The Institute for Research on Teaching, 1985, https://education.msu.edu/irt/
PDFs/OccasionalPapers/op081.pdf . 
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form of a mind map operating under my bricolage meta-methodology. I will next 
discuss mapping in more detail, emphasising how bricolage is expressed through 
mapping, how bricolage and mapping sculpted my resulting material, and how they 
enabled me to identify areas of further inquiry. 
 Mapping by hand is a physical practice, drawing, and methodology to devel-
op research. I offer a digital scan of the map that I have created of cool on the USB 
located in the front of this report.131 Each line on the map represents a connection 
between concepts and whenever I re-explore the map, it continues to generate ques-
tions and new connections. However, as a communication tool, the map is ungainly 
and only effective when I am verbally asked to demonstrate what each line means, 
since lines represent but do not explain connections between points. Furthermore, I 
found that as I began to process the material and identify sensibilities of cool, many 
of the sensibilities existed in the lines between concepts. For these reasons, I needed 
to translate the map. This translation took two forms: the literature review and the 
following digital map (Fig. 12). 
 131. In addition to Edward Tufte’s publications, maps created by Ward Shelley and those 
compiled in Astrit Schmidt-Burkhardt’s Stammbäume der Kunst: Zur Genealogie der Avantgarde 
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2005) made apparent to me that I have a preference for maps in which the form 
is idiosyncratically determined by the artist’s hand. 
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Fig. 12.  Map summarising how 12 sensibilities of cool connect to literature review sections, 2017.
 Fig. 12 summarises how I have connected interdisciplinary research and 
discourses (contained within the literature review sections) to my proposed sensibil-
ities of cool. The blue text on the map represents some of the more nuanced expres-
sions of a given sensibility. These nuances became key to recognising the similarities 
between discourses, especially with respect to the sensibilities of nonchalance and 
autonomy, which, as I explored in the literature review, can be embodied by many 
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Jazz
Rebel
Stoicism
Sprezzatura
Spiritual 
"Aesthetic of Cool”
Marketing
DETERMINATION
NONCHALANCE
RESILIENCE
RESISTANCE
AUTONOMY
SPONTANEITY
ORIGINALITY
BALANCE
SELF-AWARE
SELF-CONTROL
CONFIDENCE
NEVER TRYING TO 
CONTROL OTHERS
improvisation
denial of vulnerability
never trying to be cool
possessing a unique value system
concealed personal passion
Ethics
Etymology
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different kinds of behaviours both directly and indirectly.
 The original, hand-drawn map ultimately became my tool to strike an 
emergent narrative. I found that by reshaping information into similarly-sized units 
of text and laying it out onto this common surface of the map, seemingly disparate 
disciplines began to overlap in more and more places. Unlike the literature review, 
the map did not organise information by discipline or theory and so became a way 
to see all the details and create a new structure for them. 
 This restructuring of the material enabled me to determine the most salient, 
descriptive sensibilities of cool. This restructuring made visible to me, for instance, 
that several of my sources were suggesting that cool people exhibit confidence, 
which concurred with my own experiences of cool people. Confidence, with respect 
to the concept of ‘being a rebel’ can be portrayed through a denial of one’s vulner-
ability, which also connects to demonstrating the sensibility of resistance. It seems 
that resistance was also the sensibility that many early jazz musicians incorporated 
into their stage performances (resisting the gaze and control of the audience) and 
also within the music itself (resisting the static modes of conductor, soloist, artist, 
etc.). 
 At one point I thought there could be as many as 21 sensibilities but as I con-
tinued to research cool, some of my potential sensibilities became excess: they were 
either too nebulous and could be broken down into already identified sensibilities, 
or they were too specific and merely contributed to more nuanced understanding 
of already existing sensibilities. This to me, was where the conceptual bricolage was 
happening: through deconstruction and amalgamation (i.e. jamming things together 
and playing around) I worked through my material and pieced together sensibilities 
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of the same ‘scale’. This helped me to avoid the infinite regress of deconstruction and 
still produce a meaningful list of sensibilities. 
 One example of amalgamating concepts into a single sensibility would be 
with the sensibility of nonchalance, which I describe as being comprised of be-
haviours such as concealed personal passion, and (as I will describe later in the 
report) playful criticality and tolerating wrongness. Before amalgamating, I first 
considered and tested the possibility that all these behaviours might be sensibilities 
in their own right. However, it soon became apparent (especially when considering 
sprezzatura and jazz) that concealed personal passion contributed to the expression 
of nonchalance and that the two concepts were connected.  Through experiences 
that I will elaborate on in chapters Lunar Salon and spacesuits for animals, I also 
found that playful criticality and tolerating wrongness were behaviours that trig-
gered the same feelings and actions as nonchalance, and that they were effective 
methods of embodying the sensibility of nonchalance whilst making decisions or 
solving problems. Detecting these behaviours and interpreting them as nonchalance 
was a subjective process of refinement, which was informed by the material of the 
map and my experiences whilst creating my artworks, which caused me to reflect 
on the core processes and interactions underlying nonchalance. I thought of this 
process of amalgamation in terms of scale: concealed personal passion, tolerating 
wrongness, and playful criticality felt smaller than nonchalance and did not fit with 
the scale of the other sensibilities.
 An example of deconstruction of a potential sensibility through mapping 
was with the concept of authenticity. Authenticity is quite a nebulous term, referring 
to a broad combination of originality, resilience, autonomy and even determina-
tion. This combination can vary from context to context: for example, authenticity 
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with respect to jazz draws close associations with originality, while in the context of 
a historical, spiritual understanding of cool, authenticity might emphasise resilience 
and determination (due to the connotation of cool with leadership). With respect to 
rebel behaviour, I found that authenticity stresses autonomy more than the previous 
examples. By probing the meanings of authenticity, I ultimately determined that the 
concept did not communicate the amount of nuance necessary to connect interdis-
ciplinary conceptions of cool. Even though I believe it is a relevant concept, I argue 
that its meaning can more thoroughly be communicated through my proposed sen-
sibilities. And to put this in terms of scale again: I felt that authenticity was too large 
to be a sensibility and needed to be broken down.
 Ultimately, the mind map enabled me to identify 12 sensibilities: autonomy, 
balance, confidence, determination, never trying to control others, nonchalance, 
originality, self-awareness, self-control, spontaneity, resilience, and resistance. 
In retrospect, I can also see that the map (and even this literature review) contained 
information to support my later identification of the experienced sensibilities of 
distance and desire, but it did not make evident their essential nature. This subse-
quently highlights one limitation of concept mapping as a methodology of research: 
mapping enabled me to get a clear picture of what sensibilities one observes when 
judging something to be cool, but since I was not actively experiencing cool through 
the process of mapping, I could not effectively evaluate if any sensibilities were 
‘missing’. The notion of experienced sensibilities only became possible through expe-
riencing cool and my subsequent self-reflection, which occurred, for example, in my 
artwork Lunar Salon.
 Despite this limitation, mapping had a number of benefits. Firstly, as my map 
of cool became extremely detailed,  I developed a broad spectrum of very specific 
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questions related to cool. The most pressing questions primarily stemmed from an 
ambiguity with respect to originality. Originality implies uniqueness, indepen-
dence, creativity, and seems to be the opposite of copying. Copying for the most 
part seems uncool (and related to trend), but is the same true for similar terms such 
as mimicking, recreating, and simulating? Furthermore, both sprezzatura and jazz 
seem to involve copying, and so might originality (and potentially cool) involve 
processes similar to copying? My artwork 1 2 3 (Unfinished) was designed as a direct 
response to clarify these questions, which were derived from my mapping practice.
 Mapping also enabled me to learn about cool by comparing and contrasting 
it to the (sometimes conflated) concepts of glamour, camp, and kitsch. These find-
ings are in Appendix C.
 Finally, mapping made apparent that I find it vital to estimate how ‘large’ or 
‘deep’ certain concepts are going to be as I research them. Pragmatically, it relates to 
the physical effort that my body must produce over time in order to process them. I 
implicitly address this concern when producing a physical artwork, but in research-
ing cool primarily through literature it becomes hidden through a lack of diverse 
physical/sensorial engagement. Physicalising this process by mapping and then 
creating artworks is my way of making the research manageable and structured. 
 The map, when unfurled on the studio floor, naturally curled at the edges and 
so I weighted it down with bits of matter to-hand. The spread of the map on the floor 
covered an area equivalent to the length and width of a giraffe. 
 During the mapping process, the lines of the map literally touched my studio 
bricolage, allowing me to evaluate how much information was known and unknown 
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about cool and how much stuff was required to hold that information together.132 
This is my bricoleur’s approach to creative thinking, which translates all concepts 
into something to-hand, whereby it becomes possible to build much larger struc-
tures, that are clunky, meaningful, and representative of their environment and 
methods of construction. 
 Trying to extract the content from the map was like trying to get gorilla 
glue off cotton gloves — a certain amount will always be embedded into the fabric’s 
structure, impossible to remove. Even though I am interested in my tools — the 
glove, the hammer, the map — it is not the tools themselves that I aim to communi-
cate; rather, I aim to communicate the trace of these tools on my conception of cool.
 Like building a rocket or spacesuit, I combine familiar materials sculpted 
by simple methods to reach unknown territory. The sensibilities of cool are famil-
iar concepts with simple connections between one another, but come together into 
a desirable, elusive, and exciting concept of cool. As I discuss in Chapter 4: NASA, 
I find the Apollo missions cool, and despite the immense complexity of landing 
humans on the moon, even these missions were constrained by familiar things like 
the number of hours in a day, how much foil was available, and even the size of one’s 
hands.133
 132. That’s not to say that the map could only sculpt the information in one way: any num-
ber of paths could have been used to define the same limits. 
 133. “This is Apollo Control at 169 hours, 28 minutes. Apollo 11 is 118,542 nautical miles 
[219 540 km] from Earth; approaching at a velocity of 5,225 feet per second [1,593 m/s]. [...] The 
Guam tracking station is receiving telemetry from this mission. Had a problem with one of its an-
tennas — a bearing. The bearing was replaced with the assistance of a 10-year-old boy named Greg 
Force who had arms small enough that he could work through a 2½ inch diameter hole to pack the 
new bearing. [...] This is Mission Control, Houston.” More accurately, Greg’s hand was small enough 
to grease the bearing through a narrow hole, thus freeing up the antennae and enabling the essential 
tracking of Apollo 11. Neil Armstrong later thanked him in person. NASA, Apollo Flight Journal, 
transcription and corrected commentary by W. David Woods, Kenneth D. MacTaggart and Frank 
O’Brien, last updated 2010, https://history.nasa.gov/afj/ap11fj/24day8-news-checks.html .  
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3 NASA
3.1 Introduction
 The NASA Apollo missions are something that I find cool, creative, and visu-
ally seductive, and as such they become a way for me to incorporate how I feel and 
experience cool into my fine art practice and research project. The artworks that I 
have produced as part of this research project simulate a Saturn V rocket launch us-
ing drums, borrow moon rocks that were collected during the Apollo missions, and 
consist of building spacesuit-like sculptures. The following chapter will discuss why 
I find Apollo cool in more detail and in doing so, introduce some of the key themes 
that I incorporate into my practice. 
3.2 Project Apollo
 One thing that I find particularly cool about the moon landings is how 
NASA got there. The Apollo missions employed methodologies and methods which 
blurred the threshold between science fiction and reality. For instance, Stanley 
Kubrick’s 1968 film, 2001: A Space Odyssey (which I also find cool) shared some of 
the same employees as NASA,134 while the procedure of counting down to initiate a 
rocket launch was something that NASA adopted from Fritz Lang’s 1928 sci-fi film 
Frau im Mond.135 
 NASA’s employees in the 1960’s had an average age of 26 years old and for 
 134. Fred Orway, the film’s Scientific Consultant was also a NASA employee. Stanley 
Kubrick and NASA shared several employees during the film’s production including Harry Lange and 
Bob McCall. 
 135. Craig Nelson, Rocket Men: The Epic Story of the First Men on the Moon, London: John 
Murray Publishers, 2009, p95. 
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many, landing humans on the moon was their first job out of college. I often find 
that limited experience generates the naïvety of not knowing that something is im-
possible, and perhaps this is what facilitated NASA’s rapid, ingenious advancements 
in the face of tremendous risks, financial limitations, and political pressure. Incredi-
bly, “The Apollo program was conceived, the facilities were designed and built, three 
generations of spacecraft were tested in flight, and men landed on the Moon, all 
within the space of a decade.”136
 Operating at the level of ‘never been done’ allotted NASA a freedom to make 
decisions for non-utilitarian reasons (for there would not yet be a reason to not do 
something a particular way). In the preceding Mercury missions, the pressure suits 
(then a military green) were spray-painted silver, reasoning that silver ‘just looked 
cool’.137 Only while undertaking the missions was it discovered that the reflective 
silver impaired the astronauts’ vision, since the sun was substantially brighter in out-
er space (Fig. 13-14). On several occasions during project Apollo, employees were 
reduced to lock-picking their way into storage facilities during late nights in order to 
continue testing materials.138 And when deciding on what kind of spacesuit tech-
nology to invest in, NASA pitted their two leading design contractors against each 
other in a game of baseball, to assess wearability (Fig. 15-16). The winner was the 
International Latex Corporation (ILC, also known as Playtex) who had, up to this 
point, primarily manufactured women’s undergarments (Fig. 17). It is this continu-
ously playful approach in the face of daunting technological hurdles, as well as the 
organisation’s adaptability, which inspires me to perceive the Apollo Space Program 
as a creative endeavour. 
 136. Jonathan H. Ward, Countdown to a Moon Launch: Preparing Apollo for its Historic Jour-
ney, Chichester: Springer-Praxis Books, p1. 
 137. Nicholas de Monchaux, Spacesuit: Fashioning Apollo, Cambridge: MIT Press, 2011, 
p6. 
 138. Ibid., p6. 
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Fig. 14. B.F. Goodrich, Pressure Suit, 
Mercury, M-8, Shepard, Training, 
Inventory # A19690033000, ©Smith-
sonian Institution, http://collections.
si.edu/search/detail/edanmdm:-
nasm_A19690033000?q=shepard+mer-
cury+spacesuit&record=6&hlter-
m=shepard%2Bmercury%2Bspacesuit .
A recent photograph of Shepard’s space-
suit. The oily silver paint has degraded, 
subsequently revealing the garment’s 
original military green fabric. 
Fig. 13. NASA, “Mercury-Redstone 3 
pilot Alan B. Shepard Jr. is wearing the 
Mercury pressure suit and holding his 
helmet,” NASA Mercury Spacesuit Image 
Gallery, 1961, http://www.nasa.gov/audi-
ence/foreducators/spacesuits/historygal-
lery/mercury-index.html#lowerAccordi-
on-set1-slide4 .
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Image removed because of 
potential copyright restrictions.
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Fig. 15. B.F. Goodrich, MAR IV-Flexibility Demonstration,” NASM 9A05849, ©B.F. 
Goodrich/University of Akron Archives, 1960s, found in Spacesuits by Amanda 
Young, Brooklyn: Powerhouse Books, 2011, p23, ©Smithsonian National Air and 
Space Museum.
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Fig. 16. NASA, Pressurized A7LB in performance demonstration on Dover High School Football field, 
captured frames from NASA copy of film, ©Johnson Space Centre, Houston, 1967, found in Space-
suit: Fashioning Apollo by Nicholas de Monchaux, Cambridge: MIT Press, 2011, p200, ©Smithsonian 
National Air and Space Museum.
Image removed because of 
potential copyright restrictions.
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 In the NASA Apollo program, political tensions on a global scale stimulated 
creative adaptation. The ‘space race’ between the Soviets and Americans (fuelled by 
competing communist and democratic political ideals) was very much considered a 
competition by these nations. After several Soviet achievements, including success-
fully sending the first human into outer space, America responded with their, “great-
est open-ended peacetime commitment by Congress in history” to land humans on 
the moon before 1970.139 My practice is also about constraints and the tension that 
generates creative activity as I push through to my articulate my ideas. Limitations 
imposed by deadlines, a shoe-string budget, and available materials creates an im-
mediate need and defines a space to creatively work within or exceed.
 139. Ward, Countdown to a Moon...,  p1.
It is also important to acknowledge the political climate at the time of the Apollo missions, with large 
social change as part of the ongoing African-American Civil Rights Movement; the assassination 
of JFK, and America’s prominence as a world cultural power in music, film, fashion, entertainment, 
and recreation. As previously explored, many conceptions of cool evolved directly out of American 
culture and the Apollo missions are ingrained into this culture. 
Fig. 17. NASA, NASM NASA-68-H-457, Local Number: NASM-7B12556, 1968, ©Smithsonian Na-
tional Air and Space Museum, http://ids.si.edu/ids/deliveryService?id=NASM-NASA-68-H-457 .
ILC employee, seamstress Hazel Fellows, assembles a TMG on a sewing machine. 
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 Artist Allan Kaprow has said that, 
[...] the LM mooncraft is patently superior to all contemporary sculp-
tural edits. That the broadcast verbal exchange between Houston’s 
Manned Spacecraft Centre and the Apollo 11 astronauts was better 
than contemporary poetry; That with their sound distortions, beeps, 
static, and communication breaks, such exchanges also surpassed the 
electronic music of the concert halls.140
He has also said that both art and science actively seek out experimental or un-
known conditions,141 and it is in this sense that NASA and my practice-led research 
overlap. I find NASA most compelling when it aims to do things that have never 
been done before and were thought impossible in practice. To me, project Apollo 
champions the ethic of actively figuring things out. 
 I also see the Apollo missions as a paragon of human achievement. No one 
has travelled farther from earth than the Apollo astronauts, making them the ulti-
mate example of autonomy. Even on earth the astronauts were distant (or ‘far out’), 
being continually set apart with their spectacular garb (Fig. 18) and NASA’s often 
bizarre quarantine procedures (Fig. 19 and elaborated on in Appendix D). 
 Another part of what makes Apollo cool to me is its originality, in combina-
tion with tremendous skill. Unlike many terrestrial explorations which were difficult 
at the time, the moon landings have not become trivialised with advancing technol-
 140. Allan Kaprow, “The Education of the Un-Artist, Part 1,” Essays on the Blurring of Art 
and Life, Ed. Jeff Kelley, University of California Press, 2003, p97. 
 141. Kaprow. “Preface to the Expanded Edition: On the Way to Un-Art.” Essays on the Blur-
ring…, xxix. 
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Fig. 18. NASA, “Commander Neil Armstrong waves to well-wishers in the hallway of the Manned 
Spacecraft Operations Building,” Moon Bound - Apollo 11 Crew on the Way to Launch Complex 39A, 
July 16, 1969, https://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy/about/history/50thgallery/1969-07-16-1.html .
Fig. 19. NASA, Apollo 
11 Crew in Quaran-
tine, July 24, 1969, 
https://www.nasa.
gov/topics/people/
galleries/armstrong.
html .
Astronauts speaking 
with President Nixon 
in the Mobile Quar-
antine Facility.
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ogy.142 It is often remarked (even by NASA staff) that the moon landings could not 
be recreated today.143 Technology has become more powerful but Apollo’s singularity 
of purpose (determination) was, and still is, extremely rare.
3.3 Spacesuits
 The spacesuits and technology of the Apollo missions were themselves ma-
terially and conceptually bricolage. The final Apollo spacesuit design consisted of 21 
layers forming three distinct garments (Liquid Cooling Garment: Fig. 20a, Thermol 
Micrometeroid Garment: Fig. 20b, and Pressure Suit: Fig. 21) and included everyday 
materials like cotton and nylon.144 David Barry (Vice President/Director of R&D at 
David Clarke Company, which was one of the Apollo spacesuit contractors) has said 
that, “The aesthetics of the suit were driven by the materials we had available at the 
time that could be used to provide the protection that was needed.”145 In line with 
this, the hermetic seal which protects an astronaut from the vacuum of space is, in 
essence, an elastic band wrapped around an interior bladder. 
 Furthermore, by the time a mission becomes airborne, nothing is new: ev-
erything must be tested thousands of times for reliability and subsequently has been 
worn extensively. With small scuffs and rough edges, NASA managed to take every-
day materials and highlight their extraordinary qualities.
 142. Furthermore, Apollo 11 as an expedition that discovers new territory is more impres-
sive than terrestrial expeditions that have historically tended to ‘discover’ territory that was already 
inhabited. 
 143. For example, John Conway, NASA instrumentation engineer has stated this. Ward, 
Countdown to a Moon..., p371. 
 144. de Monchaux, Spacesuit: Fashioning Apollo, p6. 
 145. Barry quoted in Wesley Fenlon, “Exploring the Aesthetics of NASA’s Iconic Space Suit 
Design,” Tested, May 3, 2012, http://www.tested.com/science/space/44188-the-aesthetics-of-nasas-
space-suit-design/ .
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Fig. 20a. ILC Industries, Liquid Cooling 
Garment — Apollo, Catalog # 1973-
0120-000, 1968, photograph by Mark 
Avino, ©Smithsonian National Air and 
Space Museum, https://airandspace.
si.edu/collection-objects/liquid-cool-
ing-garment-s-067-apollo .
Fig. 20b. International Latex Corpo-
ration, “A7-LEV-Stafford,” Apollo 10, 
Catalog # 1975-0597-000, 1968, pho-
tograph by Avino, ©Smithsonian Na-
tional Air and Space Museum, https://
airandspace.si.edu/collection-objects/
pressure-suit-apollo-a7-l-apollo-10-
stafford-flown .
An example of a Thermol Micrometer-
oroid Garment (TMG) which protects 
the astronaut from small space particles 
(micrometerorites).
Fig. 21. ILC Industries, A5-L —  Apollo 
Prototype, 1965, Catalog # 1977-0355-
000, SI Image # 2003-27279, photo-
graph by Avino, ©Smithsonian Na-
tional Air and Space Museum, https://
airandspace.si.edu/collection-objects/
pressure-suit-apollo-a5-l-prototype-0 .
This is my favourite pressure suit model 
and I simulated it in Things Being What 
I Want Them To Be And Not What 
They’re Supposed To Be (2012/2013).
Image removed be-
cause of potential 
copyright restric-
tions.
Image removed 
because of po-
tential copyright 
restrictions.
Image removed because of 
potential copyright restrictions.
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 Apollo mission spacesuits were personally tailored for each astronaut, and 
as such became original tools for performing pioneering missions.146 Materially, 
they could diverge substantially. For example, Apollo 8’s Frank Borman’s head was 
quite large and so his helmet cost an additional U.S.D. $45000 to make.147 Moreover, 
spacesuits were customised for particular missions: the Apollo 11 spacesuits includ-
ed a flashlight imbedded into the index finger of one glove and mission directives 
were sewn onto the sleeve of Armstrong’s spacesuit.
 The Pressure Suit (resembling a jetfighter’s garment) is the middle garment 
used to regulate the pressure in the body and ensure an even distribution of oxy-
genated blood to the limbs and head. I find the Pressure Suit to be the most inter-
esting layer because it expresses a series of dualities. It is the most complicated layer 
in terms of assembly and yet it is completely revealing of its functionality. It must 
maintain an even pressure but also allow mobility of all joints. The astronaut’s body 
depends on the pressure applied by the garment but at the same time the garment 
also serves the mobility of the body. The Pressure Suit is dynamic and behaves more 
like a skin than a garment. These themes reappear in my artwork spacesuits for ani-
mals. 
 
 spacesuits for animals also takes inspiration from NASA’s spacesuit invention 
process, which involved creating ‘harlequin suits’, where each limb on a Pressure 
Suit would be built differently in order to test out several materials variations simul-
taneously (Fig. 22). The seams between materials were jarring, with designers often 
resorting to duct tape, but the limbs were nonetheless good enough to test out each 
 146. Current spacesuits are produced in international standard sizes and astronauts mix and 
match pieces to fit. Furthermore, most current missions consist of travelling to the ISS and are thus 
more routine than Apollo. 
 147. Nelson, Rocket Men, p76. 
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Fig. 22. Pressure Suit, Apollo, SPD, Developmental, Inventory # A19791334000, photograph by 
Avino, ©Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, http://collections.si.edu/search/results.
htm?q=2003-27317 .
Image removed because of 
potential copyright restrictions.
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possibility. Once a limb passed certain functional tests it could be incorporated into 
the final design. Like my spacesuits, a harlequin suit will never go to space but that’s 
because being a work-in-progress is its purpose. 
3.4 Astronauts 
The name of the game on the moon is stay cool and don’t exert too 
much so you’re never out of breath.148 
- Buzz Aldrin
 I think that the Apollo astronauts are cool. Their excellent physical condi-
tion, mental aptitude, adaptability, and ability to bear tremendous responsibility 
make them suitable candidates to complete unrepeatable mission objectives with 
expensive equipment. 
Most of them fall into the top two percent of the population intellectual-
ly. […] They’ve got good opinions of themselves, for one important rea-
son; the good opinion is based in reality. Indeed, they have to be rather 
pleasant to work with because they’ve less to prove than the next guy.149 
With a few exceptions, they’re extremely disciplined people with an 
almost tunnel-vision ability to lock on to a problem and never let go. 
They become so disciplined they can almost dial up the emotional com-
modity that’s needed. If they’re going to a cocktail party, they’ll dial up 
 148. Buzz Aldrin interviewed by Mike Seger, “What it feels like to Walk on the Moon,” Es-
quire Presents: What It Feels Like, Ed. A.J. Jacobs, New York: Three Rivers Press, 2003, p49. 
 149. Hugo Young, Brian Silcock, and Peter Dunn, Journey to Tranquility, Garden City: Dou-
bleday, 1970, p153. 
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to where it says, ‘We’re going to be light and gay.’ They might even mus-
ter up a slightly off-colour story. They’re extraordinarily well-ordered 
people who don’t panic easily. They don’t react to much, either.150
 Charlie Duke has said that, “Neil Armstrong was probably the coolest under 
pressure of anyone that I ever had the privilege of flying with. He was just Mr. Cool 
Stone, if you would.”151 
 These anecdotes (more examples in Appendix D) remind me of NASA’s first 
proposal for space travel. Instead of a spacesuit, NASA believed that a man-machine 
super-human, which could be programmed for missions and perfectly follow pro-
tocol, would make the ideal astronaut. What makes astronauts cool to me however 
is not their perfection, but rather their near perfect handling of their imperfections. 
For me, there has to be an everyday, terrestrial quality about them which they then 
transcend (like the materials of a spacesuit) to become cool. Similarly, a large part 
of what Life Magazine’s features on the astronauts worked hard to communicate was 
their ‘imperfections’, in order to make them more compelling heroes. A Life Mag-
azine excerpt about astronaut Mike Collin’s injury that almost cost him the Apollo 
11 mission is detailed in Appendix D.152 Even the Apollo missions themselves had 
flaws, so much so that a principle objective in each mission was to return to earth 
with ways that the next mission could be improved. NASA missions, in their quest 
for new experiences and continual self-refinement, are an endless process. 
 150. Young, Silcock, and Dunn, Journey to Tranquility, quoting Paul Haney (Manned Space-
craft center public affairs chief). 
 151. Charlie Duke. In the Shadow of the Moon. Dir. David Sington. (2007; ThinkFilm, 2008), 
DVD. 
 152. Nevin, David interviewing Mike Collins, “Collins has cool to cope with space and 
the Easter bunny,” Life Magazine, Time Inc., July 4, 1969, https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=oE-
wEAAAAMBAJ&lpg=PA1&rview=1&pg=PA1&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false .
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3.5 Bricolage in NASA
 The term ‘kludge’ was popularised by NASA during the Apollo missions and 
referred to the jamming together of theoretically incompatible systems for a clumsy 
but workable solution. Its incorporation into NASA’s jargon at the time likely stems 
from contracting out so many aspects of the missions to different companies who 
would in turn each produce a component that did not necessarily work with what 
the other companies were producing. Many companies that worked with NASA 
were not highly experienced with aeronautics and so putting them all together to 
make a functional rocket meant it was always going to be a bit of a kludge.153
 Kludge is borne from pragmatism. Regarding their rockets, NASA has 
commented that they, “had to be simple in concept, use existing proven equipment 
wherever possible, be flexible so that it could perform a variety of missions, avoid 
the use of complex systems, be as inexpensive as possible, and be designed in such 
a manner as to keep ground support requirements at a minimum.”154 Trying to get 
to the moon as inexpensively as possible is reasonable but also quite absurd — it is a 
bricoleur’s logic.
 I am also inspired by the Saturn V rocket’s extensive use of tape (Fig. 23-24): 
 The only tools we thermal insulation guys had were scissors, 
staplers, and tape. We weren’t high tech. We didn’t go to engineering 
school. But we were involved with every process of assembly, from the 
 153. NASA employee Fred Cordia described the electrical grounding circuitry as a, “dai-
sy-chained rat’s nest of wiring in the bowels of the unit, up on the 160ft. level of the LUT.” Quoted in 
Ward, Countdown to a Moon, p818-21. It was a kludge. 
 154. NASA Headquarters, Project Mercury Little Joe Flight Test Program, Washington D.C., 
(n.d.), quoted in Colin Burgess, Friendship 7: The Epic Orbital Flight of John Glenn Jr., Switzerland: 
Springer-Praxis Books in Space Exploration, 2015, p16. 
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very beginning until we were among the very last guys up on the rocket 
to help close out the panels. We were the only ones allowed to open the 
insulation if anyone needed to get behind it. [...]We had no backup sys-
tem, no redundancies on the insulation. If our system failed, the whole 
mission was in jeopardy.155
Tape features prominently in spacesuits for animals — see chapter 8.6: Tape.
 155. Alan Contessa (protection specialist, Grumman technician working on Project Apollo) 
quoted in Ward, Countdown to a Moon..., p248-50. 
Fig. 23. NASA/Neil Armstrong, View Apollo 11 Lunar Module as it rested on lunar surface, NASA 
ID: as11-40-5927, July 20, 1969, https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/aldrin-
lm_full.jpg .
Buzz Aldrin standing in front of the extensive tape used on the Lunar Module.
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Fig. 24. NASA/Buzz Aldrin, AS11-40-5922, July 20, 1969, https://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/a11/a11_eva_
thumbs.html .
Alternate view of the tape installed on the Lunar Module.
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 4 1 2 3 (Unfinished)
4.1 Introduction
 In 1 2 3 (Unfinished), I am interested in the relationship between copying 
and originality. Originality implies uniqueness, independence, creativity, and 
seems to be the opposite of copying which for the most part seems uncool (and 
related to trend). As stated previously however, jazz seems to involve copying of 
diverse influences but still produces something creative. Might originality (and thus 
cool) therefore involve processes similar to copying, such as mimicking, recreating, 
or simulating?
 From February-May 2014 and again in August 2016, I worked on a four-
Part series of performances/installations/objects/videos collectively titled 1 2 3 
(Unfinished). Through its four iterations, this artwork enabled me to tangibly enact 
mimicking, recreating, and simulating and in doing so, elucidated their nuanced 
relationships to both originality and copying. My most important finding was that 
simulating can be a way to express originality because simulating copies the effect 
of something (not the thing in its entirety) and, when done through creative meth-
ods, can produce something original. 
 Part 1 consisted of devising a score for five drum kits to simulate a rocket 
launch and then recording a performance video. Part 2 was a two-room installa-
tion: the first room contained a drum kit and space capsule suspended on the wall 
and ceiling respectively, and the second room played the Part 1 video. In Part 3, five 
drummers were invited to develop and perform the score live in a room adjacent to 
the Part 2 installation. In Part 4 (not yet exhibited), I took the Part 1 video and over-
1 2 3 (Unfinished): Introduction
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laid genuine audio from NASA’s Apollo 11 Saturn V rocket launch.
4.2 Creation Of a Differential-Like Methodology 
 In 1 2 3 (Unfinished) I used a research methodology that I devised and 
named Differential-Like because it was inspired by mathematical problem-solving 
with differential equations. A differential in mathematics (often written as dx or dy) 
is something infinitely small. Because it is so small it tends to be understood not as 
a fixed entity but as a process in which something (such as the distance between two 
points) gets successively smaller. A differential can graphically be represented as a 
type of curve that infinitely approaches zero (an asymptote) and in various appli-
cations it becomes useful to be able to observe the steepness and qualities of this 
curve. However, a differential is too close to zero to be measurable, and so in order 
to describe it, it must be compared to another infinitely small object in the same 
context which together as a derivative (dy/dx) can define each other in terms of their 
significant points.156 A derivative is thus a closed system created so that the limits of 
the differentials can be felt out through a back and forth movement.157 Each differen-
tial is measured in terms of the other.
 My Differential-Like methodology entails asking questions about two differ-
ent topics, with the intended result of determining both concepts in terms of their 
significant similarities. Questions about one topic thus become a means to indirectly 
approach the other.
 156. The rate of change is referred to as the derivative, while the differential measures the 
change itself.  
 157. ...where it also becomes possible to bounce off singularities (points of radical disruption 
that fall off the graph). Singularities are exceptional but allow for a certain number of inconsistencies 
within an otherwise functional system. This appeals to me as a bricoleur where often things don’t 
quite match up perfectly but are still functional.  
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 In order to research originality in this artwork, I thus chose to ask questions 
about another topic: documentation (i.e. a material record). I chose documenta-
tion because I saw potential to relate documentation to the concept of ‘the original’, 
which I felt could lead to a deeper understanding of copying, mimicking, simulating, 
and/or recreating. 
 Part of setting up my differential-like methodology meant that I needed to 
place originality and documentation within the same context in order to permit 
them to define each other in terms of their significant points. My practice and spe-
cifically the artwork 1 2 3 (Unfinished) became the shared context in which to locate 
significant points and relationships between originality and documentation. 
 Here are the main questions I asked about documentation:
• What constitutes successful/effective documentation?
• Can analysing documentation as a creative event in its own right be a useful tool 
to gain insight into the initial creative process that produced the original event?
• Can a combination of documentation formats/mediums highlight aspects that 
may have gone unnoticed in the primary event and thus generate new meaning?
• How might documentation change the value and perception of the material that 
is being documented?
• How does self-awareness affect documentation?
• Can generating new material through documentation facilitate an accurate 
re-experiencing of the event? Does documentation approach ‘re-creation’ by 
completing its own creative act?
 Asking these questions influenced the format of 1 2 3 (Unfinished), which 
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I designed in four Parts so that each Part could incorporate and/or serve as docu-
mentation for some other Part. Although answering questions about documentation 
helped me to learn about originality, I concluded that documentation itself was not 
directly relevant to cool and so I have included my findings and further discussion 
of documentation in Appendix E.
 
 I find that defining a ‘box’ to think within is key to coming up with ideas. 
This is what I mean when I say that as a bricoleur I work within a ‘closed universe’ of 
finite materials. Considering originality and documentation as differentials and set-
ting out to determine their limits created a more manageable conceptual framework 
for me to research within. That being said, as a bricoleur, I did not use differentials 
as a methodology strictly: instead, what I did was set up a methodology that used 
many differential-like strategies to make qualitative rather than quantitative mea-
surements. This repurposing, though slight, was something I realised when trying to 
follow the idea of differentials too closely. I elaborate on this distinction in Appendix 
E. 
 Deleuze was the first to point out the possibility for differential calculus to be 
understood as an ontology where differentials could become real objects, and where 
revealing their significant points could reveal the relationship between a subject and 
its predicates.158 Significant points do not appear as a curve on a graph but rather 
can be observed as an object’s movement across a surface. I take a looser approach 
to this ontology, and use my Differential-Like methodology to relate originality and 
documentation both to each other, and to physical objects and gestures within my 
practice. Like differentials, my methodology enables me to start with fuzzy ideas 
of originality, documentation, and their significant points and then through real 
 158. Gilles Deleuze, “Repetition,” Difference and Repetition, South Carolina: Columbia Uni-
versity Press. 1994.
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experience, feel out the dimensions of these terms (enabling the conceptual distance 
between originality and documentation to become increasingly small). Exploring 
the correspondence between concepts and gestures is key to my understanding both 
cool and bricolage and it is also my primary mode of communicating this under-
standing to others.
4.3 Chronological Description
 4.3.1 Part 1
Creating the Score
 Working with drummer Ed Gorrod, we began by watching Saturn V rocket 
launches on YouTube. From these, we identified key sounds, including some of the 
more subtle detail noises that were not necessarily emitting from the Saturn V itself 
but rather, were part of the atmosphere of the launch event as a whole. While writ-
ing the score, we were particularly interested in the volume, frequency, and quality 
of sound but we were also careful to consider how the placement of each of the five 
drum kits in the room could be utilised to affect these variables. We were trying to 
sculpt the drum sound into a rocket and not create something precise or purposeful-
ly musical out of it. We initially wrote down the score in the form of a visual time-
line (Appendix E) and Gorrod then took a few more steps to prepare for the per-
formance (also detailed in Appendix E). The decision to start at approximately T-4 
minutes was intuitive and as it turns out, this timing corresponds with the comple-
tion of the diagnostic test procedures and the start of active launch processes.159 For 
reference, a diagram and description of a Saturn V rocket as well as its key launch 
 159. 1 2 3 (Unfinished) begins just as the orbiter aerosurface profile test and main engine 
gimbal profile test are completed and shortly thereafter, the retraction of the gaseous oxygen vent arm 
takes place. Ward, Countdown to a Moon…, p340-41. 
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procedures are included in Appendix E.
 Sound quality was perhaps the most subjective but also the most important 
variable in developing the score.  In order to communicate sound quality to each 
other we would listen to a rocket launch and then describe it in terms of analogous 
sounds that we found more familiar/graspable. Within the rocket launch, Gorrod 
mostly thought he heard parts of a drum kit. The launch, to me, was made up of sev-
eral waterfalls, wind, and popcorn. About five minutes in I thought I heard a whale. 
 
 Focusing on sound quality was key to dissolving the rocket launch into 
separate, playable parts. For me this was bricolage because I was thinking in terms 
of whole objects and assembling them into a rocket. This connection to bricolage is 
expanded on in Appendix E. 
 In researching what processes were actually involved in a rocket launch, I 
was surprised to find that the waterfall-like sound genuinely was created by several 
enormous waterfalls coming from the base of the rocket (the real sound of the rock-
et being so enormous that these waterfalls are subsequently activated to dampen the 
sound and keep the rocket from vibrating itself to pieces).160 
 The score was based on YouTube videos (i.e. documentation) of rocket 
launches and not first-hand experience, which resulted in several creative liberties 
being taken. Firstly, the techniques we used to make the sounds were conveniently 
catered to a drum kit. Second, because we listened to the documentation through 
my headphones, we had to greatly amplify the sound that we actually heard in order 
to more closely approximate a rocket. In the way a computer needs to invent missing 
pixels when enlarging a low-resolution photo, there was a certain amount of sound 
 160. Ward, Countdown to a Moon..., p336. 
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that we needed to invent to fill in the score. This is when the project transformed 
from being a copy into a unique creative gesture, which still referred to the real 
launch but also added new details and, in doing so, became a new experience. 
Recording the Performance and Editing the Video
   I decided then to audio/video record Gorrod playing each of the five parts 
of the score, separately. To watch the performance, I had to combine all the footage 
into a quintuple exposure (Fig. 25-26). This made documentation essential because 
it provided the only platform for the performance to exist in its entirety.161 
Combining the five recordings revealed five drummers forming a circle, which 
simulated (but did not precisely copy) the placement of thrusters on a Saturn V 
rocket. In the centre of the room was a makeshift space capsule constructed out of a 
 161. This distance is echoed by the reality of experiencing a live rocket launch, since NASA 
only permits spectators to watch from a distance of 1.1miles (1.77km). The documentation that I 
watched then was actually at a higher resolution than what could be experienced in person. 
1 2 3 (Unfinished): Chronological Description
Fig. 25. “Image demonstrating process of layering all five layers of the quintuple exposure,” 1 2 3 
(Unfinished), 2014.
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coffin.162 
 My video was stark, mechanical, eerie, and appeared to be without narrative. 
It captured the distance that I felt when watching rocket launch videos; however, 
the performance was visually lacking intensity. It did not produce anything (aside 
from the audio) representative of the explosive combustion of millions of gallons of 
fuel. With a real rocket launch, the anticipation and tension stems from the fact that 
the operation is an immense human labour with the lives of the astronauts, their 
mission, and the rocket itself all at stake. In my video it was not clear if there was 
anything at stake and subsequently it did not yet feel right to me. I thus made the de-
cision (whist keeping the audio of the drums unedited) to splice in several abstract 
narrative sequences in order to create a more visceral experience. These included 
things like animated MRI images of my brain as well as a sheep eye dissection. These 
sequences are discussed in Appendix E. None of this footage was documentation of 
a rocket launch, but it nonetheless presented a potent visual experience and so I felt 
that it adequately simulated the feeling of a rocket launch. Fig. 27-173 contain stills 
taken at regular intervals from the 10-minute video.
 162. NASA employees often informally referred to the top of the rocket as the coffin. 
Fig. 26. “Completed quintuple exposure,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), 2014. 
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4.3.2 Part 2
 Part 2 was a two-room installation which was exhibited at the Londonewcas-
tle Project Space for the Catlin Art Prize 2014 (Fig. 174).
ROOM 1
ROOM
2
Part 2
Fig. 174. Floorplan of Londonewcastle Project space with detail showing layout of Part 2 installation, 2016.
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Room 1
 The space capsule is on the ceiling. Framed by an existing fluorescent light-
ing rig (now its launch pad), the capsule at first appears pristine and stark but it 
reveals its seams, screws, and adhesive upon closer inspection. I drew a red chalk 
circle emanating from the capsule in the same colour as the pre-existing silicone 
stuck between the cement and black metal beams of the ceiling, to integrate the cap-
sule and launchpad further (Fig. 175-178).
 I built a copy of the drum kit that appears in the Part 1 video and attached it 
onto a wedged platform, protruding seamlessly from the wall (Fig. 175, 179). I used 
this wedge to suggest that the only difference between the wall and ceiling was a 
single fold and that the drum kit was set up to play to the space capsule. Building the 
drum kit involved collecting second hand parts and completely refinishing the drum 
shells, melting off their hard outer wraps and veneering them with Mansonia hard-
wood and a Zebrano stripe inlay (Fig. 181-183). My custom wood stain was created 
by applying multiple colours in layers and repeatedly sanding the colour back. I 
then sealed the shells with a glossy French Polish.163 I also polished all the hardware 
(Fig. 180), made repairs where necessary, and painted the bass drum head with matt 
and gloss black alternating stripes. Despite the high level of creativity that went into 
copying the original drum kit, there was no evidence of it in the final installation. 
This is because I kept the process of making it hidden in an attempt to pass the kit 
off for the original. 
 The space capsule has a metal badge which says ‘Olympic’ (Fig. 184).164 I 
 163. A hand-applied, labour-intensive wood sealing process where hundreds of layers of 
shellac are rubbed onto a surface using lint-free cotton to produce a mirror-like finish. Shellac is de-
rived from beetles and dissolved in alcohol to produce a reddish brown, viscous liquid which rapidly 
dries when exposed to air. I used 2000-grit sandpaper to prepare an ultra-smooth surface to accept 
the shellac. 
 164. The badge dates somewhere between 1969-1979, thus overlapping with project Apollo 
(1969-1972). 
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pried it off one of the drums and attached it to the capsule because I consider the 
capsule and drum kit to be a single whole.  Two Patt. 23 model theatre lights were 
installed on the ceiling and shine on the capsule from above (one light is viewable 
in Fig. 175). They are meant to encourage the interpretation of the installation as 
a kind of ‘set’ or stage, which is showing that something has happened/is about to 
happen. It presents a feeling of absence (of people) and distance.
 On one wall there is a discreet niche containing a hand-bound, 300+ page, 
hardcover A5 book (Fig. 185). The book contains text and images documenting the 
creation of Parts 1 and 2, and the preparations for Part 3 (Fig. 186-206). As I rare-
ly complete work in the studio, documentation also consisted of things like train 
tickets, emails, maps, and photographs of public spaces – anything that went into the 
creation of the project or the sourcing of its materials. 
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(clockwise from top) Fig. 175-177. “Part 2, Room 1 installation,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), mixed media 
installation, London: Londonewcastle Project Space, 2014.
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(clockwise from top left) Fig. 178-181. “Part 2, Room 1 installation,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), 2014.
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(top to bottom) Fig. 182-184. Ibid. 
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Fig. 185. “Wall niche and book,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), 2014. 
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Fig. 186-188. “Scans of the cover and end paper of book,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), 2014. 
Materials: canvas, duct tape, archival paper, archival glue, drywalling mesh tape, cardboard, gauze, 
and stains on cover (blood, oil, French polish, glue, and paint).
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Fig. 189-197. “Sample pages of book,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), 2014.
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Fig. 189-197. “Sample pages of book,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), 2014. Fig. 198-206. Ibid.
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Room 2
 A second room is located behind the drum kit. I built and installed a light 
box which reads ‘ON THE AIR’ above a salvaged fire door, in the style of both a 
recording studio and NASA mission control rooms (Fig. 107, 211). A panel instructs 
that ‘Ear protection must be worn in this area’ and ‘Maximum 3 people’. Three pairs 
of ear defenders are hung on the wall (Fig. 211).
 Walking into the soundproofed, unlit room reveals a single plinth with a 
glowing red ‘ENGINE START’ button (Fig. 208, 210). Pressing the button triggers a 
60inch screen on the back wall to play the Part 1 video and simultaneously illumi-
nates the ON THE AIR sign (Fig. 209 and Fig. 210). The video is exceedingly loud, 
which causes vibrations to travel through the soundproofed wall and into the drum 
kit in the other room. To each drum head I attached a small piece of drain chain 
(Fig. 180), which would sizzle and rumble with sizable vibrations. Each time the 
launch sequence is activated, the drum kit is thus reactivated, vibrating along with 
the recording. The sound from the video is audible but distorted in Room 1. It is the 
same sound but heard differently – just as the capsule in Room 1 is also viewable in 
the video but experienced differently. When the video concludes, the screen returns 
to black and the ON THE AIR sign turns off.
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(clockwise from top) Fig. 207-211. “Room 2 installation, Part 2,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), 2014.
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4.3.3 Part 3
 A performance billed as Rocket Launch took place halfway through the Part 
2 exhibition, in an adjacent room (Fig. 212)
Part 2
Part 3
ROOM 1
ROOM 2
Fig. 212. Floorplan of Londonewcastle Project Space showing layout of Part 2 and Part 3 installation, 
2017. The poster advertising the performance is located in Appendix E.
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  I invited Gorrod and four new drummers (Emma Hiles, Charles 
Tomlinson, Henning Brand, and Matt Hill) to recreate the five-drumkit circle as a 
live performance. The drummers were not asked to watch rocket launches but rath-
er, were asked to simulate Gorrod’s simulation of a rocket launch. 
 The drummers met for the first time on the performance day and after 
setting up equipment they began to rehearse. Interestingly, the score became more 
musical than Part 1, and yet the drummers’ way of playing became less convention-
al. For example, one used a hedge trimmer to play the cymbals, another placed Tic 
Tacs on the drums to create a sizzle sound. The piece made significant developments 
as each of the drummers became a part of the rocket. 
 At 4pm the playing stopped in order to prepare for 5pm performance. This 
daylong collaboration was open to the public and a crowd developed closer to the 
performance time. At 4:45pm, earplugs were distributed and the overhead lights 
were turned off. Five theatre lights were placed around the room and when the 
performance started (Fig. 213-224), I began to switch on the lights to illuminate the 
drummers and methodically adjusted some cameras that I had on tripods.165 
 After the performance, documentation of Rocket Launch (which included 
photographs and research material) was then glued into the A5 book in the Part 2 
installation. I had intentionally left blank pages for this purpose which meant that 
the book, which is both documentation and artwork, had now sculpted forthcoming 
documentation by setting out the physical parameters for it to fit within.
 165. I was told that this looked like an intentional intervention but actually, I was just so 
nervous that I simply forgot to turn on the lights and also how to use the camera. Outwardly I was 
trying to keep my cool but inwardly I was a ball of nerves and disappointed with myself at the same 
time. I think that wearing my boiler suit and walking slowly helped to make me look confident.   
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Fig. 213-218. “Performance of Rocket Launch,” 1 2 3 (Unfinished), photographed by Dean Smith, 2014.
 
(next page) Fig. 219-221. Ibid.
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4.3.4 Part 4 
 Nearly two years after this exhibition, I decided to take my Part 1 video/au-
dio and overlay the NASA mission control audio from the Apollo 11 launch. When 
creating the book in Part 2, I felt that directly including rocket launch documenta-
tion would devalue my work (by making my simulation redundant) but now, with 
Parts 1-3 complete, I feel differently:
 At the time of creating it, 1 2 3 (Unfinished) was my most ambitious artwork 
ever and I felt tension followed by a sense of accomplishment upon successfully ex-
ecuting it. The feelings generated from my effort enabled me to empathise with the 
employees of project Apollo, who I did not originally consider when watching the 
Saturn V launch video alone. Specifically, combining the NASA audio with docu-
mentation of my artwork which I am physically attached to enabled me to feel what 
NASA employees might be feeling at various points along the timeline. The process 
of simulating and researching a rocket launch in various ways through Parts 1-3 also 
served as point of reflection in Part 4, helping me to pick up on the meaningfulness 
of certain verbal cues contained in the real audio. This made the documentation 
new and exciting to me. Subsequently, Part 4 actually enabled me to derive more 
meaningfulness from both the genuine rocket launch documentation and my own 
artwork. 
4.4 Analysis
 At first I thought it was appropriate to call the Part 1 performance audio a 
copy of the recorded rocket launch audio, but I now think that copying does not 
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only have to do with achieving a resemblance in output but also must include the 
intention to pass for being the original thing. Any intention to copy a rocket launch 
was immediately undermined by choosing to use drums to make the sounds. In-
stead of setting out to copy a launch I believe that Gorrod and I tried to simulate 
one. Simulation only aims to capture certain aspects and create an environment that 
affects the subject in the same way. Simulation then, might be said to copy how the 
thing affects a person, but does not copy the thing itself. 
 Simulation is also distinct from recreation, which can copy the effect, but 
also attempts to achieve the highest possible accuracy to the original (recreation 
more closely resembles copying). Initially in the Part 3 performance the musicians 
were trying to recreate the score but I encouraged them to improvise, and subse-
quently the performance diverged from the original. 
 Mimicking replicates and exaggerates only select traits/functions of an orig-
inal (and ignores others) for the sake of calling to mind the original, to entertain, 
ridicule, create humour, or satirise through this likeness. As such, a mimic might re-
semble the original but produces a different effect.166 I felt that my ‘ENGINE START’ 
button in my Part 2 installation might have been mimicking the Saturn V ignition 
procedure as it provoked people’s curiosity to press it, thus making the ‘rocket 
launch’ more playful.
 When copying is used to procure extrinsic rewards (e.g. accolades, fame, 
money, power, etc.) people are often very astute at perceiving that the copier’s focus 
is not on the task at hand (or on the copy itself) but on the rewards, and I think that 
people (myself included) find this motivation-by-reward behaviour uncool. In this 
 166. Furthermore, in animals, a mimic usually copies certain traits/functions of another 
animal to gain defensive, aggressive, or reproductive advantages.  
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case, the perception of a copy becomes tethered to the uncool intentions/behaviour 
of the copier and so the quality of the copy (ranging from bad to very convincing) 
becomes irrelevant to its status of uncool. It is important to note that even a perfect 
copy, or a very good one like my drum kit in Part 2, is still a unique generative act, 
but there is little perceived creativity inherent to the process of constructing the 
copy, which is why it is valued less than the original. In actuality, the process could 
have been highly creative (or valuable as a pedagogical tool) but this process would 
have to be concealed in order to try and pass as the original. Note: a further discus-
sion of copying/simulation specifically with respect to the construction of the space 
capsule can be found in Appendix E. 
 I think that people are more likely to find something cool when the motiva-
tional goal is, “almost fused with the task itself ”.167 Neil Armstrong — a man idolised 
and considered cool by millions of people — has said:
The exciting part for me, as a pilot, was the landing on the moon. [...] 
The landing approach was, by far, the most difficult and challenging 
part of the flight. Walking on the lunar surface was very interesting, but 
it was something we looked on as reasonably safe and predictable. So 
the feeling of elation accompanied the landing rather than the walk-
ing.168 
 167. Robert J. Sternberg and Todd I. Lubart, Defying the Crowd: Cultivating Creativity in a 
Culture of Conformity, New York: The Free Press, 1995, p238. 
Furthermore, the fusion of motivational goal to the task causes people to find the resulting product 
more creative (A.W. Kruglanski, I. Friedman, and G. Zeevi, “The effects of extrinsic incentives on 
some qualitative aspects of task performance,” Journal of Personality 39, 1971, 608-17). Also, when 
motivation becomes separated from the task with the addition of assessment criteria or reward, the 
person’s output is often less creative (T.M. Amabile, B.A. Hennessey, and B.S. Grossman, “Social In-
fluence on creativity: the effects of contracted-for reward,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychol-
ogy 50, 1986, p14-23.)
 168. Oracle, ThinkQuest Education Foundation, “Our Interview with Mr. Neil Armstrong,” 
The New Space Race, August 2007, http://library.thinkquest.org/07aug/00861/armstrongiscool.htm . 
Link currently broken but now available on: http://archive.is/0HldA . 
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This expresses a fusion of his intrinsic motivation and task. Armstrong did not want 
to be cool, or a hero, or the first person to walk on the moon, but rather wanted to 
challenge himself as a pilot. When asked by the press what it felt like to be a hero, 
Armstrong replied that he was too busy between preparing, completing mission 
objectives, and debriefing to consider himself as such.169 With extrinsic motivation, 
by contrast, there is a clear separation between the motivational goal and the task.
 I also think that simulation might be one way of expressing originality as a 
sensibility of cool. When Armstrong travelled to the moon, he brought with him a 
piece of wood and muslin from the Wright Brother’s first aircraft.170 Armstrong saw 
the Wrights as the pioneers of aeronautics and he wanted to be part of theirs and 
Charles Lindbergh’s era of solo transatlantic flight. Commenting on this, Armstrong 
has said:
The record setting flights [...] across the oceans, over the poles, and to 
the corners of Earth, had all been accomplished. And I resented that. 
All in all, for someone who was immersed in, fascinated by, and ded-
icated to flight, I was disappointed by the wrinkle in history that had 
brought me along one generation late.171 
I cannot definitely say that Armstrong found the Wrights and pilots like Lindbergh 
explicitly cool but he certainly held their achievements in high esteem, spoke gen-
erously of them, wanted to be like them, and procured objects that symbolised their 
 169. NASA/JSC, “Apollo 11 Facts,” Apollo 11 Post Flight Press Conference, Video, September 
16, 1969, https://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/a11/a11PostFlightPressConf.html . 
 170. Christopher Klein, History in the Headlines: 10 Things You May Not Know About the 
Wright Brothers, December 17, 2003, http://www.history.com/news/10-things-you-may-not-know-
about-the-wright-brothers . 
 171. Neil Armstrong quoted in: James R. Hansen, First Man: The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, 
New York: Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 2005, p53. 
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achievements, all of which are behaviours exhibited by someone finding someone 
else cool. Armstrong obtained his pilot’s license before he was old enough to drive 
a car and single-mindedly pursued a career that would put him on the forefront of 
aviation technology, as a test pilot and then astronaut once the space program was 
created. Becoming the first person to land on the moon effectively simulates and 
perhaps even exceeds the challenge of being the first to fly or being the first to con-
tinuously fly across the Atlantic ocean, and places Armstrong in the lineage of the 
Wrights and Lindbergh, whom he looked up to his whole life. 
 Furthermore, I have observed that many cool people are reticent when con-
fronted with people finding them cool. Perhaps this is because internally, they have 
someone else in mind that they find cool (who in Armstrong’s case were separated 
from him by a whole generation) and so they feel that they are as distant from cool 
as the person calling them cool must feel. This is similar to Baldassare Castiglione’s 
description of the courtier, who he says should continually look up to someone even 
if they become popular themselves.172 This makes me consider then, that the people 
that I find cool find people cool themselves. I also conclude that simulating and not 
copying is key to jazz musicians taking eclectic influences and making them cool: 
they are motivated by the act of playing and generating emotion and are not trying 
to pass for the original.
 One final note: I suggested that simulation intends to affect the subject in the 
same way as that which it simulates. However, I don’t think simulation is necessarily 
trying to control others. Perhaps in scientific experiments simulation might be used 
to elicit certain responses, but in the case of 1 2 3 (Unfinished), I was only trying to 
produce an environment that enabled others to feel how I feel, which makes it more 
a mode of communication than a means to control others. Regardless, it is import-
 172. Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, p284. 
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ant to note that simulating outright, though creative, does not lead to cool if the 
other sensibilities are not expressed. 
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5 Lunar Salon
5.1 Introduction
 After 1 2 3 (Unfinished), I felt that my research would benefit from temporar-
ily eliminating any critical pressure to understand cool and opening up a space for 
generating unexpected results. I thought that this strategy would be useful in order 
to focus on the sensibility of spontaneity, which, like studies of creativity in general, 
can be difficult to pin down through the application of a directly critical, interrogat-
ing pressure.173 Just as ‘never trying to be cool’ is a way of demonstrating autonomy 
and can contribute to being cool, spontaneity might be more effectively achieved by 
leading with intuitive actions and not going out of my way to be spontaneous. 
 Lunar Salon was an evening event that invited participants to handle genu-
ine moon rocks collected during the Apollo missions as well as other objects related 
to my research. Historically, a salon refers to a gathering of interesting and varied 
guests invited by a host, held to share knowledge conversationally, to experience 
amusement, and perhaps a refinement of taste.174  I thus felt that a salon would be an 
appropriate environment to let people play with the objects of my research. 
 I secured a loan of several NASA moon rock specimens from the Science & 
Technology Facilities Council (STFC) and funding from University College London 
(UCL) for the purpose of hosting Lunar Salon at the Slade Research Centre. The 
 173. Sternberg, Handbook of Creativity, p5, notes issues with the generalisability of creativity 
research and also that, “creativity may depend on spontaneity” which makes it difficult to measure in 
the first place. 
 174. Patrick Dandrey (Ed.), Dictionaire des lettres françaises: le XVIIe siècle, 2nd Edition, 
Paris: Fayard, 1996, p1149. 
“The concept of Taste seems to have come from France, where it was frequent topic of polite discus-
sion in the Salon.” Stephen Bayley, TASTE, London: Boilerhouse Project, Victoria and Albert Muse-
um, 1983, p12.
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private event took place in a single room on the evenings of February 26th and 27th, 
2015. Guests were offered refreshments and were invited to handle the rocks and my 
research objects. 
 As an artwork led by my desire to borrow the moon rocks, there was no 
imposed agenda or specific questions to investigate, which meant connections to my 
research were generated retrospectively, through analysis of the completed event. 
Therefore, my only aim in this artwork was to execute a quality salon and analyse 
the material that it generated. The findings that I produced were not about sponta-
neity, but rather were based on people’s spontaneous behaviour and conversations 
which came out of the event. These will be discussed at the end of this chapter.
 Guests on Day 1 included 18 researchers from various disciplines including 
earth sciences, technology and history of sciences, art history, fine art, neuroscience, 
political science, and engineering. Day 2 included guests not affiliated with UCL, 
with specialisms including: civil engineering, philosophy, music, fine art, art resto-
ration/antiques-trading, graphic design, risk analysis, and computer programming. 
Like a historical salon, I chose guests that I believed would produce an interesting 
discourse and who had previously met at least a few other people in the group.  
 As guests interacted freely, I stayed focused on the practical details of exe-
cuting a quality salon and I did not go looking for cool. I spent a lot of time listening 
in the Lunar Salon in an effort to gain practical insight into the differences between 
what others experience and what I experience in the same environment. 
 I believe that one’s personal taste (which can be described as a combination 
of hedonic and eudaimonic sensations, as one both personally enjoys and shares 
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communally in the enjoyment of something) plays a part in judging something to 
be cool. In Lunar Salon my personal taste was bricolage. I consciously incorporated 
absurd-but-systematic labelling of items, the exclusivity and politesse of historical 
salons, equipment from movie sets, mapping, NASA’s quarantine procedures (Fig. 
226-227), and Victorian cabinets of curiosity together into a unique event. I placed 
significant effort into as many details as possible and valued everything equally. As I 
will discuss in my analysis, I believe that it was this investment in things and not the 
things themselves that made the event special.
5.2 Methodology: Marcus Coates’ Functional, Non-Rational Processes
 My methodology in Lunar Salon was primarily intuitive and was inspired 
by artist Marcus Coates’ self-described ‘functional non-rational processes’, which he 
used in his project called The School of the Imagination.175
 In the summer of 2013, artist Marcus Coates along with six residents from 
Tower Hamlets in East London formed a group that used methods drawn from a 
broad range of cultures and disciplines in order produce a unique series of rituals 
enacted to focus their unconscious imagination. The project asked, “not only how 
our imagination can help us solve problems in our everyday lives, but also whether 
the abilities of an artist to think creatively can be passed on to others, and enable 
them to do the same.”176
 175. Marcus Coates, 2013, The School of the Imagination, Performance project, Tower Ham-
lets, London.
 176. NOMAD, School of the Imagination, 2017. http://nomadprojects.org/project/
school-of-imagination/ ; NOMAD, School of the Imagination, Accessed November 2014, http://www.
nomad.org.uk/commissions/unconscious-reasoning-school . 
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 Some of the rituals involved wearing glasses painted with whiteout, mak-
ing animal noises, and embracing each other. According to the participants, these 
rituals were able to successfully focus their unconscious imagination. Marcus Coates 
presents this project as a methodology of ‘functional, non-rational processes’ which 
he has described as consisting of asking a general question to a group, forgetting the 
question/intention, undertaking a personal journey (with complete trust in the pro-
cess yielding an answer) and returning, leaving the question-asker to retroactively 
interpret the answer out of the group’s expressed experiences.177 
 Coates’ approach to evaluation evolved reactively to the work and required 
both the embedding and operation of ‘mystifying objects’, to aid in participants’ 
journeys. These would be items such as the glasses painted with whiteout, which 
through participatory intervention became displaced from their usual contexts (of-
ten despite their familiarity) which in turn aided the participants’ personal journeys. 
Coates notes that this is a methodology used by shamans, and instead of using natu-
ral materials he used mass-produced objects commonly found in London.
 I found Coates’ project a useful model from which to formulate my own 
methodology for Lunar Salon. Like The School of the Imagination, Lunar Salon 
became useful research only through its completion and subsequent interpretation. 
Instead of asking my guests a general question, I just made my research and research 
objects available. These things operated more like Coates’ mystifying objects and 
enabled guests to creatively come forward with their own questions and discussion. 
 177. Marcus Coates, “Art, Ritual, and Animals,” Lecture at the UCL Art History Depart-
ment, Gordon Square, University College London, United Kingdom, November 19, 2014. 
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5.3 Design of Space and Object Inventory
 The word salon was coined in 1664 in France, coming from the Italian word 
salone or sala, which was the name given to the reception hall of a mansion (which 
was the room of the event’s hosting).178 Lunar Salon took place in a storage room 
on the ground floor of the Slade Research Centre. This space was selected because 
it is the most secure room in the building and therefore met the lunar loan security 
requirements. From this point, my challenge was to make the space feel comfortable 
and intentional. This involved emptying out debris, drywalling and painting the 
walls, purchasing a chaise longue and glassware, arranging refreshments on silver 
platters, and installing flattering-to-the-face pink theatre lighting. Various objects 
(discussed in detail in the following sections) were located on tables and a display 
shelf in the middle of the room. I wanted the space to feel ‘staged’ in order to com-
municate that the arrangements were made specifically to be seen by others and also 
to reflect my personal taste (Fig. 225).
 178. Dandrey, Dictionaire des lettres…, p1149. 
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Fig. 225. Layout of the Lunar Salon space, 2015.
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Moon Rocks
 Simultaneously a symbol of human technological triumph and possessing 
an otherworldly aura that provokes curiosity, moon rocks are universally exciting 
objects. This is why I selected them for the salon. As priceless objects, the moon 
rocks are uninsurable and the process of obtaining them involved extensive security 
arrangements with the STFC and UCL. Handling them was exclusive and for many 
guests a once-in-a-lifetime experience. My intention was for Lunar Salon guests to 
have conversations through active experiencing (as opposed to taking a passive-ana-
lytical position where they might censor their opinions).
 The loan included samples collected from the Apollo 16 and 17 missions 
(Fig. 226 and Fig. 227), in addition to several meteorite samples (including one 
retrieved from Antarctica) (Fig. 229, 230, and 232). More information about the col-
lection as well as documentation of the security arrangements are noted in Appen-
dix F. I presented the specimens on a light table along with a magnifying glass and 
datasheets (Fig. 233).
 
Chaise Longue and Theatre Lighting
 I secured research funding to procure a chaise longue (Fig. 234) and it was 
frequently mentioned that this item was ‘impressive’ in relation to the other fur-
niture at the research centre (i.e. paint-covered chairs and various studio items in 
disrepair). This is an important observation since the chaise longue, despite my tem-
porary repairs with silk thread, was in a state of disrepair itself. The incongruity of 
the chaise longue within the research centre caused people to overlook its imperfec-
tions. Many also assumed a connection to the film 2001: A Space Odyssey which was 
intentional on my part, since I copied the chaise longue used in the final bedroom 
scene of the film as closely as possible. Combined with PAR-64 theatre lighting, it 
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was suggested that the room resembled a film set. 
Miscellaneous Items
 ‘Miscellaneous’ items included my mind map of cool, a small brick (Fig. 
231), refreshments like donuts (Fig. 235), scones (Fig. 236), vegetables (Fig. 237),  
popcorn, and wine/water/sparkling elderflower water served in glassware, as well as 
a moon map (loaned with the moon rocks) (Fig. 249). I will refer to some of these 
items in more detail in my analysis. 
Taxidermy Mouse and Skulls (Red Deer, Sheep/Lamb, Mink, Pig, Giraffe)
  I started collecting skulls (Fig. 239-246) to be used for armature building in 
spacesuits for animals. In Lunar Salon, the skulls’ stark, organic, sculptural materiali-
ty contributed to the event’s atmosphere and referenced historical cabinets of curios-
ity. I installed them in the centre of the room and included labels (Fig. 247-248). The 
taxidermy mouse (Fig. 238) was presented because at this time I was unsure if the 
spacesuits for animals armatures should use skulls or taxidermy. 
 
Kubrick Model
 At this time I began work on a 1:12 scale model of the bedroom from the 
film 2001: A Space Odyssey — a film that I had been reflecting on through the course 
of my research (Fig. 249). Handling materials made contemplation of the film at 
once a vicarious and present activity, and ultimately the film became a means to 
articulate some of the aspirations that I have for my artwork. At the time of Lunar 
Salon, the model was presented on a cart with no walls and this frustrated me. I 
reflect on this ongoing construction in Appendix H.
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Fig. 226. “Lunar sample 
disk in ‘quarantine’,” 
Lunar Salon, 2015.
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Fig. 227. NASA, ap11-s69-47297hr, 1969, 
https://curator.jsc.nasa.gov/lunar/samplecatalog/photoinfo.cfm?photo=S69-47297 .
Lunar sample in real quarantine (vacuum vault). 
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(clockwise from top right) Fig. 228. “Lunar sample disk;” Fig. 229. “Meteorite (Imilac) sample;” Fig. 
230. “Desert glass sample;” Fig. 231. “Brick;” Fig. 232. “Meteorite cross section;” Fig. 233. “Guests 
examine meteorites (Day 1),” Lunar Salon, 2015.
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(top to bottom) Fig. 234. 
“Demonstrating the 
packaging of the lunar 
samples to a guest sitting 
on the chaise longue (Day 
2);” Fig. 235. “Chocolate 
Iced Donuts;” Fig. 236. 
“Fruit Scone Mountain,” 
Lunar Salon, 2015.
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Fig. 237. “Carrot Batons and Seedless Grapes,” Lunar Salon, 2015.
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Fig. 239-246. 
Photographs of 
skulls included 
in Lunar Salon, 
2015.
(below) Fig. 
238. Photograph 
of taxidermy 
included in Lunar 
Salon, 2015.
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Fig. 247-248. 
“The skulls in 
situ,” Lunar 
Salon, 2015.
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Fig. 249. “Kubrick Model and moon map,” Lunar Salon, 2015.
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5.4 Analysis 
5.4.1 Distance, Aura, and Taste
 Astronaut Jim Lovell said, “We learned a lot about the Moon, but what we 
really learned was about the Earth.”179 In a similar fashion, I found the Lunar Salon 
to ultimately be a self-reflection. The following analysis was written after reflecting 
on the conversations that I had in Lunar Salon. 
 
 I initially believed that the moon rocks were cool, but when they arrived for 
the salon and I held them in my hands, I no longer found them cool. All the compli-
cations to tolerate and administrative junk to sort through in order to procure them 
turned them into dull objects and a suffocating responsibility. Waiting four hours in 
security for a key and the stress of transporting ‘uninsurable’ objects across campus 
felt very different than getting the letter in the mail saying that I had been approved 
for the lunar loan. 
 Travelling to the research centre on the salon day, I came across a tiny brick 
and proceeded to include it in Lunar Salon. People would pick the brick up and yell 
at me, “It’s incredible how brick-like it looks!” (assuming it was a moon rock) and I 
would then respond, “Because it is a brick” and they would laugh and hold it for a 
while. My brick was separate from the lunar samples — I was never intending to fool 
people as such — but people assumed it was a lunar sample because as one guest 
told me ‘everything in the room felt special’. That was the point really, for even the 
brick and discount scones to receive the same attention to their lighting and display 
as the moon rocks did, and for people to value them. Lunar Salon created a middle 
space where I came to value the moon rocks and the brick equally. This levelling 
 179. Lovell, In the Shadow…, Dir. Sington. 
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out meant that the former became less valuable while the latter increased in value. 
This is how the moon rocks could be deflating while the brick profound, despite me 
valuing them the same. 
  I was told that I preferred the brick because that is what my work is really 
about: turning overlooked materials into something possibly mythical but definitely 
special. I think that part of what helped the majority of people to ‘believe’ in the gen-
uine moon rocks was the packaging, exclusivity, and labelling.  Despite the potential 
for scientifically validated quantitative analysis, within the context of Lunar Salon 
there were no tools to verify that a sample is say, 150million years old. The legitima-
cy relies on belief and one’s imagination.  Despite the fact that the Apollo missions 
(through manned and unmanned operations) enabled humans to territorialise the 
moon, without being one of the 12 people to actually walk on its surface, it remains 
an imaginative space. When I held the moon rocks in my hand, there was no longer 
a disjunction between reality and imaginative space and therefore, I no longer had 
to believe in them. I no longer creatively related to them and so they became less 
valuable to me. 
 A disjunction between reality and imaginative space draws attention to items 
and this can potentially spur on creativity when trying to relate to them. When 
this happens, I believe that it is also a condition in which a thing might become 
cool. This would partially explain the allure of ‘newness’ and its association (but 
not inextricable connection) with cool, since something new implies an unknown 
relationship to it and an unknown potential, which both require creativity to antic-
ipate. Not all things that draw attention through disjunction become cool however. 
For instance, people were tickled by my ‘Scone Mountain’ but no one found it cool. 
Cool is a condition in which something is more than entertaining or likeable and 
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approaches something awesome or sublime because it is an ‘overloading’ of cre-
atively projected potential. It is like how drums, waterfalls, and rockets all sound the 
same in recordings because they max out the recording equipment in the same way: 
in cool, this ‘recording equipment’ is one’s sensory faculties responsible for value 
judgements. 
 The moon rocks that I borrowed mostly came from the Apollo 17 moon 
mission, where NASA trained a geologist to find specific rocks that would prove 
that the moon was the same age as the earth. What they found was that the moon 
was comprised of material derived from earth. When the earth was forming, a large 
impact caused molten material to be sheared off, which solidified and formed the 
moon. In this sense, the Apollo astronauts retrieved rocks from the moon, that were 
originally from earth, back to earth. This really put the nail in the coffin for me, the 
fact that my brick really did share a material connection to the moon rocks and that 
I could just pick it up on my way to school. 
 In my practice I take materials that I have at hand — really common things 
— and creatively push them to a point where they exceed expectation and become 
something else. This is how my spacesuits can become more meaningful to me than 
the simple procurement of a genuine spacesuit, since my experience of the process 
of making generates value, while mere acquisition would induce (idle) familiarity 
and cause me to value the spacesuit less. 
 Walter Benjamin describes ‘aura’ as a sense of distance, no matter how close 
the thing really is. He says that ‘trace’ is a feeling of closeness, no matter how far.180 
Trace is not cool because one’s relationship is clearly defined. With aura one’s rela-
tionship to the thing is unclear and so one starts to make it up. But what is it about 
 180. Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, London: Belknap Press, 1999, p447. 
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the thing that makes one want to relate to it? I believe this has to do with personal 
taste. Through self-reflection, which also considers how others perceive you, and 
consensus (or corroboration), personal taste becomes ‘refined’ and can act like a 
subconscious framework that aids in the perception and subsequent valuation of 
things in the outside world. In other words, personal taste is formed by and informs 
the perception of external stimuli. 
 Cool is bound to personal taste because cool activates both hedonic and 
eudaimonic sensations. For instance, when I initially found the moon rocks cool this 
gave me pleasure, but it was not strictly sensory enjoyment: I also felt a transcen-
dent, aspirational form of enjoyment which I now partially attribute to my distance 
from them, which allowed me to creatively project their potential. Thinking about 
them gave me strange ideas (e.g. I considered eating them) that proliferated until 
I became motivated to put work into being able inspect them close up. What hap-
pened though was that the closer I got to the moon rocks, the more defined my 
relationship became to them (due to outside authority) and the more their creative 
potential decreased.
 I also feel that having a close relationship with a person or thing can make 
them less cool to me if my autonomy or self-control decreases within the relation-
ship. This is because I need to feel my own agency in the value judgement. In ac-
cessing real moon rocks, my relationship to them became dictated to me by various 
organisations and so there was an unequal balance of power and little room for me 
to be creative. In contrast, here is an example of a Lunar Salon guest’s experience:
Nir:      What is this?
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Sarah:   This one formed from a meteorite passing over the desert so 
close that it caused the sand to melt.
Nir:    Look at that. It’s clear. [reads description]. This is really cool.181
Nir’s proximity to the desert glass catalysed a physical reaction and, despite holding 
the object, an aura was maintained which led to a cool value judgement. The salon 
environment where Nir was an invited guest enabled him to encounter the mete-
orite freely, without his relationship to that object being dictated by authority.182 I 
successfully created distance between Nir and the rules attached with borrowing the 
samples.
 Reflecting on these things leads me to propose that distance (akin to Walter 
Benjamin’s concept of aura) is a sensibility personally experienced when one is judg-
ing something to be cool. Distance was something I lost in the course of acquiring 
the moon rocks, which is why I did not find the moon rocks cool during the event.183 
As a sensibility that I experienced, distance is thus distinct from the sensibilities 
that I identified in my literature review, which are observed and attributed to a cool 
thing. Making this distinction between experienced and observed sensibilities also 
leads me to suggest that desire is an experienced sensibility of cool. I experienced 
desire for the moon rocks when they were cool and continue to do so with the 
Apollo missions and other things I find cool. Desire also relates to the aspirational 
quality that I have observed to be often found in cool things. 
 181. Nir Segal in discussion with Sarah Fortais during Lunar Salon, Slade Research Centre, 
University College London, England, February 25, 2015.  
 182. Also note that physical proximity does not inhibit a cool value judgement, i.e. distance 
does not need to be physical. 
 183. I also speculate that this partially explains the detachment of a cool persona: a cool 
person is not cold and uncaring but rather, their intensity becomes displaced into something not 
currently visible to others.  
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 Having completed the Lunar Salon I have found that, over time, my distance 
from the moon rocks has restored some of their lost aura. Although I experienced 
this acutely with Lunar Salon, I think I often feel this way to some extent with my 
artwork (first I become unimpressed but then, after a time, the distance reappears 
and I become attracted to it again). 
 If I were to create a subsequent artwork relating to the moon rocks, it would 
involve my favourite piece of documentation from Lunar Salon, which is a shallow-
depth-of-field scan that I made of the lunar sample disk (Appendix F). It attracts me 
because it focuses on the collected dust and fingerprints, as opposed to the samples 
themselves (thus creating distance).
5.4.2 Nonchalance: Tolerating Wrongness and Playful Criticality
 
 I believe that making instinctual decisions (i.e. without consciously deter-
mined logic) within Lunar Salon was a playfully critical activity. ‘Playful criticality’ 
is useful to navigate the fuzziness of where intrinsic or personal motivations meet 
social interactions. It enables one to internalise other people’s opinions but avoid 
being reactionary or de-motivated by them. As such, playful criticality can con-
tribute to embodying nonchalance. Considering playful criticality has enriched 
my understanding of intrinsic/extrinsic motivations: I now believe that an intrinsic 
motivation can involve social processes if trying to understand other people’s values 
enhances the articulation of one’s own values and leads to self-betterment. 
 Also related to playful criticality is the ability to ‘tolerate wrongness’ for long 
periods of time when seeking a solution to a problem, or learning a new skill. Ignor-
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ing frustration allows things to open up and for the not-obvious solutions to become 
apparent. This is evident in bricolage: I have a raw material that is the ‘wrong’ tool 
for the job, but I keep playing with it and suddenly something reveals itself to me. 
The Apollo astronauts also could tolerate wrongness, sometimes spending months 
going over the same problem, at work, at parties, wherever, until a solution would 
present itself.184 Tolerating wrongness can contribute to embodying nonchalance, 
as one remains (generally) emotionally unaffected by external stimuli through the 
process.
 Tolerating wrongness and playful criticality, as forms of nonchalance, 
overlap in the concept of play. To play is to exist within a premise that is not serious. 
Things that are wrong in ‘real-life’ might be a correct answer in play. The ability to 
keep track of when play and reality have the same answer is a crucial critical capac-
ity. Without this ability, play can digress into fantasy and become unintelligible to 
others, which would make it a less effective problem-solving technique. To be cool 
or to be creative, you have to straddle both reality and play and be familiar with their 
parameters. 
 Daniel Kahneman’s research asserts that when highly skilled individuals take 
a more playful approach and make intuitive decisions (rather than extensively de-
liberating) that it leads to more innovative results. He calls this phenomena, ‘expert 
intuition’.185 Perhaps ‘expert intuition’ might also be underpinning cool, since cool 
 184. “We had an astronaut party once a month, and usually it consisted of conversation that 
you had at work except wives were there at the time, and they probably thought, ‘These guys never 
talk to us, or if they do, we don’t know what they’re talking about,’ because we were talking about 
the same things over and over again, trying to figure them out. [...] it was an all-encompassing time 
of making an impossible dream come true.” Alan Bean (Apollo 12 astronaut), “Interview with Alan 
Bean,” NASA Johnson Space Center Oral History Project, interview by Michelle Kelly, Houston, Texas, 
June 23, 1998, https://www.jsc.nasa.gov/history/oral_histories/BeanAL/beanal.htm . 
 185. Daniel Kahneman, Thinking: Fast and Slow, Penguin, 2011, p11. 
Furthermore, optimal creativity occurs at medium levels of mental arousal (motivated but playful); 
Mark A. Runco and Shawn Okuda Sakamoto, “Experimental Studies of Creativity,” Handbook of 
Creativity, Ed. Sternburg, p62-92. 
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people possess nonchalance whilst being productive and innovative.
 In Lunar Salon, I was tolerating wrongness with respect to not knowing 
whether to use taxidermy in my forthcoming artwork, spacesuits for animals. Taxi-
dermy didn’t feel quite right but including taxidermy in Lunar Salon as a way to 
continue to ponder the issue, enabled me to find a solution (using bone and building 
armatures informed by taxidermy methods). I discuss this further in 6.4: Armatures.
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6 spacesuits for animals
6.1 Introduction
 
 spacesuits for animals, like NASA landing on the moon, was a pre-deter-
mined goal which was set up prior to knowing how it would be accomplished. Be-
cause of my intuitive, immediate, and resolute determination to realise the artwork, 
I formulated my initial research aim: to articulate not only what I value but also how 
I make value judgements, in order to communicate the knowledge that I produce. In 
this way, the mere suggestion of spacesuits for animals effectively served to bring my 
research on cool and the Apollo 11 moon landing into the same creative space of my 
practice. 
 Now, through the actual building of spacesuits for animals, this artwork 
serves a more active purpose within this research project. Building the artwork 
firstly enables me to experience what all 14 sensibilities of cool feel like and refine 
my understanding of cool by way of suggesting how these sensibilities might work 
together. This is because building spacesuits for animals involves integrating these 
sensibilities into my bricolage methodology and using them to actively produce 
something creative. In doing so, spacesuits for animals also demonstrates the ver-
satility of cool: how its sensibilities can be valuable to a creative practice in a way 
other than the desire-as-motivational-tool that comes out of judging something to 
be cool.  Additionally, building spacesuits for animals has facilitated my critique of 
bricolage and enabled me to refine my personal ethics as an artist.  It is then finally, 
taken as a whole, that building spacesuits for animals reveals the literal and concep-
tual armatures that I use to produce knowledge and make value judgements, while 
simultaneously communicating the knowledge that I have produced in this research 
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project. 
 I began this research project by defining ‘sensibility’ as a collection of in-
terrelated methods or processes. Each sensibility of cool involves sensing the envi-
ronment; reflecting on one’s personal taste, emotions, and socially informed values; 
and comparing a given stimulus to past, present, and/or projected scenarios. Of the 
14 sensibilities that I have identified (autonomy, balance, confidence, distance, 
desire, determination, never trying to control others, nonchalance, originality, 
self-awareness, self-control, spontaneity, resilience, and resistance) I have not yet 
gone into a lot of detail as to how these underlying processes of sensibilities actually 
transpire. Therefore, in spacesuits for animals my articulation of these sensibilities 
aims to reveal some of these processes. 
 Applying these sensibilities as a bricoleur involves getting to intimately know 
them, literally feeling their material manifestations, and allowing them to emotion-
ally change me. The particular network of sensibilities that I use in spacesuits for an-
imals is subsequently unique to my practice, but I argue that without articulating it, 
the sensibilities of cool would remain cold and distant, and their functionality would 
remain inaccessible or (at best) tacit knowledge. For instance, defining the concept 
of confidence can be done fairly succinctly (e.g. self-assured, assertive, acting with 
certainty), but when I describe the sensibility of confidence in 6.5 Tape, and how 
I found that confidence was key to allowing spontaneity to emerge, it becomes a 
lot more dynamic and thus a more meaningful offering to discourse on cool. More-
over, I found that my construction of joints was inseparable from the sensibilities 
of resistance and resilience, but that other sensibilities, like balance, were mobile 
and could be applied to individual situations or materials with considerable control. 
spacesuits for animals then can be taken as a case study of the sensibilities of cool 
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working together as a network, which in turn begins to build a broader picture of 
what these sensibilities are and how they are meaningful. 
 spacesuits for animals consists of using bricolage methods to build life-sized 
animal armatures and spacesuits out of found materials. It was first exhibited at the 
2016 Slade Degree Show as a nine-day performative installation titled R.U.S.S.E.L.L. 
(2016), where I (having prior built a giraffe armature in my studio) proceeded to 
build his spacesuit. I created a second public iteration of spacesuits for animals 
during a three-month residency and exhibition titled SEEMS (2016) at Westbury 
Arts Centre, Milton Keynes, which consisted of building armatures and spacesuits 
for a red deer, Canadian mink, deer mouse, Shropshire sheep and lambs, ostrich, 
and continuing work on the spacesuit for the giraffe. All of these animals are cur-
rently unfinished/ongoing. As a bricoleur, I do not make drafts or maquettes: in-
stead, like NASA’s harlequin suit (Fig. 22 in NASA), I continually add to, and modify 
a single wonky whole. For this reason, it makes sense to me to work on all the ani-
mals simultaneously. I consider each animal to be an individual sculpture but they 
are collectively one artwork. The artwork is the process of making the animal arma-
tures and spacesuits, and in this sense they are all tangled up together as a single, 
undulating, whole. 
 Although I initially imagined a stag on the moon in a form-fitting spacesuit, 
I do not set out to populate the moon in this artwork. Instead, my ‘mission’ is the 
construction of the spacesuits themselves. With this aim, I effectively graduated 
from the pedagogical copying of NASA’s designs in my 2012/2013 artwork Things 
Being What I Want Them To Be And Not What They’re Supposed To Be and have now 
set out to simulate NASA spacesuits. Resultantly, my sculptures diverge from NASA 
but my working conditions more closely resemble it (the first spacesuit designers/
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fabricators had nothing to ‘copy’, only science fiction to reference, speculative con-
ditions to work toward, and their regular tools in hand). Creating spacesuits specif-
ically for animals that have never been to space ensures that I take complete owner-
ship over my designs and, as I will illustrate, this control enabled me to develop my 
personal ethics within my studio practice. 
 At the same time, I am not interested in the red tape surrounding any real 
technical accomplishment of building operational spacesuits. Rather, I am only 
concerned with the clear packing tape currently in my hands. As a physical propos-
al resulting from my tactile, material interventions, my spacesuits are as ‘real’ as an 
Apollo spacesuit. They are also as functional: my spacesuit-like sculptures are not 
built for space-travel but instead are objects of research, documentation of methods, 
and a thesis which defines cool. I work to make spacesuit-like sculptures and not 
take them to space because I am interested in my relationship to the sculpture, and 
more specifically how I can assemble something which becomes part of my identity 
and makes both me and the objects more valuable. In this sense, I have not just re-
purposed objects to make spacesuits, but I have repurposed spacesuits to say some-
thing about my values.
 1 2 3 (Unfinished) (2014/2016) and Lunar Salon (2015), through identifying, 
isolating, and preliminarily experiencing individual sensibilities of cool, gave me 
the conceptual material that I needed to build spacesuits for animals. This is similar 
to how NASA’s Mercury and Gemini missions tested every step needed to reach 
the Moon in order to prepare for the Apollo missions, which actually went there. 
This artwork is not predicated on whether or not what I’m making is cool however, 
because I am only interested in cool methodologically, to use the sensibilities of cool 
to enhance bricolage and generate knowledge.
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 The first part of this chapter consists of a beginning-to-end description of 
the performance R.U.S.S.E.L.L. and my ensuing critique of bricolage. I put specific 
focus on the giraffe in the first part of this chapter since, as the largest animal, it gave 
me the most space to experiment and learn new skills. The sections that follow each 
focus on a particular method applicable to spacesuits for animals in all its itera-
tions (i.e. all my animals and spacesuits). Each section consists of a combination of 
‘ground-level’ observations and self-reflections which detail how I emotionally and 
physically felt at the time, as well as how the sensibilities of cool came into play in 
conjunction with my physical methods and bricolage methodology. I have produced 
a map (Fig. 250) to summarise how the sensibilities correspond to each section. 
 Unlike previous chapters in this report in which images were selected pri-
marily to illustrate text, spacesuits for animals began primarily as images and then I 
added text to make the visual arguments more explicit. In this chapter, I see the text 
functioning as extended captions that connect the images together as a narrative. 
Unless labelled otherwise, all images are attributed to myself during 2016 as part of 
spacesuits for animals. 
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Fig. 250. H
ow the sensibilities of cool m
ap onto the sections of spacesuits for anim
als chapter, 2017.
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6.2 R.U.S.S.E.L.L. Exhibition Report
6.2.1 Related Parts
 A giraffe, at a height of 17ft, is impractically sized for tailoring a custom 
spacesuit. In order to build a spacesuit for a giraffe, I began first by building a giraffe 
armature. To do this, I broke the giraffe down into sections. This is not a unique 
idea: a giraffe historically has been called a chimera, or assemblage of animals (dis-
cussed further in Appendix G). Its Latin name, camelopardalis is derived from the 
historical belief that giraffes were a cross between a camel and a leopard.186 
 
 I broke the giraffe up into two sections of just over eight feet: the ground to 
the beginning of the neck and the neck to the top of the head (Fig. 251-252). 
 186. Lynn Sherr, Tall Blondes: A Book About Giraffes, Kansas City: Andrews McMeel Pub-
lishing, 1997. p16.  
Fig. 251. Notebook scan.
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 The giraffe’s tail is the length of my inseam and the diameter of its round 
foot is equal to the length of my own foot wearing a Nike running shoe, or one black 
B&Q cement mixing bucket. Its neck can be divided into seven sections representing 
its seven vertebrae, which are spaced about one foot apart. Its ossicones187 are small 
enough to fit inside a set of Thermoses. In this way, the entire giraffe is converted 
into units of matter that are a combination of esoteric units, my body, and the ob-
jects that surround me.
 187. Ossicones are the small, horn-like protrusions on a giraffe’s head. 
Fig. 252. Notebook scan.
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 I use common materials to build familiar things but I do so in a way that 
forces me to uniquely consider those things at the same time as myself. Part of my 
process literally involved placing my feet in the giraffe’s shoes: since my foot’s length 
is the same as a giraffe’s, I was able to try on golf bags until I found ones that fit. In 
other words, my methods enable me to relate to materials and entities like a giraffe, 
differently.
 This relating process continued (specifically to project Apollo) whilst install-
ing R.U.S.S.E.L.L. for the Slade Degree Show (Fig. 253-264):
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Fig. 253. NASA, “A crane lifts the S-IC first stage 
in preparation for stacking on a mobile launcher 
within the VAB’s High Bay 1,” 69-HC-307, Feb 
21, 1969. https://history.nasa.gov/ap11ann/
kippsphotos/saturn5.html .
Assembling the Apollo 11 Saturn V rocket.
Fig. 254. “Installation of Russell.”
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Fig. 256. “Installation of Russell.” 
Fig. 255. NASA, Mating of 
Lunar Module-1 with Space-
craft Lunar Module Adapter-7, 
NASA ID: S67-50927, Novem-
ber, 1967, images-assets.nasa.
gov/image/S67-50927/S67-
50927~orig.jpg
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Fig. 258. NASA, screenshot of the ‘Twang Test’ (pushing with feet to ensure 
integrity of rocket), October 14, 1966. 
More information available at: Alan Lawrie and Robert Pearlman, “Untold 
Apollo,” CollectSpace, January 8, 2008,
http://www.collectspace.com/news/news-010708a.html .
Fig. 257. “Paul Horn’s ‘Push Test’ to ensure integrity of Russell.”
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Fig. 259. “Russell 
installation.” 
Fig. 260. NASA, 69-HC-
342, March 21, 1969, 
https://history.nasa.
gov/ap11ann/kippspho-
tos/69-HC-342.jpg . 
Third stage of Apollo 11 
rocket assembly.
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Fig. 262. NASA, 
ap11-69-H-
180HR, 1969, 
https://www.
hq.nasa.gov/
alsj/a11/ap11-
69-H-180HR.
jpg . Apollo 11 
Rocket assem-
bly.
Fig. 261. 
“Russell 
installation.” 
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Fig. 263. “Russell installation.”
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Fig. 264. NASA, “Countdown demonstration test,” ap11-KSC-69P-566HR, July 1, 1969, http://www.
apolloarchive.com/apollo_gallery.html . 
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6.2.2 Performance 
 R.U.S.S.E.L.L. is a performative installation taking place over the duration of 
the 2016 Slade Degree Show exhibition, in Studio 10 (Fig. 265). Each day I arrived 
at the gallery in my spacesuit, flicked on the ‘ON THE AIR’ sign (repurposed from 1 
2 3 (Unfinished)) and begin to build the giraffe spacesuit. On dangerously hot days, 
I would wear my boiler suit to ‘work’ instead of my spacesuit. When I tired, I would 
design parts at my handmade desk (Fig. 266-267). If I took breaks, I would turn off 
the ‘ON THE AIR’ sign.
 Part of my desk work also included researching giraffes, and writing out a 
list of every animal that has gone to space (Fig. 268-269). I then created a graph 
called Animals in Space, plotting the animals’ species, name (if known), launch date, 
and country of origin. As far as I know, this is the first graph of its kind, including 
animals from all missions across all space programs. The map was later digitised, 
printed, and is included in the back cover of the appendix. 
 My giraffe armature (Fig. 270-275) is furnished with sellotaped plastic 
bags stuffed with newspaper. I call him Russell, and he does. My titling of the per-
formance, R.U.S.S.E.L.L. thus refers to the name of my giraffe, the sound that the 
performance produces, and NASA’s propensity for using acronyms. The title also 
became a personal reference to Bertrand Russell who I was reading at the time of the 
performance. Specifically, Russell describes ‘things that refer to things that do not 
exist’ and I see my spacesuits for animals as such things: Russell and my performance 
are real, but refer to a finished spacesuit which does not (yet) exist. 
 In the performance, I became the protector of Russell while he was naked 
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Fig. 265. 
“Documentation of 
performance day 
9,” R.U.S.S.E.L.L., 
photographed by 
Mariana Bisti. 
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and I was also his credentials because my homemade spacesuit that I was wearing 
gave context to his unfinished one. With me present and working, Russell’s trajec-
tory becomes apparent and since the performance was process-led, I felt like it was 
important to communicate this trajectory. With respect to spacesuits for animals in 
general, I keep ongoing materials lists of each spacesuit and animal armature (Ap-
pendix G) as a kind of progress report and evidence of my trajectory. 
 Whilst performing, I frequently caught people seduced by Russell’s surfaces, 
fondling his tail made of hair and poking his belly. They could not resist touching 
Russell, got excited, and then felt compelled to exclaim (to me… or anyone?) the 
materials that they could suddenly recognise. Russell is mostly made of garbage but 
at the same time his head towers at a distance and his bulkiness seduces people. His 
seduction is not glamorous, but rather, one becomes drawn in by the plethora of 
superficial surfaces, so much so that one’s perception of them is prolonged, which 
leads to sudden and uncontrollable recognition, and new knowledge of, the materi-
als. I think that seduction of this sort is pedagogical because prolonged perception 
led to cognitive awareness (I discuss this further in Appendix G). 
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Fig. 266. “Image drawn whilst performing R.U.S.S.E.L.L.,” pen on 
paper.
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Fig. 267. “Image drawn whilst performing R.U.S.S.E.L.L.,” 
pencil on paper.
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(right) Fig. 268-269. “Documentation of  performance 
day 9,” R.U.S.S.E.L.L., photographed by Mariana Bisti. 
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(spread) Fig. 270-272. “Documentation of  performance day 9,” R.U.S.S.E.L.L., photographed by 
Mariana Bisti. 
(next page spread) Fig. 273-274. Ibid.
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Fig. 275. “Documentation 
of  performance day 9,” 
R.U.S.S.E.L.L., photo-
graphed by Mariana Bisti. 
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6.2.3 Animals in Space
 The first living organisms to make it to space (and parachute back) were a 
container of fruit flies in 1947.188 The first mammal to achieve orbital spaceflight was 
a Soviet dog named Laika (Russian for Husky or Barker) on November 3rd, 1957, a 
full four years before the first human would do the same. Laika perished during her 
journey. 
 On January 31st, 1961, Ham the Chimpanzee was launched into space as 
part of project Mercury (Fig. 276). He had been trained to pull levers to receive 
rewards of banana pellets and avoid electric shocks.189 Successfully accessing his ba-
nana pellets, his flight demonstrated the ability to perform operational tasks during 
spaceflight. A little over three months later, NASA sent Alan Shepard into space 
where he also pulled a similar configuration of levers. In 1968, two tortoises and 
some fruit flies became the first animals to fly around the moon and three months 
later, American astronauts Jim Lovell, Bill Anders and Frank Borman did the same. 
During Apollo 17, five pocket mice, housed in their custom vessel called a ‘mouse 
tube’, rode with human astronauts inside the Command Module (Fig. 277).190
 Animals were unethically thrust into the position of space travel pioneers. 
“These animals performed a service to their countries that no human could or 
would have performed [...] paving the way of humanity’s many forays into space.”191 
 188.  Tara Gray, “A Brief History of Animals in Space,” NASA History Program Office, 1998, 
https://history.nasa.gov/animals.html . 
 189. Loyd S. Swenson Jr., James M. Grimwood, and Charles C. Alexander, “MR-2: Ham 
Paves the Way,” This New Ocean: A History of Project Mercury, NASA Special Publication-4201 in the 
NASA History Series, 1989, https://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/History/SP-4201/ch10-3.htm . 
 190. Webb Haymaker, Bonne C. Look, Eugene V. Benton, Richard C. Simmonds, “The Apol-
lo 17 Pocket Mouse Experiment (BIOCORE),” SP-368 Biomedical Results of Apollo, NASA History 
Office, Ed. Richard S. Johnston, Lawrence F. Dietlein, and Charles A. Berry (Lyndon B. Johnson Space 
Center), Washington D.C.: Scientific and Technical Information Office, 1975,  https://history.nasa.
gov/SP-368/s4ch4.htm#385 , see “Flight Experiment Preparation.” 
 191. Gray, NASA History Program Office. 
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Fig. 276. NASA, “Ham,” 
Mercury Project, NASA ID: 
6100114, January 31, 1961, 
https://images.nasa.gov/
details-6100114.html .
Fig. 277. NASA, 
“Figure 4,” SP-368 
Biomedical Results of 
Apollo, https://histo-
ry.nasa.gov/SP-368/
p385a.htm . 
Mouse tube.
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Producing a graph of all the animals in space was eye-opening because it revealed 
not only the diversity of species, but the sheer number of animal space travellers. 
Some of the experiments were horrendous, with animals dying from (to list but a 
few ways): heat exhaustion, fear, suffocation, hypothermia, and (after splashdown) 
being lost at sea. Other animals like Félicette, a street cat from France, survived 
space travel but suffered electrodes being embedded into her skull to make the mon-
itoring of her vitals more efficient (Fig. 278). Animals on missions were referred to 
as ‘biological payloads’ and were selected on the basis that they expressed a ‘passive’ 
and ‘cool’ demeanour with an acute ability to tolerate unusually high amounts of 
prolonged stress when compared to other animals in the same conditions.192
 Through this research process, it became increasingly difficult for me to 
separate my intent to build spacesuits for animals from the reality of animals in space 
and its consistently unethical historical iterations. I desire to simultaneously address 
this history and locate my own project of spacesuits for animals differently from this 
reality. 
 I find NASA most compelling not when they are studying how animals can 
adapt to alien conditions but rather, when NASA is studying animals in order to 
translate some aspect of an animal’s natural ability into technology, to allow humans 
to adapt to alien conditions. For instance, with no interest in putting them into orbit, 
NASA studied giraffes. Giraffes have an extraordinary circulatory system which 
gives them the ability to drink and quickly lift their heads without fainting and a 
giraffe’s skin fits so tightly that Dr. Alan Hargens (chief of the Gravitational Research 
Branch at NASA’s Ames Research Center) calls it its “antigravity suit”.193  Because of 
 192. For example, ‘biological payloads’ used in SP-368 Biomedical Results of Apollo. Tem-
perament of chosen animals discussed in: Colin Burgess and Chris Dubbs, Animals in Space: From 
Research Rockets to the Space Shuttle, 2007, Chichester: Praxis Publishing Ltd. 
 193. Alan R. Hargens, “Developmental adaptations to gravity in animals,” NASA Technical 
Memorandum 102228, California: Ames Research Centre, February 1, 1991, https://ia800303.us.ar-
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Fig. 279. Taillade and Chatelier, 
“Toute l’installation de la pointe dut 
également être remaniée pour ad-
mettre l’habitacle plus volumineux 
du chat,” [n.d.], Nos premières 
années..., ©STF.
An unnamed cat in the same pro-
gram as Félicette.
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Fig. 278. Michel Taillade and Gérard 
Chatelier, “La chatte Félicette pour 
la postérité,” Nos premières années 
dans l’espace, photograph by Captain 
Perroche of CERMA, 1963, ©STF, 
http://www.nospremieresannees.fr/
fusee_sonde_tout/fu07-animaux/
fu07-entree/fu07-entree_animaux.
html .
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this, NASA researched giraffes to learn how to prevent blackouts at high altitudes. 
 Additionally, NASA researched baby giraffes because in utero they are sus-
pended in fluid in a near weightless state, and like an astronaut in space, they sub-
sequently have thin blood vessels. When they are born however, giraffes fall six feet 
from their mother to the ground and their blood vessels thicken with gravity, en-
abling them to walk within fifteen minutes. From this research, NASA is developing 
an artificial gravity machine for long-duration space missions.194 
 The examples I gave of sending animals to space are distinct from NASA’s 
study of giraffes because there exists a different kind of relationship to the animal, 
and yet, all these activities could be considered bricolage. Perhaps even, the former 
is a better example of bricolage: Félicette, a cat found in the street, repurposed with 
circuits added and strapped to box, becomes a valuable piece of telemetry (Fig. 
278-279). The telemetry includes many different kinds of joints and materials, which 
gives new meaning to these everyday things. Studying a giraffe and then creating 
technology to simulate it involves conceptual bricolage; however, the materials 
themselves might not be creatively repurposed. Despite both being bricolage, I find 
the giraffe example to be cool and what was done to Félicette (and other cats in the 
space program), decidedly uncool. Cool as a value judgement indicates that the two 
endeavours feel very distinct to me and trying to articulate this distinction impor-
tantly reminded me that objects and living entities are not the same. This is some-
thing that my bricolage methodology overlooks. Additionally, by conflating objects 
and living entities, bricolage thus implies that living things always have utility, which 
reinforces my control over them, and trying to control others is not cool.
chive.org/28/items/nasa_techdoc_19910013403/19910013403.pdf , p6. 
 194. Sherr, Tall Blondes..., p51. 
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 NASA’s approach to the giraffe led me to think about what Rossi Braidotti 
calls ‘bioegalitarian ethics’ where the animal, as ‘the other’ needs to be appreciat-
ed, “in its radical immanence as a body that can do a great deal, as a field of forces, 
a quantity of speed and intensity, and a cluster of capabilities.”195 Here Braidotti is 
speaking of physicality but also recognises that a post-human body materialism is 
required to overcome our (automatic) tendency to evaluate the usefulness of stimuli 
encountered in a given environment. When scientists in France turned Félicette into 
bricolage, she was not just forces, speed, and intensity: she was also a material to be 
used as telemetry. NASA did not use giraffes as material: they tried to understand 
what giraffes can do, and subsequently used these capabilities as materials. 
 The most ethical thing I can say about bricolage is that animals, just like 
objects, are as much as possible released from their name and culturally-defined 
function and are rather evaluated through more phenomenological means. I can’t 
get away from assuming ‘usefulness’ however. Furthermore, bricolage offers no cues 
to suggest when it is hurting anyone because my bricoleur’s universe consists of just 
me, surrounded by materials (Fig. 280). Bricolage does not even have to use a living 
entity to be harming a living entity: harm can also come from carelessly appropri-
ating an object from a different culture. Bricolage calls for a naïve, focused, and 
ultimately, egocentric approach to making things.  Everything in bricolage is ap-
proached as for the first time and yet, I remember and pick and choose from all the 
skills in the universe (and paradigms that come with them) to serve myself.
 I am not satisfied with such a general understanding of bricolage. I don’t 
want my naivety to eschew the responsibility of a personal ethics. And so, having 
become critical of bricolage I began to think about how cool processes/sensibili-
 195. Rosi Braidotti, “Animals, Anomalies, and Inorganic Others,” Theories and Methodolo-
gies, PMLA 124.2, 2009, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25614294 , p528. 
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Fig. 280. “This A-frame appeared in front of a café near my studio,” digital photograph, December 2015.
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ties might improve bricolage. Firstly, cool is about balance. Russell’s head is a real 
giraffe skull in a spacesuit helmet, but he also is newspaper, plastic, a parachute, 
yogurt cups, curtains, garden lights, ducting, and high heel boots (to name just a few 
things). In spacesuits for animals, it could be said then that a giraffe is a material in 
the work (the same goes for all animals where I found a skull for the armature). In 
finding skulls, I follow governmental guidelines having to do with the prevention of 
animal exploitation (e.g. CITES196 treaty), only work with non-endangered species, 
and do not harvest/kill living entities for bones. Whenever possible, I use bones that 
I can personally verify to have been picked clean by insect or animal scavengers and 
sunbleached, which also means most skulls that I find are incomplete (Fig. 281-284). 
 Missing parts actually make the skulls more valuable to me because it creates 
another opportunity for bricolage, as I try to repair it with found materials. Through 
various frameworks of belief (legal, spiritual, social) I judged that biologically de-
rived material, once no longer part of a living organism, is just that: a material. I will 
never find a universal way of evaluating the situation, but to me this is what balance 
means: not an averaging out or perfect consensus (which would not be unique). Fur-
thermore, taking things and editing them always opens up a space for transgression 
but at the same time creates a dialectical situation where there might normally be 
passivity.197 I use skulls because it keeps ‘animals’ as important as ‘spacesuits’ without 
dictating an animal’s compliance (incorporating the sensibility of never trying to 
control others). This is especially important because spacesuits for animals is an art 
project existing in an institution and in galleries, and animals are typically denied 
equal presence in such spaces (Fig. 285.).  
 196. CITES: the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
and Flora. 
 197. Andrew Ross, No Respect: Intellectuals and Popular Culture, New York: Routledge, 1989, 
p5.  
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Fig. 281-284. 
“Stag has miss-
ing jaw and 
teeth,” SEEMS. 
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Fig. 285. “I invited a chicken named Kate to SEEMS, who turned up to the private view for the black-
berries and ignored the artwork. I have been guilty of this myself from time to time....”
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 I don’t want to control others but bricolage is egocentric and unaware of how 
decisions may affect others. Bricolage can produce alienation if taken to its extreme; 
however, bricolage informed by balance enables me to ignore some cultural frame-
works that impinge on creative experimentation whilst continuing to participate in 
others. This prevents a reactionary practice and can justify not making a decision, 
not as a shirking of responsibility, but as an admission that I do not yet know what 
to choose. My ethics are like a bricolage sculpture then because I continually modify 
them as more information becomes available to me.
 By incorporating balance and never trying to control others into my deci-
sion-making, I thus refined bricolage to occupy a more objective (and yet creative) 
space compared to where it was positioned immediately after graphing animals in 
space. I now both feel and understand that there is nothing unethical about animals 
going to space as a general concept. spacesuits for animals might imply animals being 
in space but as a potential situation rather than a statement of fact. I keep the title of 
the project lower case so that it remains as a possibility, always tentative, an offering. 
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6.3 Browsing
 I decided that I needed to research horse goggles online. Within a few min-
utes I found myself bidding on a car window seal sample kit to fit onto my giraffe 
helmet.
 Browsing is a method of accumulating data which enables me to simultane-
ously formulate requirements and make a selection. The way I browse is much like 
a ‘Google image search’ that indexes things in terms of their qualities and not their 
name. Sometimes language gets in the way of acquiring what I need. As a Canadi-
an living in England I find myself ‘separated by a common language’, which makes 
many straightforward pursuits difficult. For instance, an alligator clip in Canada is a 
crocodile clip in England. A hose clamp is a jubilee clip. Hessian is burlap. In brows-
ing, I look at patterns, feel materials, put myself in situations where there are piles of 
objects, and then examine everything in the pile. From there I discover new materi-
als for unheard of applications and if there are labels, I read them exhaustively to try 
to learn the language that will give me short-cut access to these things in the future. 
 Part of my browsing process is to make brute force comparisons with similar, 
competing products. One facet of this is tactile: Jam large purple thing into yogurt 
cup. Now remove and try smaller yellow thing. Better? What became apparent with 
my animals’ spacesuits was the ‘material constellations’ that I would form on the 
floor as I worked. First organised into bags of hoses, fabrics, hardware, etc. (Fig. 286) 
I would then tease the materials into constellations representing whole animals like 
‘sheep’ (Fig. 287) or ‘mink’ (Fig. 288), and then from these constellations I would 
isolate tentative piles for parts like ‘ankle’, ‘boot’, or ‘helmet’ (Fig. 289).
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Fig. 286. “An example of spreading out the materials on the floor for browsing.”
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Fig. 288. “A material constellation for mink.” 
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Fig. 287. “A material constellation for sheep.” 
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 Searching via the internet is helpful because I can push my search farther 
and farther from the original context until I stumble on a product which I plan on 
using in a unique context.
I am looking for padding for the giraffe spacesuit.
I start with horse clothing.
‘Cob’ comes up, and I open a new tab in the browser: What is a cob?  
Cob = stocky horse. A picture of a Roman soldier riding a cob comes up.
The soldier is wearing a helmet and the welding intrigues me. 
I go to Ebay and search ‘WW2 helmets’, ‘militaria’, ‘gas masks’, ‘Russian gas mask 
hose’...
This will become a part for the sheep spacesuit. 
Fig. 289. “An isolated material constellation for a giraffe boot.”
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In this particular browsing session, I (like Apollo chasing Daphne) started by pur-
suing one thing but ended up satisfied with something completely different. My 
web browsing strategy does not strictly consist of clicking on the most useful thing 
on each page to eventually lead to a best solution, nor is it completely random. It is 
something in between, a loose, playfully critical approach to problem-solving full of 
tangents, tolerating wrongness, and tentative solutions. With actually building sculp-
tures, I posses a permanent urgency to ‘get it done now’, but with browsing I tolerate 
a high level of ‘fuzzy logic’ as I delay resolving one set of problems until it works in 
another realm. Holding provisional solutions enables browsing in four ways simulta-
neously: 
• with a defined premise 
• for other to-dos that become defined through the act of browsing itself (perhaps 
from gaining information that leads to a refinement of one of my planned meth-
ods)
• for completely new ideas
• to replace/improve something (not necessarily broken)
 My pre-existing, non-negotiable, financial limitations also become an effi-
cient way of sorting through infinite possibilities online. ‘Low to high, < than £20’ 
instantly reduces a list of 8000 down to about 100 and roughly three different styles. 
Limitations become repurposed into criteria that make the box that I’m thinking 
within just a bit more comfortable.  
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6.4 Armatures
 Because I am the first (to my knowledge) to make spacesuits for a giraffe, 
deer, sheep, deer mouse, mink, and ostrich, I have free reign to create them with 
the materials of my choosing. I cannot buy a ‘giraffe helmet’ online. This gives me 
confidence because as something never done before, any output is a positive gesture. 
The animals, however, really do exist and I therefore felt that it was appropriate to 
incorporate real animal parts to construct my armatures. 
 I originally thought I might incorporate taxidermy into the armatures of 
spacesuits for animals because as a taxidermist, it is a familiar skill set. In Lunar 
Salon though, I learned about people’s perceptions of my research materials and 
overheard the following conversation:
C:      Sometimes when you see an animal, it is stuffed, it is very dis-
gusting. The skeleton is not disgusting. Because it is fossil. There’s noth-
ing organic about it, it couldn’t rot. So what about the little [taxidermy] 
mouse? 
S:      Yeah, I don’t like that. But it’s not because of the project … I don’t 
like taxidermy in general.198
 When hearing the above conversation, I came to reflect on how taxidermy 
reduces the animal to a hide stretched over a mount. This outer layer of skin stands 
in for the whole thing. This started to remind me of seduction where a skin hides 
only that there is nothing to hide and in doing so becomes an empty signifier, rather 
 198. Lunar Salon conversation, Slade Research Centre, University College London, England, 
February 26, 2015. 
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than something vibrant. Bones on the other hand, are structurally integral and 
contain more total animal material than taxidermy. Instead of starting with flesh and 
removing it, I can use the bones as a framework and slowly fill them out. In this way, 
I perceive bones to be in a state of becoming. Using skin will always inadequate-
ly reference life, whilst bones as an internal material cannot be directly measured 
against one’s experience of a living thing. Furthermore, materially robust bones also 
allow me to ‘happen upon them’ not just in specialised shops and browsing online, 
but also by going for walks, or wandering through car boot sales. I am able to find 
skulls in the same way that I find any material for spacesuits for animals, which 
better fits my practice. Further reflections on taxidermy and my decision to use bone 
are located in Appendix G. 
 I researched animal physiology and behaviour to create accurate joints and 
armature positions but I kept my cool distance and refrained from training or 
forming relationships with live animals for this project. Using skulls seemed appro-
priate because bone is structural, robust, and compared to other bones, the skull is 
the most immediate way to represent an animal. This became evident with the stag 
in particular who, without his skull, was called a ‘mini-horse’ or ‘gazelle’ by studio 
visitors. All further bones would be accessory to communicating ‘stag’ and so, for 
the bodies of each animal, I interpreted an armature out an assortment of materials 
in a similar way to constructing my spacesuits.
 Despite not using taxidermy in spacesuits for animals, I nonetheless incorpo-
rated taxidermic methods into the project. Although taxidermy is a superficial rep-
resentation of an animal, taxidermy is not physically hollow. It is a combination of 
preservative chemicals, modelling compound, stuffing, and wires all coming togeth-
er to create an armature that attempts to reconstitute the animal. The construction 
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of my armatures in spacesuits for animals borrows heavily from the hidden practical 
methods of taxidermy armature construction, since the methods used are thorough-
ly bricolage (Fig. 290-313).
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Fig. 290. “Unfinished 
lamb armature.” 
Fig 291. E. L. Weeks, 
“Illustrates
Mounting Mammals, 
Fig. 1.,” The Naturalist’s 
Guide in Collecting and 
Preserving Objects of 
Natural History, by C. 
J. Maynard, Salem: The 
Naturalist’s Agency, 
1877, p53.
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Fig. 292. “First stage 
sheep armature.”
Fig. 293. “Second stage 
sheep armature.”
Fig. 294. “Sheep 
armature ready for 
spacesuit.”
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Fig. 295. John Rowley, 
“Manikin for Zebra, First 
Stage,” The Art of Taxider-
my, New York: D. Appleton 
and Company, 1898, p150.
Fig. 296. Ibid., “Manikin for 
Zebra, Second Stage,”  p152.
Fig. 297. Ibid., “Manikin for 
Zebra, Completed, Ready 
for the Skin,” p154.
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(above) Fig. 298. “Un-
finished stag armature.”
(far left) Fig. 299. 
“Unfinished giraffe 
armature.”
(left) Fig. 300. “Sketch 
for giraffe neck arma-
ture.”
(below) Fig. 301. “Un-
finished giraffe neck 
armature.”
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Fig. 303. R. W. Shufeldt, “Manekin for a Walrus (Partly completed),” Scientific Taxidermy for Muse-
ums, Smithsonian Institution, Washington: Government Printing Office, 1894, p431.
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Fig. 302. Bradford Hudson,  “Manikin for: Male American Bison. — Half Completed,” Taxidermy 
and Zoological Collecting, by William T. Hornaday, New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1894, p152.
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Fig. 304. Auckland War Memorial Museum, Preparation of Rajah the elephant by Charles Dover, 
negative C23262, 1936, http://www.aucklandmuseum.com/collections-research/collections/record/
am_library-photography-56376?ordinal=0 .
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Fig. 305. “Unfinished giraffe armature.”
Fig. 306. “Unfinished mink armature.”
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Fig. 307. “Giraffe spacesuit in progress.”
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Fig. 308. Montagu Browne, “Peregrine Falcon On Flight,” Practical Taxidermy, 2nd Ed., London: L. 
Upcott Gill, [n.d.], pi.
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Fig. 309-312. “Stag spacesuit in progress during SEEMS.”
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Fig. 313. Chas K. Reed and Chester A. Reed, Guide to Taxidermy, Worcester, Massachusetts: Chas K. 
Reed, 1914, p39-50.
A selection of sketches demonstrating taxidermy techniques. 
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 Some of my methods, like weighting all the animal feet with rocks or cement 
and using CD racks for the deer spine are improvisational and lively. The sheep 
skulls are tied on with string and tape that wrap around screws plus hair curlers em-
bedded into the neck. As a taxidermist I know that even though the armature does 
not show, it has to be given appropriate attention because it is immensely important 
as not just a support system, but also in communicating the animal’s personality and 
posture. Furthermore, I think there is a ‘right’ way to construct an armature. The lit-
eral and figurative bones must be in place before I upholster it with ‘meat’ and only 
after mastering its topography can I begin to create/integrate the spacesuit. 
 In the posing of my armatures, I decided to make them naturalistic, not ag-
gressive or sexual, practical for my materials, and probable. What I mean by ‘prob-
able’ is that often animal sculptures are posed in an anatomically possible position 
but not a probable or candid one. The poses of many animal sculptures purposefully 
emphasise the animal’s majestic-ness, anthropomorphise them, or transform them 
into something symbolic, and this is not what I am going for (Russell’s armature is 
still a work in progress; in SEEMS I lengthened his neck and in 2018, I will tilt his 
neck forward more, so that he looks more relaxed.)
 I watch animals move and research their anatomy to evaluate what poses 
are probable. A sheep has such a large range of vision that it can see behind its own 
head. A stag has a ‘thumb’ that touches the ground only in certain types of move-
ments, so its shoe needs to be flexible. All these things are reflected by innovations 
in the spacesuits, which I am always improving. Writing out these things feels a bit 
tedious, like reading the Apollo 11 mission transcript. However, I feel that it is im-
portant to document the absurdity of how a hundred million little jobs can add up 
and take humans to the moon. Neil Armstrong said it was “One small step…” but it 
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was definitely more like 100,000,000 small steps.
 I sew my spacesuits for animals in the same way that I sew skin in taxidermy, 
that is, I sew the skin/spacesuit directly onto the armature. My animal spacesuits are 
designed to envelop the armature, becoming the sculpture’s unique skin. As I create 
this skin, I hold things temporarily in place as a taxidermist would, with pins, wire, 
and tape (Fig. 307, 309-312). I become a couture-taxidermy-upholsterer, straddling 
diverse methods and materials, in the same way NASA used fashion designers, engi-
neers, and medical technicians to innovate spacesuits. 
 Although bricolage is creative, it is rarely about inventing; rather, its creativ-
ity is born from adaptation. This means prioritising within the project and knowing 
when to use a pre-existing tool for its predetermined function. One example is find-
ing the ‘skull hooker’ (Fig. 314-315).199 When attempting to engineer a mechanism 
for mounting the stag’s head that was structurally sound but easy to remove, I found 
that someone had already invented a wall-mounted version. Even though I had to 
travel from Milton Keynes to Strood to purchase the item, it was still more efficient 
to retrieve it and modify it to fit onto the deer armature then it would be to invent a 
mechanism from scratch. This subsequently gave me more time to spend on critical 
innovations specific to the spacesuit.
 Finally, “a good taxidermist takes pride in not mutilating his specimens.”200 
There too is a kind of tenderness that I take with found objects. I often clean, sand, 
and restore finishes and try to extract parts cleanly because there is no particular joy 
or reward to be found in excessive destruction. 
 199. Although the skull hooker is not exactly taxidermy, it is my experience as a taxidermist 
which inspired me to look at recreational hunting shops, which led me to finding the skull hooker. 
 200. Chas K. Reed and Chester A. Reed, Guide to Taxidermy, Massachusetts: B.S. Worcester, 
1914, p39. 
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Fig. 315. Jon Draper, “Skull Hooker: A Simple Way To Display 
Your Buck,” American Hunter, November 19, 2014, https://www.
americanhunter.org/articles/2014/11/19/skull-hooker-a-simple-
way-to-display-your-buck/ .
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Fig. 314. HuntAddicts.com, Big Hooker- Skull 
Hanger, 2017,
http://www.huntaddicts.com/shop/
skull-hooker/little-hooker-copy/ .
Image removed because of 
potential copyright restrictions.
Image removed because of 
potential copyright restrictions.
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6.5 Tape 
 One of the ways that I specifically connect to NASA in spacesuits for animals 
is through the method of taping (Fig. 316).
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Fig. 316. NASA and Buzz Aldrin, AS11-40-5919, 1969, https://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/a11/AS11-40-
5919.jpg .
Apollo 11 Lunar Lander on the moon.
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Fig. 317. 
R.U.S.S.E.L.L.
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 Something happens to me when I start taping. Tape gets me into a frame 
of mind… gives me momentum... stretch cut stretch cut tap tap tap stretch cut. I 
suddenly have the power to make anything bond to anything else, unless that thing 
is wet, but then... I have a more expensive tape for that. But tape is more than just 
that. It makes things malleable. I can make something round… and now flat. I start 
moulding concepts and making connections. Taping got me thinking about dif-
ferentials as a methodology in 1 2 3 (Unfinished). When I was done taping I had to 
rename the methodology Differential-Like because I had sculpted the concept until 
it merely resembled a differential in some dimensions. Tape is also autonomy. In 
this research project, I took the structure of cool and by the time I was done taping 
I came to realise that tape itself has structural integrity. The connections between 
sensibilities are made of tape and become an armature that cool inhabits. With the 
stag, I have cut off every single leg at one point or another and reattached them with 
tape. The stag is a body taped to shoulders and clamped to legs. In spacesuits for 
animals, the tape is a material, a method, a tool, and everything between thinking up 
and manifesting my methodology. When I’m taping, the act of connecting becomes 
meaningful to a point of changing how I view the materials that I wish to stick 
together. At the same time, the tape also changes me. I have a sort of ‘tape groove’ 
made of scar tissue sitting between my thumb and forefinger. Even when I wear a 
glove it sometimes reopens. Tape is my third arm on Russell when I dress him. I 
stick some tape to the fabric, throw it over his back, move the ladder and climb up 
the other side to pull it over. Tape turns me into a plastic surgeon, giving my sheep 
the ol’ nip-tuck; or, I become a NASA engineer, insulating Russell’s ossicones from 
cosmic rays. Taping has given me abilities: I can find the end of a clear roll of tape 
quickly but the real trick I learned is to never lose it in the first place. Taping is the 
fusion of motivation to task and makes spacesuits for animals intrinsically rewarding. 
The more involved I become with materials, the more they expand possibilities and 
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lead to new experiences, and I find this cool.
 Taping resembles mutual causality as proposed by Greek Stoicism. To illus-
trate ‘mutual causality’, S. Sambursky uses an example of a carving knife and meat: 
“The knife is the cause for the meat to be cut and the meat, the cause for the knife to 
cut.”201 Likewise, taping and being taped are mutual causes, as they are two aspects 
of the same event. They co-exist simultaneously. This is key to understanding my 
research methodology. 
 Taping (Fig. 317-322) has made me more sensitive to how participating in 
bricolage enhanced by the sensibilities of cool, changes me. 
 201. Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, p83. 
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(right) Fig. 318. R.U.S.S.E.L.L.
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Fig. 319-321. SEEMS.
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6.6 Joints 
 I started to think about joints while not directly dealing with them. I was 
building the desk that I would sit at for the duration of R.U.S.S.E.L.L. and selected a 
slab of spalted yew (Fig. 323). The slab arrived in the mail, wet and musty smelling. 
In order to save the wood, I had to halt the rotting. First I wrapped it in towels, then 
plastic, and then I put the Kubrick model on top of it to weigh it down as it dried. 
 Spalting is a fungal invasion of the wood. As the fungi eat the sugars within 
the wood, it causes some areas to bleach to a champagne colour (often the young 
parts, because of their high sugar content). Other parts of the wood can become 
further stained to a variety of blues, greens, and pinks. The colours become separat-
ed by naturally occurring black lines. These divisions are the result of each fungal 
colony creating a territory within the wood. The lines are their protection from the 
competition. The end-grain of my slab showed that the spalting ran throughout the 
thickness of the wood. It’s not just a surface change. The integrity of the whole is 
compromised through this visually arresting form of decay.
 
 As I explore new territory, I express and protect myself by reformatting ma-
terials in existing space.  My personal narrative runs through spacesuits for animals 
and runs through the individual objects themselves. As I process objects it becomes 
a form of decay that destroys their original function, but by applying pressure at just 
the right moment and squeezing long enough, I might fix this point of unbecoming, 
which in turn generates a new thing that is valuable in its own right.
 
 If a bricoleur is said to produce anything original (not just deconstruct and 
reconfigure) then it is joints: connections. A spacesuit is a marvel of joints (Fig. 
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Fig. 323. Mariana Bisti, photo of spalted yew table for performance R.U.S.S.E.L.L. by Sarah Fortais.
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324-328.). The joints are where all of NASA’s money went, and why Playtex won the 
building contract over the military (the joints on their spacesuits allowed humans to 
move like humans). 
 Joints are not simply physical attributes of a compound whole, however. In 
my artworks, I am also the joints. I connect projects. I am on a ladder butting two 
ends together, waiting until the glue dries. I am the force connecting the materials. 
Moreover, I give a part of myself to the project and I live with the glue, the screws, 
and the Velcro. There is tissue and hair taped into the armatures and my blood stains 
the wood and newspaper as I build, protect, and hold together the giraffe. My thighs, 
like a vice, squeeze the deer so that I can wrap tape around its sternum. My calf and 
foot becomes the sheep’s fifth leg as I perform surgery to alter her stance. It is the 
same with value judgements. When I judge something to be cool I am embedded 
into that value judgement because the connections that I make between sensibilities 
are my conceptual constructions. As such, judging something to be cool is an active 
and spontaneous demonstration of my creativity.
 
 Some bleached areas in spalted wood may rot too far prior to drying and 
become ‘punky’. The wood becomes soft, spongy, or might easily crack. Punkiness 
must be addressed, but it is not problematic if enough epoxy is added. Epoxy inhab-
its the punky wood — saturates it — and hardens it. It makes it strong because it is 
no longer just wood: it is now also thousands of droplets of epoxy filling thousands 
of gaps between wood fibres. As such, the wood has transformed into a network of 
joints with its own unique structural integrity. In bricolage, quality and value are 
achieved when numerous ‘most appropriate’ joints culminate within a single proj-
ect, creating something with resistance and resilience. Similarly, cool is a fusion of 
motivation to task that produces a personal kind of resistance and resilience. This is 
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how anyone, and anything, can potentially be cool.
 
  In bricolage, a material can never be wrong for a project but there always 
exists a material that can feel more appropriate, more right. It is often located some-
where else and when it is finally brought in and the joint appears, there is a brief 
exhilarating sensation of  ‘rightness’, but it quickly passes as the next ‘more right’ 
situation presents itself in a different area. ‘More right’ is never final either. In order 
to finish, the feeling must eventually be ignored. Not purposefully ignored though: it 
is just that the call of a ‘more right’ from another project drags me away. Thus I must 
tend to a hundred projects if anything is to be completed. I must be distracted for 
the glue to be left to dry.
 While working on the giraffe armature, I believed that it was the most 
important part of the project and the spacesuit hardly mattered in my day-to-day 
operation. Once R.U.S.S.E.L.L. commenced, this valuation reversed and the space-
suit was all I cared about. Ultimately the armature and spacesuit are equally valuable 
— both are part of my intense, personal passion to build spacesuits for animals — 
and yet I frequently appear to decathect202 one for the other. Moving from one state 
to the other opens up an intermediate area, that receives contributions from both 
endeavours, making it a creative, generative space.  Like Apollo 12 astronaut Alan 
Bean said, going to the moon was, “an all-encompassing time of making an impos-
sible dream come true” but also that, “it was a building”.203 The astronauts weren’t 
doing all things at all times. Each mission was accomplished part by part, layer by 
layer, until they had reached their goal. When Armstrong and Aldrin reached the lu-
nar surface, they stayed for a total of 21 hours and 36 minutes, which included seven 
 202. Decathect means to withdraw one’s feelings of attachment from something (elaborated 
on in Appendix C). 
 203. Alan Bean, “Interview with Alan Bean.” 
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hours of sleep. Determination must therefore be balanced with playful criticality 
(nonchalance) and inactivity in order to stay productive. The transitional points be-
tween these states — the joints — are what fuel the “dialogue between problem-solv-
ing and problem-finding,” that is central to creativity and as such, bricolage.204 
 204. Richard Sennett, The Craftsman, London: Allen Lane, 2008, p9. 
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(spread) Fig. 324-325. “Stag in SEEMS.”
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Fig. 326. “Stag in SEEM
S.” 
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Fig. 328. Stag in SEEMS.
Fig. 327. “Russell in SEEMS.”
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6.7 Excess 
 An over-generative methodology spills into all environments. I am a mobile 
studio and excess ‘stuff ’ just becomes part of life.205 I have catalogued the types of 
excess encountered/generated/utilised in my practice, in Appendix G.
 Excess is the currency of an over-generative methodology. I am attached 
to anything I put effort into, even my garbage. In fact, a great way to find a use for 
something is to throw it away because the day after garbage day is the day that my 
brain inevitably suggests a use for it. Distance I found can be as useful as a wedge or 
a seam or joint and designating something as garbage is a way of creating distance 
from the object. After noticing this phenomena, I invented the ‘pre-garbage’ that 
sits behind the garbage to simulate throwing out things. I cannot just put the objects 
on a shelf because the devaluation of the object heightens my playful criticality and 
helps me to relate to the object more creatively.206
 When I accrue things that are broken or worn-out, cutting into them feels 
like a valid experiment. When I buy something brand new for bricolage, it feels like 
a waste/destruction/mutilation to use them for art. Paying loads feels like cheating, 
like throwing money at the project in lieu of not being creative enough. Guilt holds 
up progress because guilt necessitates the need to be calculated (I measure twice, cut 
once with an expensive item because it is finite).  
 
 205. Mobile Studio: It is said that Stanley Kubrick used to edit his films from home so that 
he could keep his cats in the room with him, to make up the time he lost with them while filming.  
 206. Remembering the object makes it fuzzy, which causes me to creatively fill in the 
blanks. 
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6.8 Mouse Units
 Over a period of four or five years, we gradually learned how to 
build life support systems that would maintain 200 mouse units’ worth 
of animals in a capsule for thirty-six hours at altitudes up around 
130,000 feet. We used ‘mouse units’ because sometimes we flew guinea 
pigs, sometimes we flew rats; lots of times, of course, mice, and even oc-
casionally monkeys. [...] I remember that a guinea pig was two mouse 
units, a monkey nearly seven mouse units. This way, we could add it 
up and know we had not exceeded our 200-mouse units for the capsule 
and that it would do well.207
 Part-way through making a mouse in a spacesuit I discovered that NASA 
had already sent many mice into space. Pocket mice (Chaetodipus) even circled the 
moon. They were, however, stuck in a windowless ‘mouse tube’ and so they didn’t 
really get to see anything special (Fig. 277). Unlike Hector the French space rat (Fig. 
329), mice have never been placed in spacesuits for their missions. A preliminary 
criteria for spacesuits for animals though was to select animals that have never been 
to space — not simply animals that have never worn spacesuits. I was presented with 
two choices: scrap the mouse (Fig. 330) or alter the narrative of my project. Like any 
bricoleur presented with a binary, I selected both options and modified them until 
they fit what I was doing.  
 First, I changed the breed of mouse to a deermouse (Peromyscus) which has 
no record of space travel. This gave me confidence to commit a small ‘transgres-
sion’ (against my own assertion that spacesuits for animals is not about going to the 
 207. David G. Simons interviewed by Gregory P. Kennedy, Alamogordo Space Center Oral 
History Program, International Space Hall of Fame, New Mexico, September 30, 1987. 
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Fig. 329. Keystone France, The First 
French Space Rat ‘Hector’ With His Space 
Suit, December 26, 1960, ©1999-2018 
Getty Images,
http://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/
news-photo/the-first-french-space-rat-
hector-with-his-space-suit-on-news-pho-
to/105215241?#the-first-french-space-
rat-hector-with-his-space-suit-on-de-
cember-26-picture-id105215241 .
 
Fig. 330. “My first mouse spacesuit, Note: 
image taken prior to switching mouse 
species,” Invitation, taxidermy sculpture 
and mixed media, 2013.
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potential copyright restrictions.
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moon): I decided to motivate myself by imagining a mouse in a spacesuit on the 
moon eating cheese, looking rather pleased with itself. I would never realise a mouse 
on the moon, but this is how I choose to see it while making it. 
 What makes bricolage, bricolage, is a little bit of transgression but not com-
plete anarchy. This comes down to scale, balancing transgression with protocol. I 
find it helpful to visualise scale in units, so if you can imagine ‘mouse units’ where 
1 mouse = 1 transgression, then it becomes clear that spacesuits for animals could 
support dozens of mouse units, just within the giraffe alone. In fact, small transgres-
sions can be healthy for bricolage because they test the principles that it is built on. 
Even the Apollo 11 mission, which had a scripted-to-the-second launch window, 
was undergoing edits in the days prior to launch and (as previously noted) NASA 
employees broke protocol by picking locks to source materials for building space-
suits at weird hours. 
 As I carried on building the mouse, I noticed that the spacesuit that I was 
building was too cute (Fig. 330.). Tiny bricolage for me very easily slips into ‘crafty’ 
as material decisions become more decorative than useful. Part of the problem was 
the helmet — a lightbulb — was more Tintin than Laika. Also, the mouse armature 
was standing up on hind legs, which is a natural position, but it didn’t help the ‘tiny 
human’ comparison.  Anthropomorphising leads to fetishising and to me, that’s not 
cool or interesting. I also think there is a difference between a careless absurd and 
a serious, experimental absurd. Bricolage is twisted wires, clanking gadgets, cracks, 
sweat, and torn jeans. I have no patience for whimsy. 
 Key to bricolage is a lack of maquettes, test launches, or trials. I start with 
one thing that’s continuously tweaked or deconstructed. The mouse armature and 
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spacesuit was so small though that it was difficult to hold the materials, let alone 
make bricolage. And so, I decided to transgress once more and start over: I scrapped 
the mouse, produced a new one positioned on all fours, and started on a new space-
suit with a functional zipper and metal helmet (Fig. 331-334). 
 Bricolage as a method in my practice has a direct relationship to scale: the 
smaller it is, the more loosely bricolage the thing is. But bricolage in its fullest sense, 
as methodology and meta-methodology:
[...] is able to contain its opposites, since impurity is always a greater 
whole than purity. [A bricoleur] can select purism as a programmat-
ic part of his design, or determine the outcome in advance, or try to 
achieve an integrated whole, as long as those are parts of even broader 
or more amorphous intentions.208 
The resulting joints are what makes it truly bricolage — a larger whole — and not 
just a pile of structureless inconsistencies.
 208. Jencks and Silver, Adhocism, p115-116. 
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Fig. 331-334. “Work-in-progress mouse space-
suit during SEEMS.”
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6.9 Deadlines / The Bodge 
 
 I am a mobile studio and so locking myself in a room with all my materials 
is the only way to meet a deadline. It creates a finite universe, which becomes an 
absurd guarantee that the project is achievable with just things the in the room. 
Deadlines close the window of material accruance. 
 I have discovered that the structures I build under pressure are weak if I suc-
cumb to the pressure. Anxiety is usually manageable but when an unusually tough 
deadline approaches, the unpredictability of my bricolage methodology can actually 
manufacture the anxiety that hinders me from creating sufficient bricolage. This is 
when I call upon the bodge: perhaps this is the only truly ‘performed’ part of my 
practice because even though the bodge is real, I often feel like I am acting unusu-
ally or betraying myself by scuppering the materials that I could use so much better 
if I did not have to put on a public face quite so soon. The bodge is a public act of 
decathecting that acknowledges difficulties instead of denying or hiding them. This 
is when I am the most vulnerable but possibly also the most expressive. 
 The bodge is desperate. Brute force invents material connections. Tolerating 
wrongness turns into decisive action. Instead of one satisfactory solution, I employ 
several botched solutions that are duct-taped together. None of them are entirely 
adequate but, like an epic Venn diagram, they eventually overlap in enough places 
and provide a messy, excessively-adequate structure. A bodge of partial solutions 
drowns the problem in material. It will be completely rigid and have zero versatility, 
but this enables the bodge to be lightning fast. The characteristics of the bodge are 
determined by the most basic material forces: hitting, pulling, grinding, and piercing 
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followed by an unsexy jiggling motion. These are combined with as much tape and 
glue as time allows. Then, held closely, I whisper to the thing, “I really need you to 
work”, and I move a few paces backwards, always looking at the thing with my arms 
reaching forward and hands open in case it starts to fall over. This is followed by a 
shunning of the thing (my Rocky IV, ‘if he dies, he dies’209 approach) which is the 
only way that it becomes possible for me to leave the thing alone. 
 209. Paraphrasing character Ivan Drago from Rocky IV, Film, Dir. Sylvester Stallone, Prod. 
James D. Brubaker, Ed. John Wheeler and Don Zimmerman, (1985; Santa Monica, CA: MGM, 1997), 
DVD. 
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7 Conclusion
7.1 Initial Findings
 I began this research project with the premise that the word ‘cool’ denotes an 
elusive and socially desirable extrinsic property which can apply to both people and 
objects. However, the people and things that one judges to be cool are subjective and 
always changing, which makes it difficult to define cool in more specific or tangible 
terms. Cool is often defined as a value judgement but little research actually address-
es how this value judgement takes place or what one might physically or emotionally 
feel leading up to and when judging something to be cool.
 In conducting my literature review, I discovered a widespread conflation of 
cool with trend, which I believe has contributed to the fragmentation of research 
on cool into a plethora of separate discourses. I define ‘trend’ as the phenomena in 
which a group copies something in order to be more like another group and/or for 
extrinsically oriented motivations. This makes it distinct from cool, which is primar-
ily intrinsically motivated and associated with originality. Distinguishing cool from 
trend was an important step in making interdisciplinary connections and formu-
lating a coherent (albeit multi-faceted) understanding of cool. It was the first step 
toward answering the research question: What does cool mean? 
 As an artist using bricolage as my methodology to create artworks in my 
studio practice, I also decided to apply bricolage to my research. Subsequently, in 
the same way that I see a spacesuit made up of many individual parts, I hypothesised 
that cool could also be made up of many parts or ‘sensibilities’. I asked ‘What sensi-
bilities contribute to a cool value judgement?’ and further hypothesised that identi-
fying and defining these sensibilities would enable a more detailed definition of cool 
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to emerge. 
 Consulting research from several different discourses and reflecting on my 
personal experience of cool enabled me to identify 12 sensibilities contributing to 
the value judgement of cool. These sensibilities started as salient pan-disciplinary 
concepts which I eventually refined into the following sensibilities: autonomy, 
balance, confidence, determination, never trying to control others, nonchalance, 
originality, self-awareness, self-control, spontaneity, resilience, and resistance. 
Key to this refinement process was bringing my research into the studio and produc-
ing a mind map of cool, which allowed me to visualise and experiment with differ-
ent connections between concepts.
 I next created the artwork 1 2 3 (Unfinished), which used collaborative ges-
tures to simulate a rocket launch in order to clarify how the sensibility of originality 
related to copying, mimicking, recreating, and simulating. My findings suggest that 
simulating, though related to copying, is also a way of demonstrating the sensibility 
of originality, because simulating copies the effect of the thing but does so in an 
original way.
 In my next artwork titled Lunar Salon, I borrowed genuine moon rocks and 
hosted two evening salons, with the goal of creating a space for spontaneity to be 
expressed and explored. After the salons ended and the moon rocks were returned, I 
analysed the artwork and noticed that all of the sensibilities contributing to the val-
ue judgement of cool that I had identified up to this point are observed to be part of 
the thing that I am labelling as cool. Reflecting on my acquisition of the moon rocks 
however, I noted that there were two additional sensibilities contributing to my 
value judgement, that were personally experienced. Thus, I concluded that in addi-
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tion to the 12 observed sensibilities, that I must also experience the newly identified 
sensibilities of distance and desire in order to judge something to be cool.
 At this point in my research, I had now identified 14 sensibilities of cool. 
This produced an understanding of what the value judgement was comprised of but 
it did not explain how the sensibilities worked together. I hypothesised that experi-
encing all of the sensibilities of cool (even the observed ones) and articulating what 
they felt like would improve my definition of cool. 
 The next task undertaken with my research was to find potential structures 
in which all 14 sensibilities could work together as a network, and to experience this 
network. This task was complicated because I could not intend for the network to 
facilitate the value judgement of cool, since (as my research suggests) consciously 
trying to be, or create, cool is uncool. Instead, I worked around this difficulty by 
asking another research question, ‘How can cool be valuable to a creative practice?’ 
and producing the artwork spacesuits for animals. 
 My findings in 1 2 3 (Unfinished) suggested that cool is connected to working 
creatively and producing creative things. I thus hypothesised that the sensibilities of 
cool could be configured into a creative methodology to produce an artwork and in 
doing so, become useful to my practice in a way other than contributing to the value 
judgement of cool. I propose then that my third, currently ongoing artwork, space-
suits for animals, is concrete evidence demonstrating the potential for all 14 sensibil-
ities of cool to form a network leading to a creative and coherent output (effectively 
enabling the sensibilities to become part of a creative methodology). 
 spacesuits for animals as a physical structure suggests that my hypothesis 
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— that the aforementioned 14 sensibilities comprise a network leading to the val-
ue judgement of cool — is viable insofar as the sensibilities can form a function-
al network. I am careful here not to state that the physical, freestanding artwork 
explicitly validates this hypothesis because this would be to conflate my network 
— which produced something creative — with a network that definitively produced 
something cool. I do not believe that it will ever be possible for me to objectively 
claim the latter. Alternatively, I validate my hypothesis through the act of building 
spacesuits for animals because it is the temporary details, emergent methodologies, 
workarounds — my direct experience — that enables me to communicate how cool 
is expressed as a result of these sensibilities working together and what this feels like. 
 Subsequently, in this conclusion, I will define cool by curating a series of de-
tails so as to present the joints between my various research outputs, because these 
joints are my results.  Perhaps my conclusion, like all bricolage, contains, “much that 
is inessential, much that is fortuitous and redundant. But if it is not as refined and 
precise as other kinds of purposeful action, then at least it is more open, suggestive, 
and rich in possibilities.”210 With this in mind, I will now aim to define cool through 
my bricolage studio practice. 
7.2 Defining Cool Through My Bricolage Studio Practice
 Bertrand Russell asserts that there are essentially two ways of ‘knowing’: 
knowledge by description and knowledge through direct experience.211 When I 
 210. Jencks and Silver. Adhocism. p16. 
 211. Bertrand Russell, “Knowledge by Acquaintance and Knowledge by Description,” 
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, New Series, 11 (1910): 108-28, http://www.jstor.org/sta-
ble/4543805 . 
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began my research, I was already aware that both kinds of knowing would be essen-
tial to defining cool. However, I found early on that consciously trying to be or make 
cool is never cool and thus not a suitable strategy for directly studying cool. Instead, 
I adopted two different strategies: 1) assembling a literature review to learn about 
cool through description 2) breaking down cool into parts and directly experienc-
ing/making/sharing those parts. 
 spacesuits for animals embodies the dual notions that cool is definable in 
terms of underlying sensibilities, and that these sensibilities can work together to 
generate new ways of thinking, leading to creative outputs. In building spacesuits 
for animals, I showed how the sensibilities of cool combined with my bricolage 
studio practice and enabled me to productively solve problems and make some-
thing creative. I found that within my building process, the utility of each sensibility 
was partly intuitive and partly experimental. In both cases, my understanding of 
each sensibility became embedded into the materials that I came to feel or express 
that sensibility through. This ultimately enabled me to experience the sensibilities 
in non-abstract terms: as physical processes. The sensibilities became hardnesses, 
shapes, and actions, and as such were extremely pliable:
Confidence was tape that could be picked up and applied to any material. The 
versatility and structural integrity of tape enabled me to take material risks, such as 
cutting the stag’s legs off to realign them.
Confidence also took another form, along with balance and never trying to control 
others, when they fused to the animal skulls that I incorporated into my bricolage. 
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Within this fusion of confidence, bone, balance, and never trying to control oth-
ers, I constructed a personal ethics that continues to grow with each metre that the 
armatures rise up from the floor. Using the sensibilities of never trying to control 
others and balance also facilitated a critique of the methodology of bricolage, which 
I now realise has a tendency to ignore other people and can potentially treat living 
entities as materials.  
Browsing for materials became a runny mixture of nonchalance and spontaneity, 
filling up my irregular gaps of time (e.g. hauling trunkloads of blue curtains from 
Loughborough to London) and punctuating my studio with fresh material.212
‘The Bodge’ was both distance and autonomy, consciously performed with zipties, 
tape, and dramatic gestures. 
Constructing animal armatures (and their bricolage joints) combined self-aware-
ness (e.g. my foot compared to a giraffe’s foot), resistance (e.g. my legs squeezing 
like a vice), resilience (e.g. performing R.U.S.S.E.L.L. day after day), self-control 
(e.g. imposing and meeting deadlines), and balance (e.g. on a ladder, pliers in hand, 
reaching for something on Russell’s far side… and when choosing not to). 
 212. The spontaneity generated in the act of browsing for materials influenced other meth-
ods like measuring things against my own body instead of reaching for a tape-measure, and cutting 
up/reassembling pre-made boots instead of using my grommet machine to fabricate custom parts. 
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My motivation to build spacesuits for animals is fuelled by desire: desire to create, 
improve (in general), ethically participate in the wider-world, contribute to knowl-
edge, accomplish something that has never been done before, and learn about/com-
municate my values. Roughly speaking, these desires are my values.  
 Building spacesuits for animals confirmed my hypothesis, that cool can be 
valuable to a creative practice and that the sensibilities of cool can be used as part 
of a creative methodology. The subjective network of sensibilities that I express in 
building spacesuits for animals contains a certain amount of fluidity however, be-
cause observing and experiencing sensibilities depends on how consciously critical 
I am being of my environment. This network of sensibilities is held together by the 
narrative of building spacesuits for animals but is also reinforced by the interrelated-
ness of the sensibilities themselves. For instance, turning mistakes into new projects 
is one way that I experience resilience but resilience can also contribute to ‘tolerat-
ing wrongness’ which is one way of expressing the sensibility of nonchalance in the 
act of browsing for materials. In another example: choosing not to add materials to 
Russell is one way that I feel balance but also, it is a form of self-control since I am 
suppressing my (bricoleur’s) urge to add material, indefinitely. 
 It should also be noted that the network of sensibilities that I have intro-
duced in spacesuits for animals is based on my own subjective judgements about 
what I feel to be the most dominant and descriptive sensibilities in a given situation 
(with respect to determining the 14 sensibilities of cool in the first place, I under-
went a similar process of judging something to be both dominant and descriptive). 
This kind of judgement was necessary to avoid the infinite regress of deconstruction 
— something that I am already cautious of as a bricoleur. To give a material exam-
ple: fusible interfacing might form part of a deer spacesuit insofar as it forms part of 
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a leather jacket that comprises a leg, but I do not write ‘interfacing’ on my final list 
of materials, because interfacing is not doing anything that the concept of ‘leather 
jacket’ does not account for. The same interfacing might extend beyond the jacket 
and also be sewn into a parachute, but I judge that this connection does not substan-
tially change the jacket or the parachute enough to divide them into their constitu-
ent materials. 
 
 I was also able to consolidate the sensibilities by intimately experiencing 
their interconnectedness through building spacesuits for animals. In the earliest 
formulation of this report, I started with approximately 21 sensibilities, but I con-
tinuously amalgamated them as my understanding of them developed. For instance, 
I have described the sensibility of nonchalance as being comprised of behaviours 
such as concealed personal passion, playful criticality, and tolerating wrongness, but 
initially I considered the possibility that all these behaviours might be sensibilities in 
their own right. It was only through experience, such as when browsing for materi-
als, that I could see that ‘tolerating wrongness’ was triggering the same feelings and 
actions as nonchalance and was not something unique unto itself. Through making 
artworks, I found that all these behaviours revealed how someone cool might make 
decisions or solve problems whilst embodying the sensibility of nonchalance. 
 Although I present the sensibilities of cool as process-based and subjective-
ly embedded into objects in spacesuits for animals, they are not inherent to these 
objects and processes. The 14 sensibilities of cool that I have identified in this report 
and which I characterise through the use of objects in spacesuits for animals are a 
synthesis of discourse on cool and my personal experience, and as such are offered 
as original contributions to knowledge. These sensibilities uniquely connect multiple 
fields of discourse on cool, effectively bringing us ‘one small step’ closer to objective-
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ly defining what cool means.
 Reflecting on my overall approach to defining the value judgement of cool in 
terms of underlying sensibilities did cause me to question if cool was simply a sum 
of these sensibilities, or if it contributed unique value to the world. I concluded that 
cool is like a bricolage sculpture. The unique value of both cool and bricolage does 
not come from what they are made out of but rather comes from how they are made: 
their joints/relationships between parts. Calling something cool is the result of 
creatively building connections between bodily interactions, personal experiences, 
pre-existing concepts, personal values, people, entities, and objects, and is valuable 
because it can help to articulate and even formulate one’s identity. It is in this active 
sense that I consider cool itself to be a creative methodology. For instance, when 
I call project Apollo cool, it becomes an externalisation of my own value-appraising 
sensibilities and as such, transforms Apollo into a visible interface between personal 
and shared experience. Even though I initially saw the Apollo space program as out 
of reach (experiencing distance), calling it cool binds us together because Apollo 
now embodies and communicates my personal taste to myself and others. Cool as 
a creative methodology then, becomes a way of embedding my values and personal 
taste into my fine art practice.
 One theme that has developed out of consolidating my writing for this Con-
clusion is that I have had different perceptions of cool at different times, depending 
on where I was at in the research process. I think an analogous situation is how as-
tronaut Mike Collins described the moon’s surface whilst orbiting it (but not actually 
landing on it):
Well the moon changes character as the angle of sunlight striking its 
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surface changes. At very low sun angles close to the terminator at dawn 
or at dusk it has the harsh forbidding character you see in a lot of the 
photographs. On the other hand when the sun is more closely overhead, 
a midday situation, the moon takes on more of a brown colour, al-
most becomes a rosy looking place; a fairly friendly place. From dawn, 
through midday, through dusk you run the full gamut. It starts off very 
forbidding, becomes friendly and becomes forbidding again as the sun 
disappears.213
 Initially, I thought I experienced cool in three different ways: as a conscious, 
articulated value judgement coming from myself (and applied to things); through 
my feeling that the thing that I am labelling as cool embodies cool like an inherent 
trait/property (this embodiment being beyond metaphor — it is a fusion of cool 
with that person or thing); and then thirdly, as an excited, wonderful feeling of un-
controllably exclaiming ‘cool!’ in response to something encountered in my environ-
ment. In undertaking the building of spacesuits for animals, I found that my under-
standing of my experience of cool has become less like Mike Collins’ description of 
the moon and more like Neil Armstrong’s:
The surface is fine and powdery. I can pick it up loosely with my toe. It 
does adhere in fine layers like powdered charcoal to the sole and sides of 
my boots. I can only go in a small fraction of an inch. Maybe an eighth 
of an inch, but I can see the footprints of my boots and the treads in the 
fine sandy particles.214
 Like Neil Armstrong’s description of the moon in relation to his boots, I 
 213. Mike Collins in NASA/JSC, Apollo 11 Post Flight Press Conference.  
 214. Neil Armstrong. transcript from Apollo 11 moon landing July 1969. NASA. 
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see cool existing as an interface between inner and outer, conceptual and physical, 
personal and social. Cool for me then, is not a singular position but rather has to do 
with my dynamic relationships to the many processes that I experience in creating. 
Subsequently, I believe that cool is simultaneously a value judgement acknowledging 
an observed, desirable property, and a desirable feeling experienced as a result of 
its observation. Furthermore, cool is not one creative narrative but rather a human 
propensity to transcend externally imposed restraints and generate new value. Cool 
is always extrinsic because it depends on relationships held between things (myself, 
the environment, the person/thing being cool, etc.) which can change with time. 
This is why the same object can be cool to me today and not cool tomorrow (or 
alternatively, the object enables me to experience cool one day but not another).
 I observe something to be cool when I judge it to possess/enact: autonomy 
(e.g. never trying to be cool), balance, confidence (e.g. denial of vulnerability), 
determination, originality (e.g. simulation), spontaneity (e.g. improvisation), 
never trying to control others, nonchalance (e.g. concealed personal passion, 
playful criticality, and tolerating wrongness), resistance, resilience, self-awareness, 
and self-control. In observing the aforementioned sensibilities, I must also experi-
ence the sensibilities of distance and desire. All of these sensibilities must achieve 
a subjective sense of balance, which is governed by my personal taste and as such is 
socially connected (personal taste being informed in part by my perception of other 
people’s taste, which can become valuable as a form of corroboration). Fig. 335 visu-
alises my experience of cool as I have just described it.
 Initially, I thought that cool could only be seen ‘from the corner of my eye’ 
and that that is what made it seem a bit fuzzy (after all, distance is a sensibility of 
cool). However, I now propose that this fuzziness comes from the same reason one’s 
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nose appears fuzzy when trying to look at it: it is too close — part of one’s self — and 
that makes it difficult to see or find the edges. This mirrors the construction of joints 
in my animal armatures; I am the joints and then also, the joints are materials that I 
manipulate in my external environment. This perspectival change of no-longer chas-
ing cool but self-reflecting on it caused me to reflect on my research impetus: my 
desire to build spacesuits for animals. I think this desire came from believing that it 
was a way for me to materialise my values and at the same time, become tangled up 
with them and to become part of something that I judged to be cool. Actually build-
ing the artwork enabled me to see that cool is and has always been in the fibres and 
joints of the cool thing as well as within myself since I am responsible for imbuing 
cool onto that thing. Building spacesuits for animals thus facilitated the Overview 
Effect: it was only by travelling with this research to unknown territory that I could 
evaluate my relationships to cool and bricolage within my studio practice. This re-
search path, although returning to my impetus, was not circular; rather, it was more 
like dredging: churning up objects, concepts, and tools and bringing them back to 
my initial position.  
 And so finally, what does cool mean? Cool is a compound concept that 
involves creating/perceiving/experiencing a network of 14 sensibilities, coupled 
with the positive feelings derived from experiencing these sensibilities, that enables 
someone to judge if something subjectively exhibits social desirability. This defini-
tion describes the objective elements forming the value judgement but it leaves out 
why cool is meaningful: how one’s conception of cool embodies one’s values and 
how cool can communicate these values. In order to articulate this, I offer my own 
experience: Cool, like bricolage, is a culmination of the ‘most right’ decisions. They 
are both phenomena where the impossible is made possible through the creative 
extension of the capacity of each object beyond its designed purpose, subsequently 
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generating new value and meaningfulness. Cool, as Robert Farris Thompson sug-
gests, is, “a deeply and complexly motivated, consciously artistic, interweaving of 
elements serious and pleasureable, of responsibility and of play.”215 Cool to me, is 
possessing a control over my own practice, specifically with respect to how it relates 
to the things that I value, so as to experience an overlapping of creativity and ethics 
where the two seem to directly correlate and even inspire each other. Cool is my 
best efforts — the things that after hundreds of hours of research and skilling and 
building and failing and dragging and piecing together, become fascinating piles of 
cobbled together kludge that occupy space, stimulate nerve endings and never con-
sciously try to control living things. 
 Although my definition is only comprehensible subjectively, having commu-
nicated the physical and conceptual armatures forming my bricolage studio practice 
throughout this report produces a shared meaningfulness that would otherwise be 
unachievable through objective disinterestedness. Experiencing the sensibilities of 
cool in building spacesuits for animals enhanced my definition of cool. What space-
suits for animals enabled me to produce is a theory of cool as a creative methodolo-
gy, that acknowledges the importance of both being meaningful and making sense.
 As a bricoleur building spacesuits for animals, I felt the materiality of cool. 
Within this artwork, cool became a fibre that… I couldn’t spin but also couldn’t 
unravel. I found that cool as a fibre is flexible, sticks to itself, and can also connect 
things together, forming bunches, then groups, and then an armature. Trying to 
spin cool causes frays and tears that result in trend, disappointment, and even moral 
ambiguity. Cool is flammable, fuelling enthusiasm and ideas, perpetually drawing 
moths to it, and eventually burning out. Cool can be lint on something that doesn’t 
 215. Thompson, “An Aesthetic of the Cool.” p41.
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need any more fibres or a fibre grown when action is required. Sometimes culture 
needs to be bent, welded, transformed, taken up, repossessed but also nurtured, 
mended, and teased out, all while staying cool in the spotlight, the heat, the bad 
politics, the bad ideas. Cool is the fibre made from crossing the wires of what cur-
rently is, in order to create and present oneself uniquely. Cool is not just a way to 
earn economic or cultural capital. It is an individual’s journey, that develops in spite 
of external environments, to express oneself in the most appropriate way. 
 Finally, it is important to not think of something being cool as an end-in-its-
own-right because whatever that thing is, it is so much more than just cool. Cool is 
just one part of a dynamic relationship shared between things. Cool is not simply 
one type of behaviour, nor does it originate strictly consciously/unconsciously, nor 
does it express just one trait of an individual. Neither does creativity for that matter. 
7.3 Future Research
 As expected, defining cool through my bricolage studio practice generated a 
plethora of vibrant, qualitative excess. Such excess includes ‘micro-discoveries’ such 
as: the tensile strength of a CD rack, observations about the nature of documenta-
tion, how many zipties safely secure a red stag skull to a horizontal bedpost (four), 
how to ‘borrow the moon’, the most cost effective way to travel from Milton Keynes 
to Strood in July, and the acoustic properties of a hedge trimmer. Also, as another 
form of excess, I have generated a series of topics for future research. 
 My most considered topic for future research relates to my observation that 
a fundamental process underlying originality, creativity, bricolage, and cool, is the 
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physical, conceptual, and/or cultural displacement of objects or behaviours. Taking 
one person’s problem-solving technique and displacing it into a different context 
to solve a different kind of problem can be original and useful (i.e. creative). Dis-
placement changes the perception and valuation of that which is being displaced 
and if this valuation increases, it creates the conditions in which that thing might 
be judged to be creative and/or cool. To use a historical example: safety pins worn 
as earrings were cool for many 1970s punks and were also a creative way to sig-
nal group or personal identity. Displacement is not inherently creative or cool; 
however, I suspect that both creativity and cool inherently involve displacement. 
Displacement is not just responsible for creativity in the arts: the coming together 
of disparate material underlies humour and progress in science.216 I propose that 
through identifying the sensibilities of cool, then demonstrating the potential for the 
sensibilities of cool to work with bricolage to make something creative (evidenced 
through building the artwork spacesuits for animals) and explaining what it feels like 
to experience and utilise the sensibilities within this methodology, that I can also 
offer up the sensibilities of cool as parts of a methodological ‘toolkit’ that anyone can 
pick up and use to creatively solve problems and/or make things. As a topic of future 
research, I suggest exploring the methodological applications for the sensibilities of 
cool within other disciplines, to test the validity of this offering. 
 Also for future research and discussion, I propose the following topics/ques-
tions:
• What does it feel like to be labelled as cool? Are my proposed sensibilities of cool 
felt or experienced by the person that is being judged to be cool?
 216. Arthur Koestler (in The Act of Creation, London: Hutchinson, 1964) calls this displace-
ment ‘bisociation’.
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• Regarding my assertion that the sensibilities of cool form ‘custom networks’ 
unique to our personal taste and experiences: I suggest that further research 
could look for prevalent or characteristic networks of sensibilities across popula-
tions. 
• Whilst working with drummer Ed Gorrod, I was thinking about the possibility 
of an inherent ‘cool aesthetic’. A proficient drummer wears out a drum head in 
a completely different way than a novice does. In other words, there seems to 
exist a different relationship to the materials when someone has mastered their 
technique. The objects form to the will of the professional and subsequently wear 
away like an inferior skin. Proficiency or mastery of skill is often associated with 
cool and so I would like to explore the concept of a cool aesthetic further. 
• I would like to look at Apollo as a Greek ‘celebrity’ and compare this to the Apol-
lo astronauts. The notion of the Greek hero (that which elevates them also brings 
them down) also seems relevant to the double-edge inherent to both celebrity 
and being considered cool. The sensibilities of cool also have positive and nega-
tive effects, which I would like to explore in more detail.  
• I think it would be useful to research the psychology of superfandom and the 
‘deifying’ power that cool can sometimes have in the eyes of a superfan. I would 
like to combine this with Jack Halberstam’s research in The Queer Art of Failure 
in which they describe that failure of the fan object to fulfil the fan’s desire is 
often the cause for production of an alternate narrative.217 I would also like to 
connect this to the phenomena of Elvis impersonators, which would relate to my 
research on copying, mimicking, recreating, and simulating. 
• What relationship does cool bear to sentimentalism and nostalgia? Could cool 
through hindsight be a form of nostalgia? 
• I think that an in-depth articulation of the demilitarisation of NASA would 
 217. Jack Halberstam, The Queer Art of Failure, Durham, North Carolina: Duke University 
Press, 2011.
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benefit my cool research. This is because I have noticed that the military/armed 
forces/etc. frequently contribute to innovations that later become demilitarised 
and considered cool. ‘Military stuff ’ is more ubiquitous than ‘space stuff ’ but 
they are evolutionarily similar. I observe that a lot of sportswear or high perfor-
mance garments are just over-designed combat/tactile clothing. I wonder how 
cool relates to the idea of something being over-designed and marketed to peo-
ple, compared to something being pragmatic and distributed to people. 
• I would like to explore cool’s relationship to selfishness and the pragmatic need 
for ‘selfish altruism’: how selfish traits are needed in order to achieve goals and 
self-maintain. Being selfish enables you to meet your basic needs which then 
supports future altruism but is there anything altruistic about cool?
• The Greek myth of Apollo and Daphne can be interpreted as a form of contain-
ment. Daphne turning into a tree means that Apollo need no longer be engulfed 
by the chase and only needs to devise a couple of ways to honour Daphne in his 
daily life. I also think that being cool could be something that someone doesn’t 
want to be but they don’t have a say in this. Thus, perhaps a criticism of cool is 
that it is a strategy of containment. I would like to unpack this criticism which 
I suggest can be understood through further reflection on this Greek myth. I 
think it’s important to remember that just as Daphne’s transformation was a 
forced adaptation, so too was Apollo’s desire for her forced by Cupid’s arrow. 
This research could become a way to reflect on the ethics of making value judge-
ments. 
7.4 Ten Reflections on Practice-Led Research
 The following section is a collection of personal aims, findings, and concerns 
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that I developed through undertaking this practice-led research. It does not refer di-
rectly the content of my research on cool and bricolage and instead, articulates how 
I positioned myself throughout the research process. This text developed through 
my consultation of and reflection on Stanley Kubrick’s lists of ‘key concerns’, that 
he would draw up prior to shooting his films. Kubrick’s creative methodology (and 
the film 2001: A Space Odyssey) have remained aspirational, reflective tools for me 
throughout my research process.
1.     I see my artworks and report functioning both independently and together. The 
report exists because of the artworks, but the artworks were also informed by my 
writing of the report. 
 
2.    My artwork does not aim to ventriloquise my report. I have tried to embrace 
my artwork’s ambiguity and extension beyond my specific agenda into the physical 
world.  In this sense, building spacesuits for animals is a precise, performed activity, 
but it does not set out to linearly/didactically explain my research as it exists within 
my report.  
3.     In order for my writing to materially come to a logical point of completion but 
still effectively communicate my research-of-process that I conduct through my 
artworks, the report was constructed through conceptual bricolage but developed 
into a uniform object-in-its-own-right. Feeling the weight and stability of this 2-inch 
report and abstract, which includes as many work-in-progress images as possible, 
effectively curbed my inclination to tweak things continuously. Materialising the 
report in this way enables me to experiment in future with physical manipulations 
(for instance, displacement into different environments) which will contribute to its 
conceptual status.
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4.     I found it helpful to think of myself as an artist first and a researcher second, as 
the separation allows me to focus on different aspects at different times; however, 
the reality is that these categories are bound together. I create labels for myself to put 
emphasis on particular properties but in equal measure, they hide properties of a 
different kind.
5.    I continually reminded myself that just because I wanted cool to exist in a 
certain way, that does not make it so. I needed to keep becoming self-aware while I 
was researching, to not get too happy about the things that I found cool and avoid 
becoming blind to cool’s full expression. A cool of convenience (using my passion as 
its only criteria) is unacceptable and undisciplined, but having passion for the act of 
research itself was encouraged.
6.     I had to keep close watch of my meta-cognition to avoid contemplating the 
meaning of life! My best research came out of keeping my head down, hands dirty, 
and considering the real materials in front of me.  
7.    As a bricoleur, I found that building the foundation for my own positive contri-
bution began first by situating what I wanted to say between two (or more) things 
that I was not saying. I began by using the words of others as cartographic material 
to locate my own voice.
8.    I began with many ‘kinds’ of cool and set out to put together a picture of both a 
definition and an evolution at the same time. This was at times problematic.  While 
all dimensions remained part of my subject, my preliminary experience suggested 
that they were not compatible amongst themselves. I was open to accept that this 
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might be the case and it was in this state of openness that I began concept mapping 
and pulling out sensibilities.
9.     I aim to create work that can transcend my own interests and become a tool for 
others to understand and access creativity. I frequently asked myself if it would be 
possible to extract the tool from my practice, or would I end up being the tool that 
becomes used? Through self-reflection, I became willing to offer either outcome.
10.    I had/have trouble defining the scope of my practice—  what the separation is 
between my work, my process, my hand, myself, and my life (Fig. 336). I do not yet 
understand the importance of distinguishing these aspects, nor how to, and I aspire 
to learn more as I continue.
(next page) Fig. 336. “self-por-
trait taken during R.U.S.S.E.L.L.,” 
spacesuits for animals, 2016.
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